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Tim  ORIGIN. TUllNQVER AND REMOVAL OF NORMAL 
GLOMEEULAE BASEMENT MEMBRANE
by
FEEDEEÏCK WALKER 
SUMMARY
A comprehensive accoimt of the natural history of normal glomerular basement 
membrane is prerequisite to elucidating the pathogenesis of numerous renal diseases.
The experimental argyrle technique was investigated # adapted and applied in a 
long term sequential, electron microscopic study of normal glomerular basement 
membrane In the rat.
The results demonstrate that a major component of glomerular basement membrai 
is secreted by the visceral epithelial cells. This component is laid down on the 
epithelial side and slowly moves towards the endothelial side of the basement membran 
as new basement membrane material continues to be secreted. The old basement 
membrane material is removed from the endothelial aspect of the membrane and passe 
by way of the lamina rara interna to the mesanglal matrix for subsequent ingestion by 
the mesangial cells. This process is continuous and slow: the time for complete 
renewal of the glomerular basement membrane in the mt is of the order of twelve 
months. Secretion of this component, by the epithelial cells, is effected by a 
vascular-'coated pit mechanism and removal, by the mesangial cells, is effected by a 
pliagocytio mechanism.
The results further Indicate the presence of a second component In glomerular 
basement membrane* This second component Is probably of endothelial origin and 
has a much faster turnover rate than the main, or epithelial derived, component.
Study was also made of glomeruli from two cases of human argyria and though 
the observations perforce are limited, the results show that human glomerular 
basement membrane has a natural history essentially similar to rat glomerular 
basement membrane.
On the basis of these experimental observations, correlated with the results of 
previous investigations, a model of the functional morphology of glomerular basement 
membrane is proposed. The potential applications of Üils model are briefly indicated
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PREFACE
This thesis Is a study of the origin, turnover mû removal of 
normal glomerular bammeat immhram.
The definite récognition of extracellular matrices, not un** 
naturally, awaited the definitive recognition of cells in tlm early 
nineteenth century# For some deoadea Uieraalter controversy 
raged over whether the cells proihiced, or were tlmmcelves 
derived from, the o#racellular matrix# The domination of 
cell and the complete aecéptenoe of the cell theory did not occur 
until Yirohow’s flSiS) olaasical pronounceuMnt *’Omnis oelMa a 
eelhila" ^  This devasWIng femth, coupled with the lack of suit*- 
able Investigational techniques, largely rastmlned interest In the 
extracellular matrices until well Into the twentieth century#
The study of feacemcnt membranes, which mmprise part of 
the extracellular matrices, properly began with the introduction 
of the term and the concept hy Bowman (1842| 184"?) but has only 
resurged within the past fifteen years largely due to the develop- 
ment and application of electron mieroscople techniques # In 
con0 e<juence tW role of these lifeless but far from inert membranes 
in physiological and pathological proceesea Is now better understood#
It is hoped that this theais will further contribute to this under standing*
The importance of basement membrmea may be appreciated 
in a pbysiolc^ioal context by the fact that any substance be it 
ingested, iiihated or bijeoted into the mammalian bo%, has to 
cross an absolute minimum of three basement meml^ranes in 
the course of its entry, metabolism and excretion* TW import­
ance of such membranes may also be appreciated in a pathological 
context hi that careinoma-in-situ has yet to be the cause of death 
in one pitiant while carcinoma causes the death of many and the 
difference, in the simplest possible terms, is transgression of 
basement membrane* It has also been suggested that altered 
permeabil% of basement membrane particularly in the vaea 
vasorum, may contribute to the formation of atheroma. It is 
therefore evident ttiat basenmnt membranes are involved signifi­
cantly in # e  pathogenesis of many, common, important, human 
diseases*
The most studied Wsement membrane to date Is that in the 
renal glomerulus which physiologically plays an important role in 
the initial urinary ultrafiltration procosa and which, pithologioally, 
features prominently In a variety of disease processes both of renal 
and extra-renal origin* Because of these p?evioua studies there 
are considerable data and reaeonabk general agreement about ultra*
atniotoal fea toes, eWmioal oompoeition and fuWWml oapaMl- 
Itloe of thB glomerular emplllmry wall, Winding tto basement
membrane. There la, however, aome dispute alxmt the immer 
ill which the glomomilar wall functtons. It is a rather remark- 
able immArme wMoh will filter over one humored and fifty litres 
of fluid per day for a lifetime without, im moat tnstanoes, either 
beooming clogged m  showing signe of wear and tear *
8uoh a mem#ram exoitea tW curiosity • It warn this, allied 
with a lack of comprehension of the genesis of certain glomerular 
basement membrane lesions, mû the hmWllty to retrieve the 
appropriate toforiiaation from previously pablisbed investigations, 
which %)TompWd the choice of the subject matter of this thesis. 
Other oonsiteatioBs hdluwoed the form of tMs study. There le 
a great deal to be learned about basement membranes but expansive 
Ideas, towever atimula#%, must be tempered by oonsideratlous of 
feasibility with the object of desîguîBg a practical, laformativa 
aeries of experiments which will elucidate the biological processes 
under coiiaicteration*
Essential to mu uuderstaadlug of ary pathological process Is an 
understaudiug of the aorreipoudlug normal process. As it has 
1mm aptly put ”|^thology is nothing but pltyaMogy with obstacles"
(VIrohûw 1886 tranalatoi by Bather, ■ 108SÎ, - It was therefore 
deoided, for tMa particular pmjoct, to âîsposo of at least some 
of the problème and aiucty the pï^eioîogy of tte  basement mem-
htmw.
Having decided to almly normal glomerular basement mem- 
brame tm mi effort to mhlBm some general Insight into its modus 
operoudi the speolfio questions in mind initially wore: Where 
does the basement membrane eome from? How does it get there? 
Is it stable or does it turn over? M it Wm# over where does it 
go? How does it work? Wiy does it continue to work for a life- 
tizKWGi? iRfhasare loewa hbjgo wsrcGagglP
Comidering these questions, the already published data and 
available fochniquea it seamed tlrnt the answcra might be forthcomie^ 
from a long term, sequential, electron mic3?oscopic examination of 
glomerular basement membrane wMoh had been labelled in vivo, at 
appropriate times, with m  electron dense marker* The progress 
of the rmrh$v In Urn basement membrane could then be studied as a 
function of time.
A more personal reason for selecting this approach is that the 
soMione to many important pathological problems apiiear to lie, 
for the present, in that limbo bet%veen ultrastruoture and chemical
composition. Here the electron miorosoopist expects the bio- 
chemist to provide the answer and the biochemist has the same 
expectation of the s'oioroBeopiatî Havtog, in a previous thesis 
("A Study of the Mucopoiyeaeeharidee in Normal and Diabetic 
Vitreous Humour"), utilised a biochemical approach, it seemed 
that If on this occasion an ultraalructural approach was used con­
siderable additional insight and experience would be gained which 
would prove of value in tackling future proMema.
The simplest appropriate electron-dense marker was silver. 
The main advantage offered by this experimental model -  the 
argyric glomerulus -  apart from simplicity, was the singular 
lack of reported toxicity after ingestion of small amounts of silver 
salts # Silver offered one other major advantage in that it ia the 
only mmrker which enables direct comparison beWccn the experi­
mental animal and the human. Examples of human argyria are 
nowadays of great rarity but material suitable for examination w e b  
potentially retrievable from the files of pathology departments. 
This proved to be the ease* The main disadvantage was that this 
experimental mmdel had been little used previously so lack of 
essential background Worm&tion necessitated considerable pre­
liminary and ancillary investigations in addition to the experiments
pmper*
The thesis Is pmsenW  in five iK&rW*
Bart I is  an Mroduatàm outlining preaemt Mormatloa and mrmtâ 
Maas which provMa a haokgmimd t@ #W partleMar imveat- 
igation.
Part IIÎB oemcemed w i# preliminary oacl atioiltey atudiea of 
experimanwi mpgyria.
Part III éoaorlbes %lm definitive experiments on glo'merular base- 
rnmt memhmm M tW rat#
Part I? records the fW inge la the glomerular basenm t membrane 
IB two aamm of hamm argyria and oormlatea these with the 
findings in the 02:perimental animal.
Part V is a gowral ooaelnnion which plaeoe the ew rim ental 
roBulta in ooatm&t wMi other data and a model of the functional 
morphology of gïm m m tm  haeement membrane Is proposed.
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Figure 1. The mammalian renal corpuscle 
showing the capsule (c), the glomerulus (m), 
the arterioles (af and ef) and the tubule (t). 
Reproduced from Bowman (1842).
Parti
ÎNTEODUCTÏOM
The Normal Mammalian Glomerulus in General 
and its IMsement Menfbrane in Fartlcufor
The functional and structural unit of the kidney is the nephion and 
in the beginning of the nephron is the glomerulus *
Structure
The normal mammalian renal corpuscle (Malpighii, 1060) ia 
a hollow spheroid about 150 to 250 microns in overall diameter.
It is bounded by the capsular basement membrane which on its 
outer asi^ot blends with the interstitial tissue of the renal cortex 
and on its inner aspect is lined with the |)ariotal epithelial cells. 
Within the sphere is a large tuft of capillaries, the glomerulus 
(Bowman, 1842), (Figure 1).
The glomerulus is supplied by a single afferent arteriole which 
arises directly from an interlobular artery and enters the renal 
corpuscle at the vascular pole or hilum. The glomerulus is 
drained by a single eHerent arteriole which leaves the renal cor­
puscle at the vascular pole and eventually drains into an interlobular 
vein. The region between the arterioles at the vascular pole ie 
occupied i%r the lacis cells. This region is closely related to the 
macula densa of the distal convoluted tubule.
Approximately opposite the vaseuiar pole is the urinary pole 
where the renal corpuscle Joins the proximal convoluted tubule.
The lumWa of the renal corpuscle, i .e . the urinary apace, and 
the proximal convoluted tubule communicate freely. The cap- 
Bular basement membrane and the parietal epithelium are in 
continuity with the tubular basement membrmae and the tubular 
epithelium.
The glomerulus consists of up to fifty capillaries arranged in 
up to eight iobttles. There are certainly anastomoses within 
each lobule and, probably, though to a much lesser extent, between 
different lobulea (Hall, 1085; Boyer, 1066; Lewis, 1968a, b).
Each capillary has a triple layered wall consisting of glomerular 
baBOMut membrane lined internally by endothelial cells and covered 
externally by visceral epithelial cells. At the vascular pole the 
glomerular basement membrane and the visceral epithelium are in 
continuity with the capsular basement membrane and the parietal 
epithelium (McManus, 1948b).
Focally within the glomerulus, interposed between the endothel­
ium and the glomerular basement membrane, is a third type of cell, 
the mesangial cell (Zimmermann, 1933). In the region of the hilum 
these nmsongial cells are in continuity with the lacis cells.
Normal glomeruli rommrWMy uniform to appooranco,
not only to the to # v i# a l mû in the apoctos but also to dMKeronI 
nmmmalim apeoias {Yomler,. 1931). The preceding and follow- 
tog commenta, except %vlmre specified# may to considered to apply 
to both human and ra t glomeruli (Figures B and 3) #
The glommruli are distributed throughout the renal cortex and 
number wall over one million to each adult human kidneys there 
are mrrespondtogly fewer to the rat ki^ey * Tto capillaries of 
a aingle human glommmlua have a m tinm  area of about 0*38 square 
millimetre (Book# 1987)5 the corresponding valu© to the rat is 
0*19 square millimetre (ICIrkman and Stowell# 1B4B). GloiBcruli 
to a jmttamedullary situation are slightly larger than those elsewhere 
to the cortex#
UltraQtructure 
(a) Glomerular basement membrane
The glomerular basement membrane completely surrounds the 
capillaries and no diacontimitles have been demonstrated (Figure 4># 
The membran© to a trilaminar structure havtog thto outer and toner 
relatively electron-lucent layers# reaimctivety called the lamina 
rara externa and the tornina rara toterm# wMoh sandwich a mdddle# 
thick# relatively electron-opaque layer# the lamina denaa (Figure 6)#
%Figure 2. Normal human glom erulus. Haematoxylin 
and eosin (H & E ). X 340
! f t%
c
%
n
Figure 3. Normal rat glom erulus. H & E. X 340 
H = hilus; US = urinary space; UP = urinary pole
Figure 4# Portion of a glomerulus demonstrating continuity 
of the glomerular basement membrane and the relative positions 
of epithelial, endothelial and mesangial m ils. XG,000
All the electron microgra#m, unless otherwise Wlcated, are 
of rat tissue stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. All 
magnifioatlons refer to the finished print and are corrected to
the nearest thousand diameters.
BM 5S basement membrane
CBM %: capsular basement membrane
OP sa coated pit
DB S» dense tody
EC Z3 visceral epithelial cell
EM 33 endothelial cell
F 3m*
FP « foot process
e m Oolgi apparatus
LD » lamina denea
la E 9S lamina ram externa
LBI S3 lamina ram Interna
M « mitochondrion
MO S3 mesangial cell
MM 33 mesangial matrix
M a» nuoleua
PC S3 parietal epithelial cell
R 3^ ribosomes
RBO est red Wood cell
8P S» elit plate
¥ »î vacuole
Figure 4
Figwm 5a* Glomerular basement mentfiraaa with the foot 
procosaoG of the-visceral epithelial cella embedded In ils 
outer aepeot. The inner aspect is lined by attenuated endo­
thelium with fenestrae* The three laminae of the basement 
membrane are clearly distinguiehable. K 76,000
Figure Ob* Foot process showing thick plasma membrane 
and the filtration slit plates. X148,000
Figure 5 a
F igure 5 b
The of these three laminae to m W really reoogntoed
though it is not estaMishid whettor they ere entittos in their awn 
right or whettor #ey  are preparative arWaotB# to this theais 
the term glomerular basement n#mhrme refers to the entire 
membrane# i.e . all tihree laminae# and W  names of the individ­
ual laminae are used to refer to the oorreapondteg topographieal 
locations.
Outwardly the gloaiierular basement membrane is dtomntln- 
uoualy but regutoly m m téà  fey the foot prooeeeee of the visceral 
epithelial colla (Gautier# Bernhard and Oberllag# 1050). These 
processes are embedded in the lamina rara exterm and are very 
firmly secured. Foot process detachmemt has not been described. 
Between adjacent foot processes lie the filtration alits to which
region the outer limit of tto baaeimnt membrane to defined by a
o
stogie layered membrane# 50-70 A thick# which Jotoa the adjacent 
foot processes (Yamada# 1055). This# the filtration slit mem­
brane# is of such a width and electron density that It is usually 
only vtoible when the plane of the mloroscope section to normal 
with respect to the surface of the basement membrane (Farquhar# 
Wiaaig and Fala^ to# 1001). 0tow it ia apïMîrent tlmt the baaement 
membrane# as well as the adjacent atructurea# can be cut to an
Infinite variety of the fUtratioa alit loeiBforane is very
ueefol W orientating the section and developing a more aocurate 
three #%wngional concept of the glomemlns#
Inwardly the gloniemlar basement membrane is limited 
largely by the piaema and feneatral membrmea of the endothelial 
cells and to a leaser emtemt by the plasma monbrmea of the 
angial cells.
In the peripheral portions of the capillaries the glomerular 
basement membrane is regular in outline and M rly uniform in 
thickness. In the vicMfy of mesanglal w lls foaaement mem­
brane ia considerably and Irregularly thickened on its internal 
aspect. This localised excess of basement membrane-like mater­
ial ÎB called the matrix.
It has already been mentioned that the glomerular basement 
memîîrane and the eapstdar basement men#ram are continuous at 
the vascular pole. M this region there are also large, irregular 
deposits of basement mensbrane-like material which are in contin­
uity with tW glomerular basement nmmbrame and witlt the basement 
membrane of the arterioles (latta and Miumsbach, 1962i Barajas 
andLatta, 1963; Jacobsen. Jorgensen and Thomsen, 1966). The 
precise relationships of this basement me^nbrane nmlerial. and
whether it ia true buseniant membrane or roeaangial matrix, are 
not yet determined.
The laminae rame are almoal devoid ol ultrastrnctural 
features. They contain a few very fine fibrils which run almost 
at right angles from the vioinity of, or directly from, the neigh­
bouring plasma membranes into the lamina densa (Jorgensen, 
i907fo). In current preparations the lamina densa appears as 
a network or feltwork of i^artlally oriented, fine, aperiodic fibrils 
about 40 X in diameter, set in an amorphous matrix of slightly 
lower electron denaify (Yamada, 1056; Kurtz and McManus, 1060; 
Farquhar, Wlssig and M ade, 1081; Vernier, ISGl, 1084;
Kurts, 1061; Farquhar, 1064a). About these observations there 
is good general agreement; about the interpretation of these observ­
ations there are disparate views. One view is that the fibrils 
exist in their own right and are an integral part of the lamina donsa. 
The other is that these fibrils are the ultraatructural manifestation 
of mlcellos (Froy-Wyasling, 1048) whose appearance is exaggerated 
during the fixation of what Is essentially a thîKOtropîo gel (Menefco, 
Mueller, Bell mâ Myers, 1064; Menefeo and Mueller, 196?). At 
the dimensional level involved in the foregoing interpretations pre­
parative artefacts can seriously affect the organisation of biolc^ical
amtorWa* Bidepemdemt evidence obtained by other preparative 
pmoûikxtm or % eallraly different mem# la therefore h%My 
dealrahte (Falade and Bnina, 1964) *
The mean width of the gloimmlar haaement meWbram in the 
peripheral portions of the oaplHary loops In the adult human W 
about 8 ,2001 though oonaiderahle variation ooeurs notably between 
different, rather than within tW same, capillaries (Osawa, 
Kimmelatiel and Selling, ISSSi Jorgensen and Bentzon, lOiO).
Some of this variation appears to be related to the degree of dilation 
or contraction of tW capillaries (Farquhar, Wiasig and PalatW,
1901; Bliirai, Takasugl and Kttaimfra, 1009). The relative thick- 
ness of the lamime rarae vary from report to report and is appar­
ently partly related to the amount of extraction occurring in different 
fixation and embedding procedures. A typical figure however, for 
present techniques, is 200 to 400 £  (Jorgensen, I9@?b).
ïn the rat the glomerular basement membrane is thinner than 
the human m d Ms been variously reported as having a lœan width 
of about 1,000 £  (Latta, Maunsbaoh and Madden, 1960) to 1,900 £  
(SMrai, Talmsugl and Kteim tra, 1969).
#  Mesangtal matrix
The mesangial matrix la smoothly, limited on its outer aspect
by the inner surface of the lamina densa from which it is fre­
quently, but not invariably, distinguishable by being slightly 
less electron dense. Inwardly its contours are tortuously 
demarcated largely by the plasma membrane of mesangial cells 
and to a lesser extent by the plasma membrane of endothelial 
cells. At its lateral margins the matrm blends into the lamina 
rara Interna.
Mesangial matrix is looser in texture and less iiomogeneous 
than the lamina densa. Its electron densiiy varies irregularly 
from that of the lamina densa to tlmt of the lamina rara. Extens­
ive areas of the matrix appear structureless or faintly granular, 
at least with the microscopic resolution used to date. hx otlier 
areas a variety of not readily characterised fibrils are present.
In addition to the fine 40 £  fibrils similar to those in the lamina 
densa there mre aperiodic fibrils about 100 £  in diameter (Farquhar 
and Palade, 1962). The other main fibril occurs in lesser numbers 
but is considerably larger, 400 to 500 £ , in diameter. These fibrils 
are generally thought to be collagen though they are considerably 
shorter and have a less constant periodicity than typical collagen 
(Michielson and Creemers, 1067). Such atypical collagen fibrils 
are regularly found in the normal rat mesangial matrix (Lutta, 1961)
foiii have not been deseriWd in tW normal Mmm glotmmlm .
Typtoril oollagen fibrils however tmm been widely reported In 
a variety of Wman and m t pathological glomeruli (Spiro, WBBt 
Bemcoame, Stem, latta  mû Madden, 1988; lllugîais^uilkuâ 
md Guile, 1881; Klmmolatiol, Kim and Berea, 1882; Suzuki,
CliOTg, Griehmm, Mamteer and BaoM, 1888).
(c) Vlacerai epïtheîM mtlu
The viaoeral epithelial eella are large md irregular In omtline. 
They are eharaeWriaed by Imvîug many foot proeeaeoe wMeh inter- 
digitate regularly md are firmly attached to the outer aspect of 
the gloîuarute basement menihrme (Yamada, 1888), The cells 
are Mimded by a plasma mombrauo which baa a triple-layered w it 
membraw BtmmMm differing from most other colla only in that # e  
outer layer of the membrane appears slightly thicker than usual 
(LattE, 1882), This pWma membrane is completely enveloped 
by a iMck cell coat or (Eambourg mxd Leblond, 1887;
Mohos and Bkoza, 1888; Jones, 1888; Gronlowald, Blozyokowa 
and Walakl, 1888; Bohnke and Zelander, 1870) which is considered 
In detail later In this thesis.
The malm body of the cell contains tW nucleus and well developed 
mttooiiomdrta, free ribosomes, rough aurfaced endopîasîBio reticulum
wMoh la places la in the form of very large # 0 Wm#d clstem e  
IFarqiihar, Wlaeig and Palade, 1901; Thoamea, 1867), round 
vosiolea up to 1,000 £  te diameter many of whloh aurrouM the 
promtemt Oolgi apparaW# and some large vamoles up to 0,000 £ 
te #am%t$r. The vesiotes and the vacuoles are surrounded hy 
a unit of the dimenateue aa the plasma membrane.
Multiveeioilar and mo3#rme-bomd dense bodies are commonly 
present. The oytoplaem of the foot proceama is frequently much 
more dense than that elsewhere te the cell and eontatea a limited 
range of oj^aneUea mtabty vesicles and vacuoles; ribosomes and 
mitochondria are ocoasionally present but muoleum# Golgi apparatus 
and rough surfaced endo#asmic reticulum have not been observed 
(Trump and Benditt, 186%; Jorgensen, 1007a). Attachment zones 
of the usual variety between Mjacent epithelial cells are absent and 
eoaloBcence between visceral and parietal epItMlîal calls has not 
been observed te ÛtB normal glomerulus though these cell types are 
contiguous at the vascular polo.
The width of the foot processes ia exeecdtegty variable but is 
always greatest at the tesertion of the basement membrane, te 
hmmnB the width varies from 1,000 to 10,000 £  though most pro­
cesses are te the lower reaches of this range, and the teterventeg
fîteatloa
allt width lies beWeen 2 0 0  u (Ia#a, Maimslmoh and
II1810 in t!i0 course of mm optical mim?oae<
1K& ia&in@rg&3€d
jBoot %sr<>(%3aw5M38lb%a& th&# dcw&g> loot d0t#aw3& 
motiouloua teebaimoa
he outer aurfaoe of tWee oella ie related mateW to the lamim rara
mad to a Biïr^
face terme the OCjM-t 04^1 A# I
are joWd W (teemoeomea to i t me vAsema
pole the emdotholW celle Iteîng the
m liming the
The mate 3mea
apparaW# free riboaomoej
vaoiolas or veeiclee, is  m m lly, hut blVè eitumted over
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moaaiagial matrix» From this
cytoplasm oxWids In & lamina about 1,000 A thick to invest the
ontlm Imer 8W&
TMs atWmated
K me glomerular uaaomcmt ms
the oytoplaom la Wermptod regularly
0by olroular opontego, tlie tenmtrao, about 1,000 A in dlamotoi
glautler, BornhardmdOMrlteg,
ir teuootrao may or may mot bo closed by a thin diaphragm 
ajno, 1906) though in oertaln other alWo te # e  body tlxoso dla-
mppe&xr to be more constant (Ehodin, 1 9 6 2 ). It bus been 
suggested ttet the feneatral diaphragm consists of the external
leaflets of
is very
plasma membranoa (Luft, 1964) and morpho
to the filtration aMt plate fLrft, 1066).
*^ TMb Ingenious ayatheata hma little evidence to support it, however’*
only organelles usually present in the
attenuated portions of the cytoplasm are small vesicles. The endo- 
tWlial cells also have a covering of cell coat or ’’fuzz” (Luft, 1886 
this is tMnner than that on the visceral epithelial cells (Jones, 1869).
The presence of a third cell type, that ia apart from tW mdo- 
tMlium and the visceral epithelium, was origimlly noted by 
Zimmermaîm (193S). lîis observations, though strictly correct.
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W0 ÏQ Kjl0 intej’p?0 te«l te the» light of Üie thaa hold view of gtemendar 
development, mmely tevagteatton of the glomevalsr oapsule ty  
a tuft of caplltevtes. t e h  a proceos meant that the capillaries 
would he Inveeted with a layer of the tevf^teated capsule rather 
te the way the # t  is tevested with a layer of peritoneum as it lies 
te the coelomhic cavity* %  analogy with the mosenterium 
Zimmermann introduced the term mesangium and thought that 
this third cell type was a fibroMast pulled in bet^ veen the layers 
from the adjacent m esenclyn»,
Mesangial colls are invariably situated between glomerular 
basement membrane and endothelial cells, surrounded by m es- 
!u%lal matrix. Their precise locus to the mpillary loop is less 
curtate. One view is that the cells are tetercapiUavy te location, 
i .e . where capillary loop} branch or anastomose (latta, Maunsbaoh 
and Madden, ISfiOj. The other view is that the cells are tetra- 
cepillary te location, i.e . parietal (Farquhar and Palade, 1932). 
This problem is heatedly disputed (Zambote and Martino, 1968b) 
but is not yet resolved and is a reflection of the difficulties of 
three dimensional reconstruction from two dimensional mioro- 
graphs te a structure as complex as the glomerulus.* te the 
centrolobular r^ ion , close to the hilum, the meaangial cells are
■üofâtiimoiis willi, ûwà eimlW  to, laols m llst they also War a 
m m Ti^lm m  W tW m aolo celle of tho ofCaroBt arteriole (Latia 
aad Mamebach* I##Ê; ZaïBboBl md MartlBo, IB ##).
%%m mOBamgM cell lias a reimrkakly Irregular ouütee wltti 
mmeroue, amalî, proJecWng spines or pseuctopodla, and nmner- 
one invagimating poofoots or pila# TW qytoplaem, apart from the 
EuelcuB, has a varied content of orgmeîleai 6o%i apparatus, 
smooth and rough surfacocl endoplasmic reticulum, free ribosomes, 
iiasltivaslcular and dense bodies, md oeatrioJes* There are focal 
areas of increased cytoplasmic tensity situated perl#mra% from 
which radiate bands of cytoplasmic filaments * Particularly note-
worthy is an apparent continuity in aequenee from the invaginating 
pockets through intraoyWpIaamic vacuoles to dense or residual 
bodies. Occasionally bulbous paeudopadia are observed displacing 
or penetrating the overtying endotWltum to lie within the capillary
The original #per by latta md hta associâtes contains m  
explicit 6awing of mesmgial cells in an imtercapillory location.
TMe Wautiful, but two disnensloiml, representation has been repro­
duced aubsequentty in numeroua papers and books* lid s diagram 
and the ensuing controversy form a partioularty good example of 
the point, imdo by Sidmsm, Bidman and Tomhette (1964) in a stucty 
of programmed self-instruction, that showing anatomical features 
in only one view may lead to stereotyped concepts not usable in 
different contexts*
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(g) Variations
There ore eartaln, mlmr, u îtm sinicteal variations which 
oeew  lEconelantty, yet mWKioim% (requentty, In the normal 
glomerulum to momsiW# # e ir  récognition Imtthey he miatokem 
lor pathological featwrea*
Foot pmùBBËBB are not quite aa regular as moat deserlptlaua 
would have them. M almost every motion of a glomorul%m 
mQmiQml proeeawa which are imoh larger te n  average are 
fcimi, and alight degrees of foot prooeaa faolon em he observed 
eapeoWly in t e  vIoMty of oaplllary hrmohimga (Jorgemœ, 1067a) * 
A m ter varimt is t e  proamee of several alit plates im a eingle 
filtration alii (Brioamm# 1968),
Focal hamiaterlaal thiokeaiug of t e  bamamnt membmm ooomrs 
rarety (Jorgemeu, 1967a).
EiMoteMal fenWrao vary in number mû a te  in m\m$mm pub- 
liahed iîluatratloBs of what Bsm uWbubWdty mrmal glomeruli. TMa 
aspect of quantitative alectrom microscopy appears to have hem im­
perfectly ateEad to date,
Moaauglal celle form a hetorogeueom population mû t e  deuaity 
of t e  cytoptemio matrix md t e  mmber of orgaBelles preaeut is 
highly variable (Farqiter mû Palade, 1902),
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All of above mentioned variations %mm aiicomterod In ttm 
Gourao of the pmsmt
The mammalian glomerulus develops in the definitive kidney, 
or met&nopbros* from Ûm lower Itinb of the B-stoped motaneiArW 
vesicle and from the mesenchyme in the cleft between the middle 
and lower limbe* The cells in the lower surface of the lower lin#  
flatten and form the imrietal epitWlial cells of # e  renal corpuscle* 
The cells in the u$#r surface of the lower limb are columnar and 
form the visceral ep itelial cells of the glomerulus * The cavity 
of tMs lower limb becomes the urinary, or Bowman’s, space* The 
cleft botwaen the middle md lower limbs corfaima mesenchyme and 
a capillary which at all stages of development communicatea with the 
surrounding blood vessels * This capillary eventually becomes the 
afferent and efferent arterioles; the mesenchyme In the cleft event­
ually becomes the mesangial, lacis md arteriolar wall cells*
By a process of differential growth t e  lower, or parietal sur­
face almost completely envelops t e  upper m  visceral, surface .
At t e  same time the capillary in the oMt jiroliferates and oooupies 
t e  developing concavity in the visceral surface, becoming intimately 
related to the visceral epidielial cells and forming the glomerulus.
I B
The cells îb the lower surface of the mtiMe limb of the B-sha|)od 
voaiele, which are also related to the mesenchyme In the oleffc, 
eventually become the macula densa of the distal tubule (Huber,
1806; Jokolainen* ISOS; Potter, 1066; Potter and Osatenondh,
1066; Zamboni and Martino, 1968a)
The oldest, moat mmture glomeruli are tWae in the jweWmedullary 
region* Those situated in the sub-capsular region are the youngest 
and least inature # Mepliron induction in the human ordinarily ceases
between the S2nd and iSth week of gestation after which time m  new 
glomeruli are formed in any cirmmetamces (Potter and Thierstein, 
1043). Post natally in the rat It has been reported that new glomeruli 
continue to develop for up to three mmths thm%h t e  vaet majority
The sequence of events outlined above !e that which fits most of 
the present known facts* However glomerular eteryogeneais has 
been a particularly controversial topic during t e  past decade and 
other views are atill h#M* The long h©M concept of invagination 
of a Mlloiv sphere by a tuft of capillaries is well described and 
clearly Illustrated by Ham (1066) though he concedes several pages 
Inter in his text that "Thin theory has t e  advantage of being easily 
understandable, but ..#**/% The paper by Fatter ia particularly 
commendmble for Its clear account, solid appraisal and criticism  of 
other theories, and excellent sequence of j^otomiorographs. Even 
this paper shows traces of the controveray in that emotive phrases 
appear in the text; Instead of the more usual, objective ’qnrevious 
studies" or impersonal "oter investigators" there appears the phrase 
"these men" I ïn a later paragra#» another example is "Hall eapecWly, 
Ime been vtem ent in denying that .*..#*"* Tim other papers cited 
are less enjoyable*
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develop witMn t e  first month (Eittelson, 19171  Arataki, 1026).
After birth the moat prominent feature of glomerular maturation 
ia m  lEorease in t e  degree of capillary loMlation and the glomeruli 
continue to inoreaae in aim until adulthood (Eokardt, 1888; 
Haol^onaM and Emery, 1050; Bauer m û  IWenberg, 1880).
Ab the glomerulua develops and matures so does its basement 
m eteram . Mtîaîîy the plasma membranes of t e  foetal visceral 
epithelial and the endoteiial cells are apposed but they soon separate 
slightly. The Imtervenit#' space Is almost devoid of ultrastruotural 
detail te n  either a single, or a double which soon coalesces Mo a 
single,band of thin fibrillar material appears which eventually con- 
solidates and progressively thickens into t e  drfinitive basement 
membrane (Kurtz, 1008? Vernier, 1861; Vernier and Birch- 
Andersen, 1062). B is presumed that both epitMHal and endothel­
ial cells oonfeeibute to t e  formation of the basement membrane Imt 
t e ir  respective rote, and the part played by t e  lœsangial cells 
in t e  process, is not known (Bhodin, 1864).
At birth the glomerular basement tm nibm m  In t e  human has 
a :man width of about 1,600 £ . B progreaaively thickens until at 
t e  age of three years it Mb a mean width of 2,800 £  (Bloom, 
Hartmmi and Vernier, I860; Vernier, 1061). This was an early
2ü
0of basom©iil membrane meaauremants and 2,800 a  was also
as tlie width of adult n This le
ofigure of 3,200 A
loss tkm 
k, liim
miû Selling, 1004; Jorgensen md Bentzon, 1008) md white t e
dIfferoEoo la iy due tô in measuring tecîmîquea.
W observational. M summary Worm"
atîoE imdioatea tliat hmmm glomerular basement ammbram lEcreases
in width from birth to
ooeurs
Imt by far t e  largest Inorement
me age o% tare s .
te t e  rat gtemerub 
width with age md Erdmmm.
raw also mcrea
Ashworth® ISrdmmn
md it has been demonstrated
} mw  base-
that this is due to the laying down of new basement membrome on t e
;s md FeMinm,
ment membrane appeared on t e  epithelial aepeet it was
Inference that the ep iteilal cells were
by
This topic of the source of baeenient membrane smterial In tlie
post natal ont, maintenance md repair of the glomerulus
is considered in detail later In this theais.
Basement M eteram
It is well that the main constituent of mammalian
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glomerular basement immbrane is a protein of the coll%en type 
(Goodman, Greenspon mâ Krakower, 1906; Bothbard and Watson, 
1901; Lazarow mû Speidel, 1984; Disohe, Pappas, Grauer and 
Pisohe, 1905; EefalldOB and Wlnzler, 1966; Misra and Bernmn, 
1900; Lidsity, Sharp and Budee, 1967; Spiro, 1907a). This 
collagen differs oMmicaliy from the general form of mamnmlian 
fibrillar collagen in several respects. Particularly sfenifleant 
différences are that basement me te r  one collagen contains move 
hydroxylysine and ia aaaooiated with more carbohydrate than fibrillar 
collagen. The carbohydrate occurs in two dfftereat unite, a di- 
saccharide and a heteropolyeaecharide (BisoM, Pappas, Grauer 
and Dleche, 1965; Spiro, 1967b). The disaccharide consists of 
glucose and galactose and is linked to hydroxylysine, the structure 
la 2 0  -o-D-glucopyronosyl-O-p-B-galaotOK^ranoaylhydroxylysine 
(Spiro, 1967c; Kefallde®, 1969a) * Th© heteroptdysaccharld© con-
talne a total of sixteen monosaccharides made up of galactose, 
mannose, H-acctylglucosamlne, sialic acids and fucoae • TM 
structure of this heteroisolyeaochoride Is not yet determined but 
Its linkage Is probably to aapar^lne.
Concerning this heteropolysaccharide there are at present 
inadequate data to reach a definite conclusion but there are three
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malm aiiggeations* The first ia that tMa carbohydrate ia attached 
to a aom-mlMgemm# peptide which may he part of a separate gtyeo- 
protein (Dlaohe, Fappas, Grauer and Diaohe, IB#; KeMides,
1068). This euggestloE implies that, in the main, glomerular 
haoeinent membrane Is a two component system# The aecond is 
that this oarhobydrate to attached to the basement membrane eollagon 
itself (Spiro, 1067b, IB #). TMa suggestion implies that, in the 
main, glomerular basement metermm is a one component system. 
The third auggeatto la that much of this sialic acid eonteinhr; poly- 
aaochorMe is derived from cell mat and la a contaminant of the 
glomerular basement membrane preparations (Mohoa and Skoza, 1070) 
These viewpoints m y  not be so disparate as they appear for 
Immunochemical étudiés raise the possibility that the non coUagenous 
peptide to which the heteropolysaccharide is attached le aeaooiatcci 
with the collagen molecule as a telopepti# (Sharp, Anderson and 
Lideky, 1067? KeMldeg, 1060b, 1060c)* Moreover experiments 
described later In this thesis indicate that a component of glomerular 
basement membrane has certain feateras in common with visceral 
epithelial cell coat. It is likely that this #rtloular problem will 
be solved in the next few years probably as a result of correlative 
blocWmlcal-lmmmochemlcal investigations#
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Numcroua othm minor components have Wm reported In etucllaa 
of both normal and abnormal gloinomlar haaoment membram*
These include phoapholipido, neutral lipida, globulin, fibrinogen and 
ribomoloic aoM. Their exact relationships m â distribution are 
obscure but they are generally r^ardcd m  being either filtration 
reaidnea or oytopteemio contandnmW of basement membrane prepar- 
a tto s .
It ia of interest to not© that the collagewua nature of basement 
membrane was not recogniaed electron microscopically. Mammalian 
fibrillar collagen haa a obaraeteriatio ultraetructure consisting of 
striatlona with regular nmjor and minor periodicities. Basement 
membrane collagen lacks this periodicity. This ultraatructural
différence is attrllmtable to differences in the degree of cross linking 
of the respective ooHagem. Fibrillar collagen slmwa a high degree 
of orientation and ia extemsivety cross linked# Basement membrane 
collagen is conaldernbly lees so (Diache, i§04) # Lysine aM hydroxy- 
lyaime have been shown to be the amino acids rosponalble for forming 
the oroai links of the eollogene (Plez, X068i Bailey and Poach, 1068; 
Bailey, Peach and Fowler, 1070). It has tboreforo been proposed 
that tM %dro^tyaine-Mnked disaccharide may serve a regulatory 
Amotion by substituting the hydroxytyshm and removing it as a potential
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M the oroaa IMtternmtWn (Spiro, I960)*
FiU|,ctte of Glomemlm 
The glomeruli prodüee m  ultrafiltrate îtora the plasma wMeli 
Is subsequmtty modified in the renal tuWea and eventually excreted 
as urine. M wm  this ultrafiltrate mrnmlty amounts to about 
180 litres per 24 hours and eoneiste of plasma constituents in vmty- 
Mg dilutions* The main factors involved In promotion of the ultra­
filtrate are the constituents of the plasma, the hydro#mmic pressure 
witliin the glomerular mpillary and the mture of the glomerular 
capillary wall. The first two faoters are normally assumed to be 
determined as a result of which most investigation and ai^ eoulmtion 
concerning glomeruW lunetion has centred on t e  mtere of t e  
capillary waE* It le frequently assumed, teugh supported by 
remarkably little direct evidence, that ultrafiltration takes place 
by pbyaical processes which involve little or no energy expenditure 
on t e  part of the cells in the wall of t e  capillary. It is further 
generally assumed amel supported by comiderable experimental evid- 
m m , that t e  captBary wall is a semi-permeable meterane teugh  
permeability In this emtext can imply flow and/or diffusion.
Im terms of lœforimamoe or ’what il can te r o  is good general 
agreement about t e  capillary wall (Bml#, WBli Wallenius, 1954?
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Bardwicko and SoothUI, 1061). Small imleeulca up to about the 
siso of Inulin, which hxia a naolecular weight (&IW) of 5 , 6 0 0  and ait 
Einsteia-Stokes âUimlon radius #BS) of 16 £ , pass freely thro%h 
the capillary wa'il and have a clearance about tlie same m  creatinine. 
Progreasively larger tmleculea pass through the capillary wall less 
freely; for instance uevnin albumen (MW 60,000, liBS * 32 £) 
has a clearance which is leas than one hundredth that of creatinine. 
Although glomerular capillaries are relatively Impermeable to pro- 
tcine there is no upper limit to the permcaMHty, only a pronounced 
falling off of the aimed or amount of penetration with Increasing 
molecular weiglit.
There is no ainglo hypotWsis of the mechanism of glomerular 
capillary permeability which can account for aE the known facts. 
"This may bo duo to defective or incomplete lypotheoia, or that 
acme of the facta are wrong, or misinterpreted, or both" (Luft,
X06S). At present tho various hypotheses show four trends of 
thought which developed in clironological order more or leas piraHol 
to the application of particular investigational techniques.
(A) The first hypoihesls Is that ultrafiltration occurs between 
the endothelial ceEa and is largely regulated by the intercellular 
cement substance* This view stems mainly from light microscope
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observations and was extenaivety reviewed toy Chambers and 
Zweifaoh (1047), Thle hypotheaia, though useful in other sites, 
has been of limited value In interpreting glomerular permeability,
(B) The second and, to date, domimmt hypothesis is the so 
called "Pore Theory" developed by Pappenheiamr (Pappenheimer, 
EenkîB and Borrero, 1051? Pappenheimer, 1053, 1055), This
îwpothesifi, based on p%almehemieal data such as that outlined 
earlier in this section and on ptoysiologioal clearance studies, 
proposes that ultrafiltration ooeura ttoorough pores some 75 to 
100 £  In diameter largely by hydroitynamle flow and to a much 
leaser extent by diffuaion. Two points made by Pappenheimer 
are of particular importance wltti regard to later wnaideration of 
this toypothesie: t e  first is that aterio effects may restrict diffusion 
at the entranoe to the pore; t e  second is tlmt reduction in glomerular 
filtration, due for example to interference with t e  blood flow, will 
result in relatively larger amounts of proteM appearing in t e  ultra­
filtrate due to imtecular sieving, PappenheimerM hypothesis has 
hem  severely criticised on termo<tynando grounds md an altermtive 
working l^pothesie of diffusion across the capillary waU, rather 
than flow through pores, has been proposed (Chlnard, 1052;
Chinard, Vosburgh and Emm, 1055)# Other studies in general
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support Puppemhelmer’e views and further auggost t e  exlateaoe 
of a lter  Btratohabte pares or t e  exiatence of a second, mumer- 
ieaîly aiimUer Imt dhmmslomalty larger, pore population (Grotte, 
1956; Mayerson, WoEraîu, BMrley md Wassermm, I960).
E mmt be empîmsted that t e  hypoteaia outlined above com- 
earna a naiolumical mâ mmteumtieal model of t e  glomerular wall 
as a whole. It la a aatlrfaetory fuuetloml concept but makes no 
attempt to ascertain t e  actual pathway taken by the transported 
material.
(C) The third hypotesis is intrinsically concerned wlEi t e  
actual pathway taken by t e  transported material. This view is 
really a aeriea of electron microscopic observations which, a# yet, 
lack succinct formal expression in a unifying hypothesis * Brirfly, 
different lnvest%atore using different experimental models have 
placed varying degrees of emphasis on the endothelium, the base- 
ment membrane, t e  filtration slit plate and t e  foot processes, 
as t e  Wrrler which regulates ultrafiltration. These investigations 
are tabulated on t e  following page.
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8ummarl%!ng tea© reaults it is  clear that celle and very large 
colloidal particles normally do not cross the endothelium. All 
o te r  imcors cross the eMothelium readily, principaUy by way 
of t e  fenmtrae, mâ enter t e  lamina rara Interna. All of these 
molecules can subsequently transverse the lamina densa but many 
are retarded at the inner border of this l^ er  and eventually finish 
up in t e  mesa%ial matrix te n  the meaangial celle, ht general 
the larger the molecular size of the tracer t e  more of it goes by 
this route * Those mmlecules which cross the lamiiia <Mnsa lie 
in the lamina rara externa and are more or leas retarded by t e  
filtration slit plates and by t e  plasma membranes of the foot pro- 
cessas. Bimll molecules of the size of oatalase readily pass 
through the slit plate but larger moleculee peas through the foot 
processes by plno«ytOBis and m reach the urinary space.
These ultrastruotural studies using electron-dense tracers 
tov© failed to demomtrate a pore system in t e  basement membrane. 
The tracers cxoss t e  membrane everywhere or at random, mû m  
deformation of t e  membrane by t e  tracers has been observed*
All t e  tracers investigated were found also in the mesangial 
matrix and cells to a greater or leaser extent.
From these studies it is established that t e  glomerular capillary
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wall la atratîfled; thla lanpîiea division of labour mid functional 
spooîalîiaation of oaoh layer (PaWo and Bruno, 1904). The 
endotWMum is a cowctw filter, the lanüna densa 1$ a niedlum 
filter and tW alît plate Is a fine filter. It has been suggested, 
mid eup/K>rted with sound expérimental evidence, that filtration 
residues are removed to the mesanglal matrix and incorporated 
Into the ni^aanglal cells (Farquhar and Palado, 1902; Graham 
and Karnovshy, 1 # 0 ). It has further been suggested that the 
visceral epithelium fimetione m  a monitor of the glomerular fll* 
trato (Farquhar, 1904a). The results of studies using peroxidase 
as a tracer are in accord with this latter suggestion (Graham and 
ïCarnovsky, 1906; Venhatchalam, Kamoval^ and Cotran, 1909).
The tracers umd in these Investigations are unusual molecules 
and, with the exception of hmnmglobln, elemegmee data for them 
are eitlier not available or incomplete • In consequence it is difficult 
to correlate the ultraatruetural features with the phyaiologieal con*» 
cepts outlined previously. Again there are two main views * One 
is tMit the filtration slita may function m  Spores* or at least be rate 
limMti% {Hail, 1907$ Tandis and Fappenheimcr, 1908), The other 
is that the basement membrane is a gel and the rate limiting factor 
is diffusion (Chinard, Vosburgh and Enns, 1965; Menefee and
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Mueller, 1907# ErWmwm# 1WB)$
Apart from these general dgfioiences all of the tracer models 
are to imrtlmlar orittoleme , hi Bùwm the intraluminal
concentration of tracer moleeulea was too low to permit a system-* 
alio study (Pelade and Bruns, 1064), TMs applies particularly 
to colloidal gold* &t certain of tW early ferritin atudles cadmium 
was also present and tW Injected tracer was therefore toxic,
Ferritin is also produced eMogenously and canmt be dlstlngulsî^d 
from the exogenous tracer after a lapse of a few hours (Farquhar, 
IB ##), Globln occurs in both a soluble and m  aggregated form: 
only the latter is eloctron-Klense and looatable (Or#am and Karnovslsy, 
1089), Haemoglobin Is edrmnely difficult to demonatrate electron 
microacopically and often its location is more by Merence than 
recognition.
Despite these deficlencea and criticism s tW electron micro#*
Bfôopic studies of glomerular permeability have significantly comtrK 
bated to the oluoldatiom of glomerular function,
(D) The fourth and last main hypothesis concerning glomerular 
filtration atoms from the advances In bioohemical studies of glomerular 
basement memArme In the past few years * These data are as yet 
incomplete and so far no well develo%md hypothesis has emerged,
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a&w3%a Id&BSï la* ÜuüA 4ajW%&83%8aB&li&l |)eüp]&%QH&%)iIii%r 
l0 #%e remdt o( diSerenUnl oxwea^Wdng md oggregaWon o( tbe
basement mmmhmm# coHogm CICefaîîdes, U§0o) # This is a reason*# 
able suggoetiom but, m  yet, Is In too general a form to W of value ■
III partiWar altuattos, AmotWr Idea W that the phyaiologieal 
*%KM588* (%%%& IwBlioatl 8Mkr&tcd%a%rGi3 l#M38Wuu&8 iHbo %8ajk)%r eHkctiodbuaral coiMypKWov* 
ont of glomerular basement membrane is a tollcal glyeoprotoln 
(Miem mâ Borman# ID #). TMs le an inWroeting but highly specul-# 
atW  eiigg#st;to for while the glyeoproteta is helical there ie little 
ovidenoo that poree mMU far leee helical pores, %imitive though 
thoao miggaetioBfi are# the moleoular anatomy of the basement mem*# 
bmno promise® fbrmatW Mem® within the next few year®,
| l |  Apart from the main hypotheaea two further ideas merit eon#* 
sMeration# one beoauee of its originality the other because It is a
gpEMOd CX}]8a%%e<)33%i@W& »
aantWr# Bernhard and Oberling (1000) who were the first to 
visualise and appreciate the nature of foot processes were consider*# 
ably hmpreased by their contours and intordigitatione. They there­
fore surmised that the calibre of tW glomerular capillary and the 
TOluma of the pcri^ Kiapilfeiy# i#e, urinary# spice oouM actively vaiy 
and thereby act like a auction pump. Oddly enough it has subsequently
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varies
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nem&i%3 oiNB mot (Bacte
Iwawseatwant :%%GMUG&%%%a%&8 Ibüt gare €>03&8übaia&]br o&i%sübl<8 (xf 
]p{#w9{& to &gy%%%%3ü3&M8Ma3a!&() &a&d, Ibgr
»a,*u%5 lai areaa- 
conditions
fiMbei" GK%ew8%&G;&eMÎ ti&sük t&wa l}&6ea%w&%it %%%odoG&>$%%%&e4Df iüha> (üaj&illa&r]
glycooama Al.a A &
%&%& v/ltii iüba& la&oidBw&siUical cRrldoncMB ig tW
HKdükBKi l%k t!&© Ib&aeasaGoat soaasKKübBf igm, T%o
W  the mmlogy
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Optical Biieroscopy# phyaMogy# oleetron naloroaoopy ami 
Mochemiatry have oil oomtvlMited connMoraMe data oa the glomerulus* 
While withim mdh af theae fields ol investigation tfeora are conflicting 
views -  Whether the utoifiltrate is formed diffusion or filtration; 
v/hether the imsement momlmme is fibrillar or a gol; whether the 
basement membram is a single or a multlmmponent system -  It la 
proMble that tWse views are less irreconolluMo than they appear* 
Betiveen these fields of investigation there is a lack of correlattoi -  
do the filtration slits correspond to the pores, are the fibrils the 
ultrastructural manifestation of ymnkly oross-lW^ed collagen, Is the 
feeteropolysaooharlde responsible for nxolooular sioving effects 
but the lack is due to the absence of llWafimed though essentially 
small dotails, The gaps to bo bridged batweox* tho individual and 
the îmîeciïlo# between fimction and ateiotiire, beWeen hypotliosis 
and real% , are smaller In the glomerulus than in most other sites 
in the body*
Having considered this Wckground information with respect to tlm 
subsequent part of this tM sis, one imslo# self-evident but nono-tbe- 
teas worth empWatelng fact la that glomerular baaemoiit imWxrane 
cannot W regarded proixjrly in isolation* It nmst lae considered with 
the visceral epithelial# the endothelial and the niesangial colls as a
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tootionnl and struoteal iiMt whose Bmoml wmpomnts normally
maintain a deMoaWly adjmaWd bsilauco #
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Part II
EKporiniental Argyria
FraîisilEary and AmolHary Experiment® Directed to 
the of a Suitable Experimental Model
for Basement Membrano Studios
Humorous experimental studies on argyria were performed 
In the latter haU of the IBth and tli© early years of the 20th cen­
turies. Most of these studies wore directed towards the thera­
peutic uses of silver compounds and the prevention of argyria.
One of the earliest, and most eystem tio, of such investigations 
was îîïuat of Huet (187# who fed silver salts in doses of up to 6 mg. 
per day to 4 rats for periods ranging to more than a year.
The application of argyria as an experimental model for atruo- 
tural and ultrastruotural studies emerged only in recent years and 
commenced with the study of Gat% (1949). This paper, which was 
presented at a meeting and published only as an abstract, attracted 
considerable attention am a potentially useful tectaique. The pro­
cedure waa subsequently used in electron microscopic studies first 
by Dempsey and WislocM (1055a, b, c, d) and since then by several 
other workers (Wislaoki and Ladman, 1955; Deane, Eofmami, 
Solomon and Wislookl, 1955; van Breemen and Clemente, 1955a, b; 
van Breemen, Eager and Cooper, 1956; Olcott and Eichter, 1958;
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Kurts and Feldman, 1902; Vernier, 1904; Oahima, Hatano, 
Maeyama, Sugino and Takeuohi, 1907; Striker and Simckler,
1970),
In üioory ex%)erimental argyria is simple; rata are given silver 
nitrate ixi their drinking water and after appropriate intervals the 
animals are killed and the silver is located fcy light or electron 
microscopy • The very theoretical simplicity has marred method­
ological detail in the previously cited studies. The concentration 
of silver nitrate has ranged from 1 *0 g per litre (Dempsey and 
Wialocki, 1955c) to 5*0 g per litre (van Breemen and Clemente, 
1055b) or is referred to as ’Milute” (Vernier, 1964; Oshima,
Hatano, Maeyama, Sugino and Takeuchi, 1067). The period of 
administration has ranged from one (Oshima, Hatono, Maeyama, 
Sugino and Tafeeuehi, 1067) to nineteen (Gat ,^ 1949) months.
The varied nature, or lack, of detailed information necessitated 
extensive preliminary and ancillary experiments which are described 
in this imrt of the thesis* These particular observations were imde 
in different animal houses and laboratories (Glasgow, Minneapolis 
and Aberdeen). The definitive experiments described in part HI 
of this thesis were all carried out under standardised conditions in 
Aberdeen.
MetligdplQ i^cal Btudlea
(a) Meth0 d.ol
Bilvor Bitraie is very soluble In water and is sm>st conven­
iently adniiElstered orally. It deteriorates on exposure to light 
mû precipitates readily in the presence of certain Ions* particularly 
chloride. At different times precipitation problems arose with 
drinking containers, washers and mouthpieces. These were all 
tested, individually and assembW, by placing in 0.5 imr cent 
aqueous silver nitrate for at least 24 hours to see if any silver 
was precipitated. Silver administration was eventually standard­
ised to insulation tai^ e covered glass bottles with plastic mouth- 
pieces and grey, synthetic rubber washers devoid of identifying 
înarks, source unlmown (Figure 6). This particular dr lulling 
apparatus presented no precipitation problems; its only inconvou- 
iences in use wore that inspection of the amount of fluid oonsumcd 
took longer than with a transparent container, and tîmt the mouth- 
pieces wore breakable,
En route to M b almost obvious solution it was noted that the 
opaque, unbreakable, plastics water containers widely used in animal 
houses are mad© from a polymer which contains chloride. Tiieso 
containers slowly precipitate silver. One unexpected complication
Figura 6a. Drinking bottle suitable for administering silver 
nitrate solutions, on the left; unsuitable type of mouthpiece on 
the right.
Figure Ob. Detail of corrosion produced, by steel n>outh- 
piece resting on %ine coated metal cage in the presence of 
silver salts, within a period of 4 weeks.
Figure 6a
Figure 6b
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oceiwred whiïe using plastic coated metal UKJUtUpieceo. These do
ïiot precipitate silver hixi the plaatlc wears off at the point wlwre 
the mouthpiece mat® on the metal of the cage. The coW i^natiom 
of galvanised imîal cage, steel mouthpiece and silver nitrate solution 
is particularly corrosive and the mouthpiece erocteo through in about 
4 week® (Figura 6).
(b) Conoontration of cliver nitrate in drWdng water
The amount of water drunk by young adult rats varies from animal 
to animal, from day to day, and from animal house to animal house 
tot a typical range is about 15 to 25 ml per aninml per 24 horns.
Four groups of rats were given respectively ordinary tap drink- 
lïig w ate, and X*0, 2*5 or 5*0 g of silver nitrate per litre of distilled 
water. Analytical grade silver nitrate was used to eliminate possible 
affects from other heavy im tale.
When given 1 *0 g silver nitrate per litre of drinking water there 
!b no obvious change in the drinldng habits or water consumption of 
rats. When given 2*5 g silver nitrate per litre the rats’ water con­
sumption drops markedly on the first day tiicn progressively builds up 
to a normal consumption In about 5 days. When given 5*0 g silver 
nit rat© |x^ r litre the rata* water consumption drops precipitously then 
slowly builds up to about half the previously normal level In about
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10 days. Three of 12 rats on tMa Mgh concentration died on 
days 4 end 5 after mnixmming ingestion# The renixiining rats 
survived Imt Woauoe of their rather mloeraMe condition thio 
particular experiment was dlseontîmied after 2 weeks when 
ordinary mp water mm substituted for tho silver nitrate drlnk%$ 
fluid mid the anteala rapidly returned to mormmL
Bark field mieroacoi^ of the kidneys of rats drinldng 1 *0 g 
silver nitrate ]^ *er litre failed to show good glommrular basement 
membrane labelling within 3 months. The glomeruli of rats 
clrinîdng Z *5 g silver nitrate f>er litre showed good laWlling afWr 
I# weeks. Five grammes of silver nitrate |>er litre bad adverse 
oifeotB on the imîîmls. The concentx^atlon of silver nitrate was 
therefore standardised at B*5 g i)or litre of water for all subséquent 
OKperlMmnts. A^ m^ t from the first G days on this drinking fluid 
those rate wore olîïiiealty distinguished from control rats on ordin­
ary tap drinking water only by having a brown mmzzle and discoloured 
teeth.
This coBOontralion of silver nitrate has previously bom used 
effectively (Kurt% and FeMman, 1002). Two papers on oKporimcmtal 
argyria mention toxlo eonconlrattes of silver (Dloott, 1048; 
vm  Breemen, Roger and Cooper, 195G). TW latter investigators
used a coBcentratîon of 5.0 g silver nitrate per litre for 6 to 
8 months ami clearly ©tato that “silver appears in notieable 
quantity in the rat kidneys only after several nsonths of vital 
admlîiistration” . M view of the findings recorded in the pre­
vious two paragraphs it seems that either moat of van Breemcn’s 
rats were atypical (asoh animals do occur and are considered 
later in this chapter) or, more probably, their drinking vessels 
were slowly precipitating out the silver nitrate*
Olcott (1048)'^ ' records that rats given 1 |5or cent silver salts 
to drink “did not survive” and that 2 rate “were kept alive for over 
000 days with m  other fluid intol^ than 0.4 per cent solutions of 
silver cïüoride in sodium thiosulfato but this dosage usually was 
found to Î30 o2 £coasive“ . He gives no data on the onset of pigment­
ation tot his illustrations are aU from rats exjxïsed to silver for
This paper by Olcott contains much useful Mormation and its 
histological content is graced with descriptive precision. However, 
aimrt from some anachronistio referoncea the paper might well have 
been written in 1848 and not 1940. Bright field and not dark field 
microscopy is the basic technique employed. Large segments are 
written in the first person singular e .g . “I have given silver sol­
utions to . . . . . .  There are personal references in the text
e .g . “Dr. H* 0* Foot has emmined soma of my slides and believes 
that This style contrasts markedly with the objectivity of
the results. These are well correlated and spiced with a modicum
of tangential speculation tot there is a remarkable absence of deduct# 
ton. It would appear that the results are an end in themselves.
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more than 511 daya#
It iB 'weil estabBihecI that comtWwa administration of silver 
aolutiona TmmltB in the pr(#reaaiv$ aommmWlon of silver in 
rata (Oloott, 1948; Wlelooki m â  Leduo# 1952). To determim 
when the atandard B»5 g per litre silver nitrate drMiing fluid ^ o -  
duoed long term toKio eHeeta a group of six, male, Spr^pie- 
Dmwley rate was given this fluid continuously from the of six 
weeks # The animals were observed and handled every week and 
compared with a control group of rats receiving ordinary, tap, 
drinking water.
From about üm 25th week of silver ingestion onwards these 
orgyrio rats were distinguishable from the controls not only by 
discoloured nm^ale and teeth but also by bein^ f slightly less in 
weight. Their condition otherwise was unremarkable until 
between the 76th and 81st week of silver ingestion the condition 
of all six rats deteriorated markedly. Tlmy became listless and 
poorer groomed and their fluid intake dropped considerably * Each 
rat did this successively and five recovered when the silver nitrate 
solution was replaced with ordhmry drinking water. The sixth 
rat was killed and examined. Apart from intense pigmentation,
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which le deeeriWd later, and weight loss it showed no patholog­
ical features*
Â striking feature of human argypia Is the absence ©f mxy 
Gvideaoe that the silver depoaite produce any aigmifloant p%alo- 
logical disturhmoe of the involved organs or tissues, apart from 
pigmentation (Hill and Fillsbury, 10# ). M rats, apart from 
those given very high eoneentrations of silver nitrate, or given 
lower conoentrationa for a very consiteaM e time as desoribed 
earlier, the only known olroumstaneos in which silver salts are 
markedly toxic is in association with vitamin E deficiency (Shaver 
and Mason, 1051; Graaso, Abraham, Bendy, Dlplook, Oolberg 
and Green, 1060), The rats used in the mimrimenta described 
in this thesis wore fed on proprietary brands of rat cake, largely 
based on wheat and dried milk, which have an adequate content of 
vitamin E .
(cl) Detection of silver light microscoiy
Silver deposited in biological tissues has constant and reason­
ably characteristic features when examined by bright field micro- 
scopy. The silver appears m  a dark brown or black -deposit 
depending on the intensity of the argyria. Blight degrees of 
argyria are easily overlooked in haenmtoxylin and eoain stained
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sections. For practical purposes the only exogenous pigment which 
can cause confusion is cai'bon, and the only endogenous ones îiro 
melanin and Imesnosiderin* ha theory the preimrative artefaciual 
pigments formalin and mercury could pose problems but were not 
encountered in the course of this Btiidy*
Silver deposited in biological tissues has constant and reason­
ably characteristic features when ©xainined by dark field microscopy. 
The silver appears as a brilliant alieen which varies from silver to 
palo gold in colour depending on the intensity of the argyria. TMb 
is the technique of choice for detecting argyria with the light micro- 
scope and cm be used both with stained and unstained slides. For 
reasons not made entirely clear, but possibly due to established 
custom, most previous studies with dark field microscopy have 
utilised unstained slides and localization, rather than detection, has 
been a problem (Hill and Moaigomery, 1941; Boersma and Baker, 
1 9 # .
ÏB order to gain familiarity with the light microscopic appear- 
ancsa of silver the kidneys from a series of 6 rats which had been 
given 0*25 per cent silver nitrate for 0, 2, 4, 0, 8 mû 10 weeks 
were examined respectively unstained, eoain stained, and îmomatoxylin 
ami eosin stained using both bright and dark field microscopy. Silver
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was detectable ta 0 week by the dark field technique
and was barely detectable in the 10 week specimen by the bright 
field technique # The findings ware in accord with the conclusion 
of Wislooki and Leduo (1952) that the dark field brings out “imch 
iuora silver and finer pgirtleles of it than the aye was able to 
detect with direct light” #
Unataiiicd sections were very difficult to locate under the 
objective and by bright field are exceedingly trying on the eyes 
(Fipiro ?). Kosin stained sections give particularly good dark 
field apijearances but are of limited value for bright field examin­
ation (Figure S). Haematoxylin and eosin stained sections give 
good bright field images, and dark field Images only marginally 
less satisfactory than eosin alone (Figure 9). As a routine all 
subsequent ai>ecimens were stained with eosin alone mâ  haenmtoxylia 
and eoBln, and wore examined using both bright and dark fields. 
Localization of the silver was %mt found to foe a particular 
problem as the sasne field can be readily examined by bright or 
dark teotmiques * With rotating sub-stage bright and dark field 
coEdensora (Zeiss Standard Universal Microscope with achromatic- 
apknatki condenser VZ with K,A, 1 *4 front lens) this is no nmre 
difficult or time consuming than rotating the objective turret.
Figuro 7. Argyric gloniacrulus, unstained, #  bright field, 
(l5) dark field. X340
Figure 6, Argyrio glomerulus, stained with eosiu aloao, 
(a) bright field, (b) dark field, X 340
Figure 9 ♦ Argyrie glomerulus, stained with haematoxylin 
and eoBin, (a) bright field, (b) dark field, X340
These glomeruli are all from a rat exposed to silver nitrate 
drinking solution for 10 weeks.
.  V
Fig
7
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8udi a imiliiy was available to neither Bill and Mon%omery nor 
Boorsim and Baker.
SoctioBs from tW argyria rats were subjected to tW standard 
chemical procedures for the detection of Oliver, as adapted for 
Mafcochemlstry (Lillie» 1905)# The plgœnt was not removed by 
iodino alone, ov by sodium tMosulphate alone, but was renmved 
when treatnmt with iodine was followed by treatn^ent with sodium 
thlosulphate, Concerning this latter reaction Olcott (1048) oleaiTy 
states “The color can be made to return by the use of a ptotograpMo 
developer” . This was attempted using a variety of proprietary, 
modorn d6velo|)era, e#g# “Unltol”, without success # Olcott un­
fortunately did not specify which developer but, later, on reflection 
it seemed he might well have used one of the older developers v/Moh 
gave physical as well as chemical development# The exï^erîment 
was therefore repeated using a variety of older develo^mrs, e .g#
B-76 and paraphenylenedlamine, and the colour did return to the 
tissues # The silver could be completely removed by 6 per cent 
sodium cyanide in which case the colour did not return with either 
group of developers #
(o) Detection of eilver -  electron miaroocory
Vital staining with silver lends itself well to electron microscopic
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teoW qm s. Silver aeallers eteotrons produoing m  easUy identl- 
flacl, readily looated, imugm of IÎ1 0  mstsUie deposit. The ellver 
appaara te the term of singte or aggregated parltetes with rounded, 
slightly angular or oeoasicmally eomma*#shaped profitea wMoh are 
eharaeterieed fey a miform and very tetonee olmtmn density 
CFigtiro 10), The prtM es vary te size from less than SO to 
several hundred £  te diameter, Such partielee are not seen in 
moB-argyrio control animate, There ia unanimous agreement on 
these features te all previous electron mloroseoplo stediee on 
experimental argyria.
These dense depoeite can ho removed fey exposure to 5 per cent 
sodium qyanide for 10 minutes (Figure i l ) .  The form of the deposit 
changes when the aeottens are exposed to Iodine (Figure 12), Sub- 
sequent exposure of these grids to sodium tMosulphate gave micro- 
graphs of dubious validhy due to severe coatamteation problems.
The origteal deposit gives mo eleotron dlEmctten pittem, which 
confirms the previous finding of Olcott and Biohter (1968), but a 
dlBteaotlon pattern was obtained from the iodine treated material 
(Figure 13). This diffraction pattern altered during the course of
oimmlimtten from a spot to a ring pattern. Both the transmitted 
and diffracted Images of the tedim treated material were comparable
Figure 10. Typical appearances of silver deposits in glomerular 
basement membrane. From a rat which ingested silver nitrate 
for 25 weeks . X 22, 000
Figtiro 11. Sodium oyaBîdo treated section of argyrio glomerular 
basement membrane, The silver grmmlea, which were deposited 
in the imier half of the basement membrane in this speoimen, have 
dissolved. The outer half of the basement menterme contained 
no silver and is unaffected by this treatment# X 22#000
Figure 12, Iodide treated section of argyrie glomerular base­
ment mombrana, The silver granules, which were deposited in 
the iimor half of the tosement membrane, have altered their 
jtBorphology. The outer half of the basement membrane con­
tained no silver and Is unaffected by this treatment. X 22,000
Figure 13. Electron diffraction pattern of the de%)osit illustrated 
in figure 12,
Figure 11
Figure 12
Figure 13
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fi&d, 8iwi(%%rta&&i8Wh%%e 8aib9 4db&a&#)i&a*%%w%haBG &#%%& <&%%%%%&& ik> 
0 & e i3 t* % )* %  % *Bsi% wi8 ( l% G ia % x 3 3 * , 3 L 0 8 5 ;  jlS& C H i) »  3 3 (d ü b # % G »
o&WBXB&cü&i swaaS (KE3r8t%a%%i*ke<l8w%& Gn&%)p<)%1;iKba& idk&iktitgrof #%%H3e
o t e e t r o m  d m w #  h a m m e m t  m e m b r a m e  d e p o s i t s  a s  s i W r #
There mm# imfortœataîy#. several other kiacls of electron dense 
partlctes which cm patomlially oomplimte the interp*eallom of 
a#1S3MPjk3 (ül8üst%%)i%iodk3%%3g&K%tidba», "Ilhaxçe ias3&# si&Bi&tleai (xf ttwaaHB i%& (mgr 
(Kf ti&e i%reifigMHW3 astucWbGwa tSaoty&li lXMÜhijE%%)*]& tassctual dh3(3CKfi^p&IX)%&a) ai&d in 
illustrations it la evident tliat minor# mreoognised# confueione have 
erhMMa. < d k K & r o n < & n w & &
jpawEiL&Glkas wtis; tlMEwred&owpe 38%Bw3e in ai aei'iewg of i*3%g3f%*io and %w3ii"N&%%g3f3rio 
tlmmmf mainly Mdney# Sections were emmined nnatnlned# stalaecl 
with nranyl aoetaW# w lti lead citrate# and with conAimd mranyl 
acetate and lead citrate. Some of the aeotions wore on Tormvar* 
coated grids# most were on imcoated gride. Soma of the apeclmmm 
were coated with carbon but most were uncoated.
The electron dense particles observed fell Into two distinct 
categoriea wMoh are considered In tarn below.
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A • A rM actol c^iiBîtias *
OveTstatolng with lead oltraW, overexpomre of the film# or 
printing the negative on too high a grade of paper# all ess^gerate 
the materai eleotroE densitiea of the sectto  m  that even ribosomes 
cm  appear as dense m  silver graimlee in the fh%Whed photograph, 
aiioh an artefact can be suspected by the lack of low contrast 
detail in the finished print mû confirmed by OKamhrntlon of an 
nnstained section from the same block in wMch ease only the silver 
la electron dense# by emmlnation of the negative In which case it 
Is excessively dark, or by changh% the grade of the photographic 
paper.
Microscope contamination due to do|x>aitîon of hydrocarbons 
(Emms# 19G8# IB54; Heide# 19651 oan produce particlea almost as 
dense as silver. These particles are distinguished by appearing 
and increasing both In hitcnsity and number# often with dramatic 
rapidity# while the aeetlon is being examined (Figure 14).
Stain precipitation has been observed on sections inadequately 
rinsed and dried* This tends to occur In tidemark regions near 
the periphery of grid squares* A more generalised distribution 
was observed If the lead eitrato was breathed on during staining 
procedures and is presumably <hie to InsoW l^e lend carbonate.
Figure 14. Beam contaxaiualion. The eoBtamMaiit spots 
B.VO larger# less honDgeneous and less eloetron-^paque than 
silver deposits (arrow). They are randomly distributed over 
the field of view wiüîout regard to topogm#y * X120# 000
Figure 15. Load artefact. Small, oleetroB'-opaquo globules
are distributed throughout the field of view mû are eapeoially 
obvious in the vioin% of the plasma membrane. Silver# for 
comparison# is present in the glomerular Wsemmnt naembraue 
in the lower hall of <he Illustration. 3CG1#00B
Figure 14
Figure 15
?
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Tlteee deposits are mt preaeBt in imstatod seotlons îmm the 
asms Mock,
An miusiial artofact which occurs in overatalBcd# over^ 
irradiated acottois la lEustetod in figure JJ • TMa produocs 
globules aa electron denae as silver and they have m vague relation** 
ahip to mamhrmoua stmeWms. The image on the screen quite 
auddoMy loses contrast and when the beam la turned down an image 
amli as that iUustrated appears, It is probable that this la ùm to 
melting and subséquent reaolidlfication of ihB- lead stain.
Dirt occurs on .seottes in a variety of almpee# denaitiea and 
distributions (Figure IB), to general because of their inconstant 
shape, variable electron danaity, non*4opographical distribution 
m û  tendency to occur on sections which are reccgntoably ’dlrty% 
the dtottoction of dirt psrtiolea from silver deposits poses few prob** 
îem s. Sorupuloua care was taken at all limes to avoid extraneous 
contamtoatton of specimene (Pease, 1960) and the occasional grid 
which was obviously dirty, was discarded#*
There remoW the problem of the solitary, small, uniformly 
dense particle of dirt which is indistlnguishablo from silver, Buoli 
a problem is illustrated to figure i f , to tW light of experience, to 
that It has been observed that silver Is not deposited to this part of
F igurait. Dirt. Multiple# very large, Irregular, eieotroE» 
opaque materials are deposited om the surface of tMa eectto . 
3Cai#000
Figure IT. Solitary, small, eleotron*opaque body in the imer
half of the eapmüar basement membrane, Silver le not uanally 
deposited In this site. The oleotroB-opacpe body is presumed 
to be extraneous material. X65# 000
Figure 16
mmm
Figure 17
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til© capsular bascmmt membrane, tMa partWe is alnioat oertaiMy 
dirt. On tMa particular occasion the problem Is recognisable.
II mmh a particle occurred in a region where silver was deposited 
the problem would m t be recognised tout it would not affect the 
ik%t€Hr%%r<3tEWtio%% cdE IKbas idb(Xb030ü&(xr()g%ücyplk, "Slba) %xrcdb3k9%%k h& dbi# caws# 
is of more theoretical than practical importance, to regions where 
silver lo depoatted as scanty, solitary granules such as occurs in 
visceral epithelial coll coat, the problem I© real* to such toataacas 
no single partiale can be toterproted with reliability. It Is necessary 
to Wee into account the pattern of distribution of several granules: 
it is very unlikely that several isolated dirt pirtioles would all have 
the earn© topographical disposition.
B. Natural densities *
Mitochondrial granules are fairly conatmt to stoe, shape, density
It is only whom apaolfioally looking for electron dense partiolea 
that the true amount of extraneous material on a specimen becomes 
apparent. Minor degrees ore frequently overlooked even to pub* 
lished photographs which are presumably carefully selected. Out 
of eurioaity 00 photomicrographs from 5 different sources all published 
to a stogie monograph (Dalton and Haguenau, 190T) were examined 
carefully and the number of dirt particles visible to each was noted.
The total was T6 and the range was from 0 to 7* to none however 
did the dirt particles tolarfere with tW information the illustration 
was intended to convey. The illustrations of the case of human 
localised argyria reported by Buckley, Osier and B'aBsett(lS86) are 
particularly heavily covered with dirt particles: the illustrations 
of Kurts and FeldM s (100# are imrtioularly free of dirt .
miû alcove all, position. They are not a feature of glomerular cells 
but are ]i>articularly prominent in the tubular cells (Figure 18), It 
has been ebown that divalent cations accumulate in these granuloB 
(Peachey, 1964) but silver was not used in this particular invest­
igation. These granules have in certain previous investigations 
(Dempsey and Wislooki, 1966c; van Breemen, Beger and Cooper,
1966) been said to represent silver granules • At the time of these
particular observations mitochondrial granules had not been clearly 
identified in normal cells, nor were residual bodies always clearly 
distinguished from nütoobondria. The presence of silver in mlto* 
cWndrial granules is therefore not proven. Certainly treatment 
with sodium cyanide does not notioably reduce the electron density 
of mitochondrial granules.
Ferritin is a common, widely distributed electron-dense particle 
but it appears to be infrequently present in the normal rat glomerulus 
though readily found in the spleen (Figure 19). It is well characterised 
oleetron-microscopically (Farrant, 1954; Eiohter, 1957, 1960;
Blchter and Beasis, 1965) both as individual moteoules and as various 
segregates. The ferritin molecule, with a visible diameter of 56 X,  
is anmller than moat silver |)ortloles and the degree of uniformity of 
sise of ferritin molecules Is usually a striking feature. Moreover in
Figure 18. Tubular cell cell showing mitochondrial 
granules. For comparison silver is present in the 
basement membrane in the lower left corner.
X 21,000
I'^i'-K^ Figure 19. Spleen showing ferritin , at top, for 
comparison with silver, at foot. The ferritin  
Vi particles are sm aller, more uniform and slightly
V. le s s  e lectron  dense than the s i lv e r .  X 28, 000
%»
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pattloularly well m é  ixPtoWd mloregmpha forritiu is m%
quit© as doBse aa silver and at high resolution its four sub-units 
mm be dieeeraei.
Ox^ganellos of the lysoBoine# deuee body and xeaidml body type 
ooeur in a variety of bIzbb and shapes with a variable, usually 
Wmimgenemm electron density. Their ^hrj% ia usually, but not 
invariably, less than that of silver. Silver particles are, in oir- 
eumstmioes to he desorlbed later, incorporated into these organelles 
but éire distinguishable by their large size, hoj^ nogeneous electron 
density md tendency to bo about the same sim  within any single 
organelle # hi the few instances where such a distinction could not
be niade readily anotlmr grid from the same blooîe was treated with 
0 per cont sodium cyanide solution. Silver and non-silver contain­
ing bodies could W readily distinguished usin;^  this technique (Figure 20).
Lysosmms and related bodies were not definitively identified at 
the time many of the early electron mloroseopic studies on expert- 
rental argyria were performed* to consequence in the studies from 
the middle fifties there are minor degrees of confusion between these 
organelles and mitochondria. The presmce of non-silver dense 
partiolea in these organelles was also poorly recognised at that time,
BiKOïTe, isolated, electron dense bodies were observed on two
Figura 20. CfmiÛQ  W atod  section of v iscera l epithelial 
ce ll and glom erular baseim nt membrane from  argyrio rat.
The silver granules in the basement snembrano îiave diesolved. 
The alectron-opac|ue material in the >nembrane-bo%md body 
in the epithelial ce ll Is  unaffected by the cyanide. X  23,000
Figure 21. Bigarre, electron-opaque body found in an 
argyrio r a t . X 60,000
Figure 20
Figure 21
É'V-'.f "'* ft
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a
fions to the muwa^ of this entire study on argyric animale
(Figure 21) * They apiieared to be nom al and were
regm'ded m  imexplaînecl natural oddities perhaps due to aomo
italltoo depoW However a mot dieelmilar W # to lEue
he a! toe GO far examined
'Prose, aad appears to have Wen
Further sections
88 were tl
that author as a silver
same block eontototog these btoarre 
ad imt no other suoh bodies were 
to treat the original aeotton with sodium
were misuoceesful as the section was on am unooated copper grid 
vstMoIi was severely etolmd and eontamtoated by the oysmide eo that 
the two original bodies could not be lomted. M these particular
# posits are silver^ rare form,
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electron mlomscopto t< particular arte*
facts and exi to no exoentl were recogTm
cl to sections to which there are large, or
to a lesser 
regular frL^ ,,
f r participa. Minute, to-
appear to stream from the large imrtlclea
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lu tho direction iu wMch the section was cut the knîle (Figure 22)-. 
TMa ia commonly ebaermd in heavily argyiic anîm is Wt is un- 
conmioB In rats which towe only ingested aitoor for up to 10 weeks. 
The artefact ia readily recognised Wemae tto daughter fragments 
aro anmlier and more irregular in prc^ile tlmu the parent particles 
mû are aitivated only on on© side of the parent. It ia important to 
tcdro this Into consMoratîon when deaorîbhïg tîie location of silver In 
coxtain apecimena. This artefact apixjara in previous illustratlona 
(Dempsey md Wteloeki# IBGBc; Olcott and Eiohter, 1958) without 
comment and therefore px’olmhly unrocognlaed.
The aecond, and rare, artefact la ohsoiwecl in areas with numer­
ous silver partielea # If tïiose areas are subjected to a particularly 
intense eleetron beam tîia silver inrtiolea disappear from the section 
wltMn a period of about X to 3 minutes (Figure 23). Whether the 
particles dropped out of the section or evaporated, could not b© 
dscMcd. BmvMll (X955) records that ho managed to evaporate a 
solid silver crystal to a Vickers EM3 at 75 kV with the beam ad* 
Justed to maximum totcnaity. TMa artefact can be easily avoided.
Mornsational Studies 
With a view to the potential application of experimental a i^ ria
WigiWB 22. Stoeaming or *eoreovtog’ artefact. The score 
llEoa iadicato the direction in which the section waa cut (large 
arx'ow). Minute, irregular, silver particles are present on 
the lee side of the main silver deposits (small arrows). The 
spîîcimen ia of a heavily argyrio, partially cleared, glomerular 
capillary. XB.OOO
Ü S s
Figure 22
Figirm 2B. Beam artefact. Silver deposits ax|K>sed to a 
particularly intense electron beam. The time Interval 
lîetweoB (a) and (o) is approximately 2 minutes. X 46# 000
Figure 23
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in aites other than tlm gloinenüua# mû to facilitate imtorpretation of 
glomerular observations by referenca to more general aitiiationa, it 
was deemed advisable to determine the overall clietribatlon of silver 
in thî3 argyrîo rat* TImro are several published descriptions of tW 
ailvoF distribution to argyric animals but moot are based on trons* 
mitted light rather thm dark field observations v/hieh, as indicated 
previously, are more smoitive to detocttog snmE amounts of silver. 
Moreover those observations were made with varying doses of silver 
udmMstored for varying periods to a variety of sixïciea*
This survey was carried out using br%ht and dark field optical 
microscopy suppleimnted where necessary with oloctron microoeo^.
Materials and methods 
A series of male, rSpragiie-Dawley rats aged 0 weeks at the com- 
mencoment of the experiment were given standard silver nitrate drink­
ing fluid# Animals \mro killed after 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, :10, X2, 25 and 
GO weeks’ continuous exposure to the silver nitrate. These animals 
were all cltoîcaîîy Walt%* A furdior animal simwing signe of 
toxiciiy alter 81 weaka on ailvor nitrate, as Indicated previously, was 
also examined. A comprehensive, but not exhaustive, series of 
Mocks was taken from head to tail of each animal as follows: (i) Cere* 
brum, (2) Eye, (a) Lachrysml gkmd, (4) Toni^e, (5) SalivaryglaM,
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(6) Trachea, oesopliagua and tliyroM, (Tj Heart and liiBg, |8) Ventral 
skin# |0) XiplioicI prowGS, (10) Bectne afodoailBiB mmsole, (11) Liver# 
(12) Panoreas# (18) SpfeOB, (14) MesonWrto lymph node, (16) Stomach, 
(10) Ileum, (17) Colon# (18) Kidney, (IB) Bladder and prostate,
(20) Testis m.d apid!%mis, (21) Tail. The hlmlm were fixed in 
neittral, pliospliato kiffored forxmHn, embedded in paraffin, sectioned 
at a nominal Om, stained with haoiKiateylin and eoain and with eosiu 
atoo , and examined by both bright fieM and dark fteM microscopy.
A tew selected tiaaucB were fixed to Wtered osmium tetroxid© (Palaclc, 
1952), embedded M %poid, eoctioaed at a nominal 000-800 Jv, stained 
with iiranyl acetate and lead citrate and exaWned by electrou micro- 
©copy*
Results
The keratin layers of the tongue, oeaophagito (Figure 24) mid 
scpamon.8 portion of the stomach contatoeil vory heavy silver deposits.
No silver was obaervcKl In the imderlyimg epillioltom.
Elsewhere to the body, with a few notable exceptions, silver was 
deposited to homologous locations to all the tisoEas examlmed namely 
©ntracalMarly tobaeemant membr^mes both epithelial and vascular, 
and totraceltolnriy to fixed and wanderiiii? phagocytes of the reticule- 
endothelial system.
Figure 24. Oeosphagus of a rat which had togoeted silver 
nitrate. The auperfioial portions of the keratin layer are 
Impregnated with silver deposits. Bright field, îî & E,
X 140. Insot is the corresïx>ndîng dark field appoEirance *
Flpu’e 25. Clîoroid plexus of argyric rat* Dense silver
deposits are present In the Imsement m-iembram * Dark
field, E, X1?0
Figure 24
Figure 25
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These leuturee are woli seen in choroid plexus {Figure 2B)* 
lachrymal gland {Figure 26)* Bruch’s immhram behind tho retina 
(Figure 27), ciliary processes of the eye* salivary gland* tliyroid 
(Figure 28)* pmcrms, glomerulus (Figure 8), prostate* bladder, 
epididymis and skin (Figure 29).
Silver deposits are notably absent from Bowman’s and Descomet’o 
mouAranes in the cornea* the lens capsule* tracheal and bronchial 
basement membranes and the basement mombraue of seminiferous 
tubules # Silver is not detected in the caplllarlea or perindeeum of 
tho rectus abdominis, or in Bowman’s capsule (F%ure 8), using dark 
field microecoi^ but is detected in tlieoe three sites by electron 
microscopy (Figure SO) •
Ttooughout the gut silver ia deposited to mucosal basmmnt 
membranes espooiaUy at the apices of villi mid the necks of glands.
The macrophages to tho lamina propria contain large deposits of 
silver. The Matiocytea to the abdominal lymph nodes also coatato 
large aimunta of silver. The htotieqytea to tlie red pulp of the 
apleon also contain considerable amounts of silver but tMo organ 
ia principally distinguished by tho deposition of silver outlining the 
stoUB0id)3 of the red mlp (Figure 31) *
The pattern of silver deposition to the liver Is complex (Figure 82).
FIgm’e 2d, Laokeyimal gland, of argyrio rat* Bomae aüvor 
deposits ate  present in tW basement aiaombraiioa. The intra- 
luminal» red deposits are small ealcult wliiob are mmmonly 
present in rat iaohrynml glands. Dark field» E» XX40
B’ifpre 2?. Eye of ar^yrio rat* The retina is on the left, 
the sclera is on the right* The brilliant intervening lino is 
Bruch*s membrane * Bark field, E, X340
pFigure 26
Figure 27
28. ThyrokI gtoid of argyric rat. Itere Is a dense 
silver deposit in the basement membrane surromidkîg each 
acinus. BarkfiaM, E, X140
Figure 20. Skin of argyric rat. There is a dense silver 
deposit in the basement inembrano beneath the surface epi- 
tkelmm and around the appendages * The Burfaee basonnent 
membrane on the right side of the photograph appears more 
prominent and thicker because in this region the plane of the 
section Is slightly tangential. Dark field, E, X340
sc
Figure 28
Figure 29
Figure 30. Capillary from  rectus abdominis m uscle. A 
very light deposit of silver is present in the capillary base­
ment me mbrane. X 18,000
Figure 31. Spleen of orgyrlo rat. There are dense silver 
deposits in a rotioiiliR I^IIîO pattern outlining ehmmMe in the 
rod pulp. Apart from silver within phagocytes the white pulp 
is free of silver. Bark field, E, X140
Figure 33. Liver of argyrio rat. There are dense silver 
deposits in the portal tract In the centre of the photomicrograph. 
LmBor amoimtB of silver are present in the hepatic venules at 
the periphery of the illustration. The Ku^fer cells are heavily
laden v/lth silver. Bark field, E, X140 
Compare with figure 33 *
Figure 31
Figure 32
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fû the teots the eutW wuU of Urn pirtal veins coiitalns
silvers the tmpatio artery oontaüas mmo silver in a aub^  
onclotlioiial poaltiom aacl the bile duota are outlimd with silver. 
Deposition of silver M the vmmles M Ibbb Mtenso than
that in the iwtal venulos. Xvlaoropkigos in the portal tracte 
and liui^fer colla in tte sinueoMs are heavily laden with silver *
Much smaller amxmnts of silver are pregiomt in m im  hepatic oolia ♦ 
Fine silver IMea Kupîfor celle are also present <Figtire 33).
Tho^ jo could not be i^aiiivoly located by dark field raicroeeopy but 
electron mioroseopy ahowa the silver to ba iu the apace of Bieae 
(Figaro 84).
iSiivor ia preaoat in ayatemlc blood vesaela tminlj sub-^ndothei^ 
ially, related to clastic lamhmc and ai'omid mmsale cells (Figure 35) $ 
Electron microscopy alhawa that the silver is mot deposited in die 
elastic proper but iu the peripheral more electron dense regioua of 
basQUient umterial which surrounds not only the
clastic lamim Wt also tlm muscle cells (B'%ure 35).
WitMu any aiïigîe organ or tissue the deposltiou of ailvor la 
remarkaMy imiform. Botweeu different organs or tissues timre 
is aoms variation hi silver depoaîtiom choroid plexus, liver and 
glomoruMs contain relatively dense silver depoaitsî skin, bladder
Figure 33* Liver of argyrlc rat, same specimen as 
figure 32* The Kuplfer cells are laden with silver and 
these cells are Joined by fine silver deposits whoso pre­
cise histological location is not apparent at this magnif­
ication* Bark field, E, X43B
Figure 34* Flectronmlcrograph of liver shown in figure 33 
demonstrating a light silver deposit in the space of D isse. 
This accounts for the fine silver lines seen in the dark field 
illustration * X 24,000
8 « sinusoid; SB space of Disse; H » hopatopyte.
Figure 33
Figure 34
Figure 3B* Small artery of argyrie rat* Sliver la deix>sited 
isi the vicinity of the elastic lamina and aroimcl Individual muscle 
ce lls . Silver aggregates are present in phagocytes In the sur- 
rounding connoctiva tissue * Bark field, E, X435
Figure 36, Eleotronmiorcgra^ of small artery of argyric rat. 
Silver ia deposited in the basement membrane-like material sur­
rounding the elastic lamina (EL) and in similar material loetv/een 
adjacent muscle celle (M). X 25,000
Figures 35 and 36
and prostate contain relatively light silver <^posltB5 mueole 
oapillarios» perimiseum £ind Bowman's capsule contain auch 
slight deposits that the silver can only be detected with the elec­
tron jnicroacope.
Discussion
It has been recognised for over 70 years that exogenously 
administered silver becomes deposited in nmmnmlian tissues 
In two anain locations, phagocytic cells and comvsotlve tissue*
There is good general agreement about the former location but 
concerning the latter location there have been divergent opinions 
as to which connective tissue components are the particular sites 
of silver deposition*
Elastic tissue was particularly favoured for many years (DoM, 
1008; Boersma and Baker, 1048) and was hmgely supported by 
histological studies of akin biopsies from cases of hunmn argyria. 
Numerically these studies weigh heavily but the evidence presented 
ia not very substantial for elastic tissue was not clearly distinguished 
from basement membrane either hy name or description by many of 
the investigators* Furthermore many of the histochemical tech­
niques used to demonstrate elastic tissue ore now known to W of 
dubious specificity* The situation in skin biopsies was further
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complîoatccl by the locus, for silver has a predilection for regions 
of senile elaatosis (Hohrdpl, Oehlsohlaegel and Brabner, 1968) and 
there is little evidence that this condition, in spite of its name, 
iBvolvos elastic tissue proper.
While the observations on this point in the present stucÿ are 
limited, it is evident that silver Is deposited not in, but around, 
elastic tissue, an observation also made by Strilcer and 8imiokler 
(1070). The silver granules are clearly In a layer of what elec­
tron microscopically is baso%mnt menisbrane-like material. Such 
a layer has previously been demonstrated histochemlcally (McManus, 
1948a) and electron microacoplcally (Gottlob and Hoff, 1967) though 
neithor have described it as basement membrane-like, preferring 
respectively to call It glycoprotein or ground substance. Though 
silver is e^posited in the immediate vicinity of elastic tissue it occurs 
in many other locations and a unifying hyix>thesia for extra-cellular 
deposition based solely on an elastic, or even a peri-elastic, distri­
bution, ia no longer tenable.
Silver is widely distrlîmted in blood vessels, an observation 
empîiasized by Gaul and Stand (1934, 1936), and confirmed in the 
present study. These authors regarded this as the classical picture 
of metallic retention and proposed that silver was deposited in a
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diroct comiplQîmg'&tary feisMoa to the capillary ayatom. This, 
like the elastic tisme Ixy'pathesis, is partly correct but kikos 
little cognisance of fee wide extra-vascular distribution of silver.
On tlxo basis of the prosout observations one imifying feature 
of all the e%tra-oellul&ïr deposits of silver is feat feoy occur in 
fee boixiogoHOous ground substances, or, more spacMioally, in 
basement membranes and basoimnt axioxxibrana-lto material.
It is tempting to make this correlated e%ddcm.ce Mo fee germ of 
a unifying îiypotîiosia. This would W am imps^oveniout on feo 
two previous hypotlxosis im that it eoavealeiitly’ embraces bath. 
However 'mxifyiug bypofeeaia' ia alightly more emptotic than the 
evidence truly permits aud 'reaeosiablo workixxg l^potltiesis' is 
correct.
The first mafe sfenMiug block to a definitive couolimioa 
is the absence of silver d0 |30sits in certaM basement membranes. 
TMa may merely reflect fee relative insoueitiviiy of dark field 
toohuiqiies and could ho solved by the more general application of 
electron mioroacoi^. Alternatively it may reflect fee failure 
of silver to gain aceoBo to these altos -  iMa ahxmst certainly 
accounts for tlxo lack of silver in the cornea which becomes pig- 
Bientod v;hon ailvexz is applied topically (Gutimm and Crosswell,
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1068) Imt Bot \ilmn Bilver is given aystexniaally (Olcott, 1947; 
Wleiooki and LadBian,- 1055). Lastly tho ahmmee of silw v  in 
certain sites Bmy srelloct chemical dilfcx o^nceB hi the xmmbrgmas *
All of tiiaao mcortaMios could î>o resolved %vith proaoutly avail­
able toehniquos Wt wouM bo very costly in tor mo of tiim - 
Evoulually such a gomral mlutiou will bo required kit it is not 
esaeutW to the nmiu point of this thesis, glomerular basement 
mombrme*
The second main atuxxAling block is the absence of data on the 
reWionahip between true basement nmxmbrame and basement mem- 
brano-Wke xnatorial, and between basement immArane and cell coat* 
This problem is considered later in this %%irt of the thesis.
The various physiological and chemical mechanisms wliereby 
silver ia  cliatrilmted and deposited In geweraltacd argyria are not 
well established Imt on the basis of the meagre published evidence 
the sequence of events is probably m  follows *
Only a very small amount, less than 0 '1 cent, of the total 
doso of silver nitrate ingested is absorWd from the gastro-lxxtestiaal 
tract pcott and Hamilton, 1948). The chemical changes which the 
silver undergoes prior to absorption are not clear but the Initial 
form of adxxdniatxation is of little importance as regards the final
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compomids which are carried in the blood (Gager and EUiaon,
1935). From the gastro-intostinal tract the silver enters the 
portal circulation to the liver where some is deposited and some 
is secreted in the bile (Scott and Hamilton, 1050) and m tm  passes 
into the systemic circulation by which route generalised argyrla 
occurs (Hill and Pillsbury, 1039). It is probable tliat the systemic 
concentration of silver may eventually build up to tie high as lOOpg 
per 100 ml of blood (BJumberg and Carey, 1034). The silver is 
carried in the blood mainly in association with the plasma proteins 
and the evidence indicates that it is the gloWlins which are prinoij^ xally 
involved (Scott and Hasnllton, 1950; Folachek, Cope, Williord and 
Enns, 1900). This ailver/protein reaction ia an equilibrium and 
small amounts of ionic silver, almost certainly aa the chloride, are 
available. Those small imlecules diffuse into the tissues, are 
reduced and become deposited.
The form in which the silver is deposited is not well established! 
metallic silver, silver oxide and many silver salts have been suggested 
Ijut the only form which has much supporting experimental evidence 
at all is silver sulphide (van Breexnen, Beger and Cooper, 1950; 
Buckley, Osier and Fassett, 1965) # The optical and electron 
histochemistry described under methodological studies (d) and (e)
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are consistent wife tlm or%;Mal deposit Wing# but do not prove 
feat it is, silver miïpîiMe. Because of tMe cWmieal imcertaüiiy 
fee ferma 'silver grauul©*, 'silver deposit' or 'silver particle* arc 
UBcd im tMe feeaie im fee seuee tliat they Wioafe only the precenoe 
of silver wMcIi can W detected by mIcx’OBoopieal tochniquea, but 
are nou-comBxittal as fe t o  physical or dxemioal istate of t o  silver 
(Berapsoy and Wislooiri, 1056d).
(b) Tinxe.of appe,armice.^ 9 f silver deppaits. in t o  ar^yrie rat 
It Is well establlsWd that silver dojKssitlon in animal tissues 
is cumulative (WislooM and leduo, 1952) and that t o  amount of 
silver dcixssited varies from organ to ovgm P ettier, Bhoada mû 
Weiss, 1927; Bader, I960; Constable, Morris and Burke, 1967). 
Both of these observations were confirmed in the previous expert- 
mcEt. What la m t eetabliehed ia when silver firet api>eara, or 
can be first detected, in different organe. TMa Information la 
necessary If the experimental argyrio technique is to be applied 
subsequently to basement membranes other to n  glomerular, and 
also to interpret cortafe human data for which information concern- 
lEg fee gxeriod of exposure to silver ie not available*
Materials md îœthoda 
The specimens used in the previous experiment v/ore examined
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by dark  l io ld  m icro sco p y  to  d eterm in e  i n  w h i d h  particu lar  amlmml, 
m â  t o r e f o r e  at w h ich  imrtW ular sta g e  o f s i lv e r  In gestion , s i lv e r  
d ep o sits  w ere  f ir s t  detectab le  i n  a  g iv en  site#
Besults
T he r e s u lt s  a re  tabulated k d o w , 4^  in d ica tes s i lv e r  d ep o sits  
presem t, -  Indicates s i lv e r  d ep o sits  ab sen t, b # m . in d ica tes b a s e -  
memt n e m b r a u e .
W eeks on  A g HOS Ô 2 4 0 8 10 1 2 28 60 81
O esoph ageal korathi Hh cj. 4- 4" 4
P o rta l ve in •f* 'î“ Î- •Î" 4- 4* 4-
3 |m ce o f D is se rjrt .j. ‘Î* 4" 4- 4"
G lom eru lar  b .m . m ■*A* 4* 4" 4. 4-
ChoraM  plexus b .m . 4- 4" 4
Thyroid acin ar b .m . *# n. 4‘ 4’ 4^ 4 '
Skin appendage b .m . #* *}. 4 4* 4
BMn su rfa ce  b .m * WHf m 4* 4
U rinary bladder b .m . 4' 4"
P ro sta te  acin ar  b .m . «0 4 4
S em in iferou s tubule b .m . m
Biseuoshm
F ro m  th e se  r e s u lt s  it  i s  evident that In th e  arg y rio  ra t s i lv e r  
Se not f t e i t  daleotabte in  a ll  s i t e s  o f deposition  a t the sa m e t im e .  
T he v e r y  e a r ly  appearance o f  s i lv e r  in  the oesop h agea l koratîm  
xnerely refleaW  the to p ica l application  o f s i lv e r  n itra te  a t th is  s ite ,  
The e a r ly  and in ten se  doposita o f s i lv e r  i n  t o  porta l v e in  r e f le c t
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om route of absorption of allvor from tho gut mé it is probable 
that t o  silver content of portal blood io Mgher them that of ays- 
temio blood* TW slightly later dotooito of silver in the space 
of Disse may bo due to tho extremely tcnnous nature of this region 
as a result of wMoh it is difficult to detect In lightly argyrio aninmls*
In all other sites silver is prosumaMy deposited altar Ixîlng 
truBspi^rted via the systcinie circulation and tissue fluid* It seenns 
to be detectable earlier In sitae %vhere there is a Itîgh net transfer 
of fluid as hxdicatad by tîno preoeneo of faneatratcd capillar lee o *g. 
gloBxeruluo, choroid ploxus and thyroid* Tha converse holds In 
sites mch as sMn opMernml and urinary bladder basement mom- 
brames* This suggests the tentative, Mt not unreasonable, con­
clusion tlmt silver deposition is proportional to the total cuinuleitlv© 
exposure of a given structure to transported silver Ions*
This ïtonomcnon of sequential silver detection has not been 
recorded in previous studies of experimental orgyria* This la 
undoubtedly partly because all previous nmlti-oi^an studies of experi­
mental argyria have used long periods of exposure to silver, usually 
well over 23 weeks (Oloott, 1948? Gatz, 1049? Dempsey and WlslocM, 
1005b, c) and ï^ artly Mcauoo all previous shorter term studies have 
been on single organs (I(urt^  and Feldman, 1003? Vernier, 1004?
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Striker mû SmuoMer, 1970) •
It is very likely that a similar sequential deposition of silver 
occurB in human argyria* This however has not been recognised
for all the reported cases of generalised argyria (for reviews see 
Gettler, lihoad^ and Weiss, 1927; Hill and PillsW iy, 1039) in 
xvhich a suitably largo number of organs and tissues were examined 
post mortem were initially recognised by skin changes. This, as 
indicated in the table, is a late site for silver dei^ositlon. No 
reports of cases of argyria prior to skin changes, and therefore 
recognised Incidentally and retrospectively at post mortem examin­
ation could be traced. While such reports must exist it would 
api)oar that their retrieval Is dependent on serendipity.
(e) Clearance of silver deposits in the arayrlc rat
Silver is a singularly effective intra^wital stain which becomes 
firmly deposited in the tissues. Because of the selective local­
ization of the silver deposits exjierimental argyria is a particularly 
convenient and elegant model for demonstrating basement smmbranos. 
It is w t, however, the mere demonstration of basement membranes 
that makes this model of infornmtlonal value; rather it ia bemuse 
tlxe silver is firmly bound to tho membrane so that if the jtxjembrane 
moves tho silver mo'vea and this movement of s^ilver can W detected*
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Expérimental argyria la torefore a convenient model for studying 
the origin, turnover and fate of certain basement membranes.
Thisi salient feature %vaa first clearly approoiated îjy Kurtz and 
Feldman (1062) though tine clearance of silver from argyrio base­
ment D38mbrams had been previoualy observed hi a different con­
text (Endors, 1056? Hudera and Moonch, 1050).
The experisnent described in pinrt ÎH of this theaia aWwa that 
silver is cleared slowly and progressively from glomerular base­
ment membrane * Aa am ancillary investigation to determine if
this betoviour was peculiar to glonnerulor basement membrane or 
not, Bovoral other tiesuea were screened using dark field mioroacoi:^.
Materials and methods
A group of standard argyrio rats, given 2-§ g of silver nitrate 
par litre of drinlcing water for 10 weeks, were restored to ordinary 
tap drinking water and selected tissues were examined by dark field  
microscopy approximately 1, 0, 12 and 24 months later.
lleeults
The roBults aro tabulated belov/, + indicates silver deposits 
present, -  tolioates silver deposits absent, b.m . indicates base­
ment im M im m .
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Weelm off Ag M03 0 4 2G ill 100
Oesophageal keratin •3? *5* m
Space of Disse 4* 4 ## «»
Choroid plexus b.m . 4
OlouM r^ular b.m . 4 4 ff,
Thyroid acinar b.m . ? m
Skin append^© b.xn. 4 4 4 4
Skin surface b.m . *»
Portal vein 4 4' 4* 4 4
Though silvor disapïKîared from the sixtce of Blase, heavy 
(lepoalta rcmnMed te &o Kypffor cello* Though silver dlsapimared 
from the choroid plexua baeement membrane, ailvor remateed in 
the stroma. Though silver was no longer detected in the glomerular 
basement xnomteane. It vms still preeent in cells though whetor 
titeao were endotheltel or niosanglal or both could not be decided.
The preaonee or afeonoo of silver te thyroid actear basement mem­
brane was so bor#rlte0 no firm deolaion could bo niado Mt silver 
was eertately present In tho Mood vessel walls mû in nmoropimges 
betwomi the actei. No change was noted in the akin surface or 
skte appendage basement or te the portal vein walls
disrlEg the ported of observation.
Blsoussion
An teWrestteg # te t  which emerged early te this study was that 
silver continued to be deposited for soim tinm after silver ingestion
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stopped* Timm ie no detectable silver in râmmiû plexus, thyroid 
acinar or sMn appendage baaenmut membnmes in the standard 
10 week argyrio rat but after a iutihor imntli on ordinary drlmk- 
iBg water silver ia detectable tu these locations. It has been 
aliomi that whan doses of silver large enough to cause ar^ gyrta are 
admWsterod, tin oircuïatîng level of silver remaW high for sonio 
time after iagosiion ol silver ceases (Bluanberg and Carey, 1034). 
This almost certainly explains the dlfferencoa in the first two rats 
of tMa series, eitear continued to be deposited for some time after 
cessation of silver adiiiîBlotratîoa.
The roaults clearly WicaW to t  silver is progressively cleared 
from certain of t o  %mmibrames studied mû the phenomenon is not 
peculiar to gloimmxhr ba^onmt monArano. However dark field 
microscopy, though it is an invaluable aereoahig procedure enabling 
largo auMmrs of membranes to be examined and t o  general distri­
bution of silver to be ostaMished, is relatively Insensitive com­
pared with electron jntooacopy for experi:nonts of this tygj©.
It must be emphasized t o t  the conolusiona from this clear­
ance study apply to t o  standard argyrio mi* By comparison with 
most previous studies on argyrlc aninmlB and by comparison with 
the intensity of silver deposition in mmy reported oases of human
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argyria, this standard expsrinacBtal animal ia m t purtiowlarly 
argyrio* Eb tissiiaa 04>ntain only enough silver to he conveniently 
(Mooted by mioroscoplo techniques. It I© quite posalble t o t  0 0  
mmli silver conM he adminiotered! to a rat that silver deposition 
would he so intense m  to mal# oloaronoe tmctefeatnMe or at least 
marlcetlly dletoirted.*^ '
Hunmn argyria,one# establiehed, ia a lifelong state. Large 
amoimt© of silver are inwinmmtlj retained in tho body. TMb is 
midWimted and hae been recognised for several centuries. Tho 
very por^iatom of t o  condition ha© led to t o  asmmption t o t  once 
deposited silver remains in that particular site* This assumption 
ha© Wood boon cpOBtionsîd (Bitohcnan, 1831) though t o  occasion 
was used nx>ro to heap m^Juetified oritlcism on t o  to n  Bomevtot 
primitive pliy©ioIagical eomcept© than on t o  assumption itsoH.
There is considerable indirect evidence to serioualy question that 
all silver dopoalto in human argyria are ^dmmmnt* This derives 
iminly from iMnor differences in the observations of different oaeea 
of argyria by imvostigators who wore undoubtedly competent with a 
microaeope (Frommmi, 1869; dahn, 1884; GetHor, I to a #  mû 
W0i33s, 1927). There appeera to M a trend for silver to appear 
initially ia snen^nfaneo, later in cells mû much later as aggregated 
extra-oollular, mEra-membrmnone deposit©, tough rennlniBg 
largely in t o  same organ or tlesue.
TMs may be best illustrated by a specific example. In the late 
19th and early 26th conterio© a linear (fo|X)©itlOB of silver Just doop to 
the ep itom ls in cases of ai^yria was 0 0  wall recognised as to foe 
given t o  opomym "Utoiite line" (ïJima, 100(1). M a recent electron 
miCToscopio study of t o  skin from a ease of argyria it la clearly 
©tated that "Tho older eoneapt of aubepWermal accumulation of 
silver deposit ia challenged. It is settled to t  silver can be intra- 
cellular (Mehta, B^waon-^Mterwoith and Woodhouse, 1965).
Umm% Urn was typically described in what may be called 'active 
argyria' in that the patients had only Just ©topped taking silver.
The omo described by Mehta and his associates im,y be called
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QiiV argyj^îa in tMt their patlemt ha.d Bilvor
25 years prior to the skia biopsy î^ eîiîg taken* To this tirno 
factor they apparently attach no s%njilicaiieo miû prefer to question 
the techniques or observations of previom investigators. Thoir 
obsorvatioBs arc emwot to t ttoy Imvo ctoHenged the %vrong con*** 
eopt.
seopxe siuaies 0 1  silver cîopçsr
Ttore is  imanimi^ in a ll the previous oleotron niloroBcopic 
studies on experimental argyria regarding the morptol^^lcal apimm- 
miQ0 B of the silver granules In basement membrane. However no 
attempt has been made to deaerito Hxe m mm r or to aeoount for the 
mechanism whereby the silver granules are deposited. This 
information is  essential in order to understand the experimental 
ai^ liyrio BKïdel.
All previous observers agree that the silver granules vary in 
Bizo in auy one epeaimen but from the published illustrations it 
appears that the average aim  of the silver granules in the experi­
ment of Oshima mû Ms asaociates (I0GV) are aim ller than those in 
the oKperiments of Kurts and Feldman (10G21 which in turn arc 
sm aller tîum those In the exiMirlments of Dempsey m à  WialockI 
(19550). These articu lar studies were all of glomerular base­
ment membrane in the rat, to t the miixmüs In the various exi>eri- 
monis were exposed to silver nitrate for 4, 10 and 26 weeks respect*
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ively.
A sequential of silver deipositlon in the glomeruli of 
rats exposed to silver nitrate was therefore performed.
Materials and methods
Two groups of male, Sprague-Dawley rats, aged 0 weeks at 
the commencement of the experiment, were given silver nitrate 
in a concentration of 2 *5 g per litre of dIotiUed water to drink 
instead of ordinary tap water. Animals were killed after 0, 2,
4, 6, 8 and 10 weeks in the first group and after 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
28, 00 and 81 weeks in the second group. A third group of rata 
aged one year at the commencement of the experiment were aimil^ 
arly treated and killed after 0, 2, 4, 0, S and 10 weeks.
The mdmala were anaeathetiaed with chloroform, the a Women 
was opened, the renal artery and vein were clamped simultaneously 
and the left kidney was removed. One blocks of the peri­
pheral cortex were cut Immediately and placed in cold s-collidine 
buffered osmium tetroxide (Bennett and Luft, 1069) in the case of 
the first group, and in eold veronal buffered osmium tetroKid©
(Palado, 1052) in the case of the second and third groups. After 
fixation the blocks were dehydrated in alcohol and embedded in »Epon*. 
Six blocks wore token from each anhml. Thick, 0*5#, sections
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of eaoh block were emmbmd by phase contrast microscopy and 
two blocks containing appropriately situated glomeruli were 
seleoted. These blocks were trimmed, sectioned at a nominal 
600 to 800 X, stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and 
exainined In an electron microscope. Most of the grids were 
examined in an EC1A-3F or a Zeiss EM 9A. A few grids were 
also examined in a Philips 7B or a Siemens Elmlskop 1.
Hesults
The glomeruli of rats killed after 0 and B weeks (Figure 37) 
on silver nitrate solution were of normal appearance and confornwd 
to the description given in the Introduction to this thesis. In 
particular no silver deposits were observed in these glomeruli.
Silver was observed first in glomeruli of rats exjx>sed to silver 
nitrate for 4 weeks. In these animals a very few, small, isolated, 
randomly distributed silver granules were present in the glomcruW 
basement membrane (Figure 38). Similar granules were present 
in the meaangial matrix and a very occasional granule was present 
in the urinary space*
In the 6 week specimen the number of granules had increased 
but their size had not appreciably altered, and they were reason­
ably uniformly districted throughout the basement memiîrane
Figure 37. Glomerular basement membrane from a rat which 
had #^G8ted sEvor nitrate for 2 weeks. No silver deposits are 
present # X65,000
Figure 38. Glomerular basement membrane from a rat which 
bad ingested silver nitrate for 4 weeks. A few, small silver 
cleqxîsùs are randomly distributed in the basement nuembrane.
X 65,000
Figure B0. Glomerular basement membrane from a rat which 
had Ingested silver nitrate for 0 weeks. Tlsero are more gran­
nies and acme of them are slightly larger than those in the pre­
vious epeoimen. X 65,000
Fig.  37
Fig. 38
F ig . 39
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(Figure 30). Granules were also present in mesangial matrix 
and m  ooeaaional amall group of grmules was observed in mem- 
braue bound bodies im mesaiigial cells. A very few granules
were present in the urinary space.
M the S week epeoimen tto number of granules had increased 
slightly and there was a alight Increase In size of some of the 
granules (Figure 40) . Granules were also present in the aitea 
outwith the basement membrane noted in tW previous specinmn.
M two of the 10 week animals the nuinber and distribution of 
the ailver gramles was very like that lit the previous specimen 
tot some of the granules were slightly larger (Figure 41). Gran­
ules were present in the sites outwith tto basement membrane noted 
previously and m tm  of the granules in the nmsangial cells were not 
membrane bound. The other 10 %veek animal was unusual and is 
described later.
By 25 weeks the silver deposition in the basement membrane 
la much more intense tot the overall imtteam reaembles previous 
specimens (Figure 42). However the granules are lai^er in size 
and some appear to have coalesced. Ex^a-membranous silver 
depoaition is also more Intense, particularly in masanglal cells.
In addition small amounts of silver are present in membrme-bound
Figure 40. Gîori^ruto basement membrane from a rat wMoh 
bad ingested silver nitrate for 8 weeks • The gramileo of ailver 
are slightly larger than the previous specimen. X 68,000
Figure 41.. Glommmilar basemont miembrano from a rat wMch 
had ingested silver nitrate for 10 weoto. Silver granules are 
randomly distributed throughout the entire thidmesa of tlio base* 
meat msmbrane. M om of the foot processes is a coated pit 
with a silver granule. X 05,000
Figure 42. Glomerular basement membrane from a rat which
had ingested silver nitrate for 25 weeks. The silver dc^ poalts 
are large and oooupy a substantial portion of the basement imm* 
hmm* X 65,000
Fig. 40
Fig. 41 t
F ig . 42
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todloa in the perlkarycm of endothelial cells tot none is observed 
in the attentmted i^ ortion of the cytoplasm of these cells.
The typical appearances of the glomerular basement mem- 
hvum after 0 0  weeks arc illustrated in figure 43 # Very largo, 
%'grcgated, silver granules are concentrated along the inner 
aspect of the basement membrane, in places forming almost a 
solid to r ie r . Silver deposits are infrequent in the outer aspect 
of E%o basement membrane# Ho sliver granules are observed 
in the urinary space otherwise the extra-membranous deposits 
arc as previously described#
ÎS1  the 81 week specimen the silver deposition pattern was not 
uniform (Figure 44). In some stretches of basement membrane 
large aggregates of silver similar to the 00 week specimen were 
present# hi other stretches of basement nmi#rane the pattern 
of deposition more closely resembled the 6 to 3.0 week specimens#
The following general obfiervations were made* Dp to and 
including the 26 week specimen the pattern of silver deposition 
was constant between glon^ruli, within glomeruli and within 
individual capillary loops (Figure 46). In tto 00 week specimen 
the pattern was relatively constant. In the Bl week specimen 
the imitera and density of silver deposition was Inconstmit (Figure 40).
Figura 43. Glonianüar basement imiïû^TB.m $mm a rat which 
had ingested silver nitrate for 60 weeks. Very largo silver 
de|K>site occupy most of the inner half of the baaeanent membrane 
forming a continuous Mrrier in some areas# Braetioally no 
silver is deposited in the outer half of the baaesiiaent m&mhvme.
X 35,000
Figure 44. Glomerular basement memtoam fro in a rat which 
had ingested silver nitrate for 61 weeks # Very large silver 
cloïmsitfi are present, focaUy In the inner Imlf of the basement 
membrane. Small silver granules are randomly distributed 
throughout the entire thioknose of the basement mentoane.
X 27,000
Figure 43
Figure 44
IPiggmfe 48. Isroiaat M&t udbiGhtib%id jhagKewst&cl jailirear
nEnatej&or 3&5 TMN&t&kaa. *I1be> idWbatsdHbi&tioük <*( aüEvoi» jba Eie jbctswa**
mamt mambrane is uniform. The arrows ladloato where the 
membrane is out taugentlally. Compare with ligure 46. 
2 :7 ,0 0 0
-à
Figure 45
Figure 46. a iow m lue from a rat which had Ingested silver 
nitrate for 8X weeks. The distribution of silver in the base- 
imnt membrane Is not uniform. The arrows indicate where 
silver granules are herniating through feuestrae. X 8,000
Figure 47. Very large silver granule herniating through an 
endothelial fenestra. X 76,000
Figures 46 and 47
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M m  Bgÿoimen WàB observed im vlsmral épithélial colla. 
Ib m  speoimen was allvor observed to distort tto substance of the 
basement nmWbrme. M the 60 and Bl week specimens distort­
ion of mdotWlial cells and herniation of stiver granules into emdo- 
tfeelial femstm# were observed.
Discussion
Olonmrular basement membrane Is composed of glycopratein 
o | # e  collagen type # Detailed molecular data for Eds pirttoular 
collagen are not, to date* available but by comparison with other, 
characterised eollagena It la almost certainly m  elongated macro- 
molecule of the order of B, 000 to 3,000 & in length (Eef^alldes, 
iOOOa) * From analytical dîita, presented in the introduction 
to this thesis, it is evident that there can only be a finite, and 
s#all, number of potential reducing groups in the baseimnt mem- 
trmm collagen molecule. In contrast a silver molecule, or the 
silver km in a salt, is a small molecule. This great disparity 
In size between collagen mû silver, and the small number of 
potential reducing groups, accounts for the silver being deposited 
in a particulate, rather than a contSnuou© pattern withhi the base- 
mmnt menAram. As the silver halide passes through the base­
ment membrane it encounters a reducing group and is deposited at
îhut are
tif
IrMto to tW mmm laBEIIar procès© ol
%dhKybo%s%%%%db0f (Eoigors*
However, not only la the silver moleoule or ion simller than
a (BOlWU&Egeil 23% It is a Wa
teoseopio resolution obtained in any of these atuilea $ Ilia
de%W3o %N9WPtik9liaa are
* ûmû that once silver is
^poaltian of furthor
milver aalta & it mtms In eontaot.
(ginml silver particle grows In size until its lareeence is detect- 
te • It ia almost certainly a combination of the time taken to
toilet up a mWtabl# concentration of silver in the
ptoa the time tor the original anb-microacepto or latent 
to grow to a detectable size which aeeomtc tor the failure to detect
tor between the si
toaement membrane
eK Etoned after
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8 m û  10 IMa time all potential
The granules are soMWry, ap o r  s ligh tly
eoBHim-ahaped and Wramae In size w l#  time of silver iMgi
res are n
k, 319&8; ISfispGra), :l&87* <%;
This proeess % wM # silver iu deposited from solution on to minute
a present in the
Jamee, 1060), aéoonnts 
inorease in eW  of the silver mrtM es in the basement
A eollagenous
silver ch eomes in oontaot a I f*
agente and soluble silver salts
age emulato
ige which ooM s la contact with a
E a latent silver
il developer* Tim
process In the baaemsnt membrane is mmy times slower than 
that in the g#otographie emulsion hut is ohemlmlly Bimilar • It
is probable that the rate limiting feature Is the amount of silver 
available, Such a mechanism also aemmts for the early appear­
ance of silver deposits in membraiiea through which #ere Is a high 
net flow of ultrafiltrate and hence of silver suits, as tentative^ 
suggested in the experiments deacrlbed tmder Wormatloml Studies (b)
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of a*ilv8wr n&$%a&# Gw&lkat&oa o%wva%%8a;
iWba) %%al%x3WMaof jgEhnewf <&Gg3c>&iW:&Qw& ifkig^ k^ aaaewerilcwe I%8WBws3%%ei%& BaGüOGr*
1b8N%3&8 jbecKMaaes; la&sM&ei&ai&Kyglar (%>3a%dka2S. 'Blbl© lea gweodwcwed tgr ai 
iGü>%Kdbl3&cüK&D%% <%f i%Kosroi&a&is%& (gis&iawdks a;*%wa d*&& tx> <30*%tiba&&%Q{& dGver&&p«# 
miemt aiii to granul# aggregation due to their movement with the 
baeement membrane m It ttnras over. These large silver deposit© 
GOBdEwwae to g&%%)%vuatil Tbgr 00 wfGHBl&ss tl&egr *%>%%& ai (dksfhaite %>%sy%;ieal 
1b2W%rjk83f i*313a& imwear Iamc&ai& daaiBa, &:% 33%CN3it jKNSis&cMBus (SfSkatttitred^ y pre.. 
TnsM&th&gg that 8&lve%* iik tl&o iwltarsKflltaredbe jErosaa ggajbaing BiGoeawB to tlas*
(MAte%f %%)*rticMBW9 of tla# lb;&GH&]a3&Ha& ioe%%dbraMQa&, TEIbewae asEsreaf d&GgpoBiHka 
(saro 8 0  |G&%5& iK&w&t fsoiKW) awK%a astlll ipowtlgP iviWdhiai tin* lauaahBai dk#WEK&$
t&w& laas&iBwa 3%8we%& is%tgwp%iaLiaK&4l#aWk2tG%%i;iKbw& aNsdkateci (aoidbodabadiitiBa, 
TTiaagr aggpoawr to l*% elttwaar ImpawdbBd in IMbwa lamüüoai #%%%& jkatw&raai #r 
Ibgüra&ieüWü&fi t)#%wy8&& Aws fkaowsEHkraws).
I%sww&kli5r lEWcgo Igaraamhloa (%re %*rean8:&t ha #%8 81 Rfoels Gipeodlaowswi 
Tbat 2%re ikawesr IPgHBsdlaf, Goaudl ailsHGWP E^%%Mwui]bG8 swce
deposited tlimighiiit the entire tMoteess ©f the Wsemont membrane, 
Hbü)U8;jh &(> Igirggo Gdlveaf g%%%%Kadbgw8 (OlbasGgMnsHâ 3b& #bas (saqpiHiaüsy 
lim x m x  in the aectione oxamined it ia reaeomaMe to mppose that 
2*03333% ls%s%ge gpE%#Ma)ea v/o%%) (%tN%*%&iiallgr <&H:ikm*ded jbroiE&ttws laawaoiixsikt 
membrane via distorted feiioeirae # That parltaEar segment of
membrane then reverted to mornml, iillrafiltrate erne 
imm  had free aoao©e and silver déposition eommenoed ab Initio.
With the exeeptim of # e  very early and the Icist epeolmene, 
these stages of progmaaive silver deposition Imve all been dea- 
eriWd mû ilhistrated previously tot only m  isolated oventa.
The 10 week stage iu well illustrated by WmU mû Feldman (1902), 
a 6 month etoge by Dempsey mû WMookl (i0iSo) and a later stage 
by Oloott md Biohtor (liSS). None of these Investigators ex­
plained the pattern of silver deposition they obtained, or correl­
ated it with the observations of the others, Eeoently atriker and 
BmmoMer (U70) have studied silver deposition In the glomerular 
basement membrane at several stages of experimental .argyrla in 
a aeries of experiments similar to those reported here # Those 
authors emmined tbe glomeruli of rata after Ingestion of 18 mM. 
AgKOB ( o f .  12 mM, in present experiment) for periods of 10,
17, 20, 20 and 82 weeks. Taking into aooomt the slightly more 
concentrated silver solutions their rats ingested their obaervatians 
in general agree well with those presented here. Their inter­
pretation of these results is however markedly different from Emt 
presonted earlier in this diseuasion mû Üiorelore warrants some 
detailed oomidoration.
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Striker and Sxmckler interpret the pattern of silver depoaitioii 
to mean ttot **(l) GBM (glomerular basement membrane), formmd 
by tW epithelial m il, varies with age, and tlm attver labels only 
the initial material or (B) oontlnuoue feeding of AgMOa results In 
formation of an altered 0BM which no lo%er aeenmalatea granules 
after in vivo silver administration or #  changea ooour In silver 
trmsport affecting its exposure to the GBM**. They also consider, 
only to discard in the next sentence as "mlikely^*, that absence 
of uniform staining may be based on the fact that silver does not 
have access to the sub-epithelial granule free mn¥'K Eventually 
they conclude in favour of their suggestion (i) in spite of stating 
that "aside from tW altered metal distribution there Is no direct 
evidence for altered membrane or membrane formation" *
The discussion and the conclusions of striker and SmucMer 
are unconvincing for the following main reasons, First, the 
experimental data on which their conclusions are based are incom­
plete: ttoy did not stu #  silver deposition before 10 or after 82 
weeks* ingestion of sttver nitrate and both of these period# are 
essential to the overall picture. Second, their discussion covers 
only a small portion of the questions raised % their results, namely 
the distribution of the silver: they do not discuss, and apparently
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have not considered, why the silver Is deposited in a particulate 
mmmer or why the pm tkdm  increase in. aiz© witti continued silver 
iïigeation m û  bo# of Eiese are pertinent to the points they tevo 
attempted to eotaWieh, Third, tb^  have failed to appreciate 
the differences between the pattern of silver deimdtlon, m  
oribed here, and the imtfera of silver clearance # e  to basemmt 
membrane turnover, as described in part M  of this theale.
M conseqneiioe of these deficleneiea Striker and Bmnckler 
have failed to elnoidafe the complexities of the OEperlmental 
argyric model and reach ceneluBiona which are of daMcus validity.
Tl# glomerate basement membrane of rats which have bleated  
0#28 per cent silver nitrate drihkfeg fluid for 10 weeks la lightly 
and iinlforEdy labelled with silver granules. These granules can 
be easily recogniaed, are present in all three laminae of the mem- 
tem e and do not deform the mmW^mne or the related cells,
These features make such argyric glmweraii suitable for the pro­
posed studies outlined in the preface to this thesis # ■ Any period 
of silver ingestion between 8 and 10 weeks gives suitable labelling 
of glomerate basement membrane for electron microscopic studies 
but 10 weeks was soleeted as the standard period of administration 
as the total amount of sEver deposited by tWa time was also suitable
for parallel dark field iMoroseopie studios.
W Studies on tW momnm of aüver outwith the alomaralar
basemmt V##MH
In tW previous experiment it wm mioâ that silver granules 
were ooeasioimlly observed outwith Üm glomerular tosement mem- 
braue. Though these silver granules were usually isolated, 
ommimtion of the |dK>tomlerogra|àe indloated Emt their imtWm 
of distribution was wM random* They were eouaisteutly present 
M three well defined locations; (i) closely related to the outer 
aspect of the plasma memhram of foot processes (Figure 48);
(2) overlyfeg foot processes where these were m t oMiqiiefy 
(Figure 49); mû (3) free in the urinary space but always in an 
IlMefliiod region of increased electron density (Figure 60). The 
constancy of these locations strongly suggests that tW silver was 
deposited in an ckIctoE call coat or glycooalyx (Bennett, 1863; 
Hambourg and leblond# 1867). This vmb investigated and found 
to be the case.
Materials and methods 
A , The pWtomiorogmphs taken in the previous experiment
and in the mperinwnt described in part El of this thesis, were 
examined to determine where and wlien silver granules were present
outwith the glomerate Immment membrane.
Figure 48. Silver granule outwith the haeement meuArame, 
closely related to the plasma memhrme of a viBoeral ©piEielîal 
cell. X 64,000
Figure 40. Silver granule outwith the hasemetit membrane, 
overlying a taiageutlMly cut foot process. X 70,000
Figure 60. Silver gramle outwith the basement meW)rane 
lying in an ill-defined area of Increased electron deneliy in the 
m inary space # X 60,000
Figure 48
Figure 49
Figure 50
m m
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B« one elniitercl W week m^gyrie m i  aW
2 non«mrgyriG control mta wm  prepared for ekotron mloroeoopy 
m W  the ruthmWm rad procédure pM t, 1##)# Benal tissue 
from #m same Wmala was also prepared uei% standard osmium
ftolion (Palade# IDBB) followed % staining with uranyl acetate 
and lead citrate.
Basulls
A. Silver gmmles in # e  three îooatîonts lEustraied (Figures 
4B# 4D and ## were ohaerved in the glomeruli of rata exposed to 
0*26 per cent silver nitrate for 4, 6$ B# 10 and 80 weeks. These 
granules were also observed in Hie glomeruli of standard 10 week 
argyrie rate 2, 4 and 6 weeks after silver ingeation ceased, Sueh 
granules were not oWerved in tM glomeruli of the other rats 
examined.
B, A thfok, 2001 or more* layer of ruthenium stained material 
covered #m entire free surface of the visceral epithelial celle md 
the filtration allt plates, Similar material lay free in the urinary 
space (Figure 01). TMs cell mat was clearly attached to the oufor 
leaflet of the plasma membrane (Figure §2), Ho silver granules 
üouM be discerned in the ruthenium m û  stained foyer in the argyrlc 
eaimal though mdh granules ware observed In glomeruli from the
Figure 51. Glomerulus stained with ruthenium red. A thick 
layer of cell coat or ’^fuzz” invests the epithelial cell and some of 
this material is lying free in the urinary space. X 67, 000
LFigure 52. High magnification of foot processes and glomerular 
basement membrane stained with ruthenium red. The ^Tuzz” is  
clearly attached to the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane and 
also covers the slit p lates. The basement membrane stains 
slightly le ss  intensely than the ”fuzz^’ . The arrow indicates 
tangentially cut ce ll w a ll. X 166, 000
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mm# animal which were examined after mminm fixation alone.
The glomerular basement membrane wae stained with ruthenium 
red* slightly loss so than the cell coat but still auEloiently hiteneely 
to prevent positive identification of silver granules,
Silver granulea were also observed in the ’coated pits’ which 
open on to the free surface of the eplthelM cell (Figure 53).
These ’coated pits’ ore Mmtlcal to those which open from the base 
of the foot proeeesem Into the basement membrane (Figure 54). 
These ’coated pits’ are derived from a vacuolar system within the 
cell and are labelled with silver only wWn a mmmmnicatlon to the 
outside of the cell is  present, A well developed vaouolar/’ooatod 
pit’ system !a illustrated in figure 55, Not all the ’coated pits’ 
contain silver tat a substantial minority do. The visceral epi­
thelial cells were partiadarly scrutinised for Intracellular silver 
granules tat none were observed.
Attempts to trace the vacuoles to their origin within the epi­
thelial cell on morphological grounds alone were inconclusive. 
Though there was a suggestion of a relationship with the Oolgi 
apparatus actual budding of # recognisable vacuole of this type 
from the Oolgi apparatus was not observed*
These vacuoles are bounded by a thick unit snembrane which
Figura 5 3  * Silver granules I n  coated pits opening into the 
urinary apace #  ’’em faoo” view* X 4 4 * 0 0 0  (b) side view* 
3[43*000
Figure 54. Silver gmmlea la coated pte opeaiag into the 
glomerular baaemeat membrane (a) ”ea face” view, X 68* 000
(b) side view* X 05* 000
Figure 53
Figure 54
mï
Figure 55. V isceral epithelial cell containing numerous vacuoles 
and with two coated pits opening into the urinary space. X 67, 000
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le alîgMIiy on both the InWrml m û  exWrml aepeets îml
positive récognition of sueh a oeoretory system la, at preaoat, 
only poaeible at the 'coated pit’, silver labelled stage*
Dlaouaaioa
On general prlmoiples, and from derived evidoaeo-, the pres- 
enoe of a cell eoat, glyeoealyx or around mammalian cells 
was first clearly proposed by Bennett (1963), Such a cell coat 
was sabBoquently demonstrated around glomerular vlsoeral api- 
fâielial cells using thorium dioxide (Hambourg and Leblond, 1867), 
colloidal iron (Jones, 1069) and ruthenium red (Hronlowski, 
Bici&yekowa m û  V/alalil, 196B). Using the colloidal iron technique 
allied with aeuraminidase digestion it has been shown tta t the 
visceral epithelial cell coat contains Edalie acid and that small 
amounts of this material are present related to the anchored portion 
of the foot processes (Mohos and akozm, 106B) * The ruthenium 
red procedure, originally Introduced to demonstrate the cell coat 
on oEdothelial cells. In general indicates the presence of m  acid 
substituted la:%e polymmr, probably a polyaaocharlde or a glym- 
protein (Luft, 1966) •
Them is general agreement that glomerular taseinent mem­
brane contains significant amounts of earbol^drate* Two distinct
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carbohydrate components are present (DlaeW* Pappas, Qmum 
and Biadie, IB06; Bpim, IB#7bg KefalMes, 1968) one of which 
coataino galactoee, mmmom, hexoaamW, fncose and aiailc acid.
The composition of very few cell coats has been Investigated but 
of those, admittedly epeoWized ones, wMoh have, eialoglyco- 
peptide has been regularly Identified (iVallaeh mû Baendi, 1904; 
Langley mû Ambrose, IB#; Walborg, Lants and Wray, 1969).
The available evidence makes it not unMkcly that umh sialogiyco- 
peptides could be components of both the epitheliml cell coat and 
the basement meW^rane, Dilution of this mucosnbetance with 
the mneidorablo amonnte of collagen in the basement membrme 
could accomt for the baaement membrane atalning slightly less 
intensely than the cell coat in the ruthenium red procedure.
Tim vacuoles and the ’coated pits’ have been described and 
well lltotrated in previous studies ( f  arquhar, Wiaaig and P&la#, 
W êlt Fawcett, 1906, 1066; Ericsson, U iS) under various maxma, 
"fussy voaicles", "coated vesiclec", "alveolate vesicle#", "acanthe- 
sozms", and "coated pita". These 'coated pits' open either on
to the free surface of the visceral epithelW cell or Into the glomerular 
basement membrane# are uîtrastruotarally- tedtath^lehablc, and 
differ only to the locus of their discharge -  one outwith, the other
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iû the vaeuoiee only
sdi saUhrer j&t iKh# <%c»&tx8d pit ataggiB %w3bK5i& tlieip (sokiKwoowixk&ON&Ixs 
#f # #  oeü. The vacuoles therefore probably 
&&ük :E%a(%ww)li;&s 1% twlblolk ellves» la; dbawpcüsdübew
tde Im tbe exira-cellute
Erioasm (186$) observed these plW opmtog toW the urinary
G^pa&oe iK%K>u8(%k3&G dGWSK3 i&CMk snew&ldkD&k tli<»mck<)]p3KDdüa|& laato #be IkBwseaaswit 
3P%s%%&ü&ü&%» üwnw& l%g# (&e&oeiwd:0;% (3L901) otw8e*rve(l tlwa
arawa# 8wnw& tl
a3I%aw333 aaaal on tl%& Ibagale iBlfjgewpsrltlja tafacoir Gd&wHkag; %w803*#M8d i%) Idbeiei 
au ja1b8K3#%*jb)ik, lüeawnw9%>og?tëütloi& awad aM&(%retl(M&
apaae près
eWdy %vore ed with
theme vaouolee and pits, though met at preaemt disliiigutstobla on
morpm
orne d to t&wa G%y3&ttu3W3l8and 01
mon of ultrafiltrate
îmaemmmt mezhbrane to by an
%traeollular route
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T h B  visocraî epithelial cell coat and the glomerular baaemant 
memArame are both ImWlled to vivo with silver and are both ototoed 
to vitro with ruthenium red* They are also both secreted by a
vacuolar-eosted pit syatam* Furtheru^ore the experiment des­
cribed to part El shows that tta cell coat m û  the basement mem­
brane are secreted at the same time* There is therefore euffto- 
tout experimental evidence to conclude that visceral epithelial cell 
coat md glomerular basement membrmm, or a component thereof, 
are similar *
No evidence has been presented however to indicate tWt the 
cell coat and the basement membrane are identlaal. tod e^d because 
the synthesis of the carbohydrate moiety of glycoprotein tovolves 
post-ribosomal* non^oded stages (Priestley, Pruyn and Malt,
1 9 6 9 ; Spiro, 1 9 6 9 ) m û  because of the potential imltiplioity of 
membrane related glycosyl transferases (llagopian, Bosmam and 
Bylar, 1 9 6 8 ; Bosnmnn, 1 9 6 9 ) the probability of absolute identity 
between visceral epithelial ceE coat and basement membrane com­
ponent is not imrticularty high. Nevertheless the similarity
between the two substances is probably sWficient to cause consider­
able cross reaction immunologioally. Evidence stroii^ ly suggest- 
ive of this phenomenon has recently been found l%r Hoedemaeker
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(1070a, fo) who to a series of nei^rotoxia experiment with anti- 
taity to glomerular basement memtorano has observed looali^ation 
of the antibody not only to the basement znembrane but also on the 
surface of visceral epithelial colls • to t o  preaent atmty consider­
able amounts of ceE coat were observed lying to # e  urtoary space #
It ÎB posBibto that this material could eventually be excreted to 
the urtoe. This shed cell coat might be the answer to Btoon’a 
(1068) intriguing question of whether glomerular basement mem­
brane antigens found to normal urine do to fact come from glomerular 
basement ^mW)ran#.
to summary, on the basis of electron mlcroseopie studies on 
rat glomeruli labelled to vivo wito silver and atatoed to vitro with 
ruthenium rad it has been shown that the visceral epithelial cell 
coat and a component of glomerular Waement membrane are 
secreted to the same mamer, by the same cell, at the same time, 
and share certain statoii^' affinities with each other*
#  AnomlouB features of certain orgyric rats
to the course of emmtoto# all the argyric rata utilia e^d to the 
experiments described to this thesis one anomlouf^, and tolttolly 
concemtog, feature emerged. Very occasionally one of a group 
or series of rats mm found to contain nmch less silver than extaoted
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from comparison with other rate to tW same group or series.
TMa was first noted to a rat which had ingested O *2# %mr cent 
silver nitrate for 10 weeks prior to beh^ kiEed and was to the 
first group of animals described to tolormalion Studies (# , hence 
the reason for the repeat series of rats to particular experi­
ment*
The glomerular basement membrane of this rat was more like 
that of an animal on silver nitrate for only 4 weeks instead of 
18 weeks * The pattern was uniform to the 4 glomeruli examined 
electron mioroeoopioally. Silver could not be detected, using 
dark field ndoroscopy, to any of the glomeruli to this animal and 
on examination of other tissues only the liver contatoed detectable 
but small amounts. The oesophageal keratto was however stained
normally with silver so the animal had been ingesting the silver 
solution. This rat had been Ingesting a standard solution of silver 
nitrate under standard conditions for a standard time and yet ap­
parently had absorbed less than the standard amount of silver*
One rat, killed to the 36th week of the experiment described 
to part HI, had relatively little to the way of silver deposits and 
was replaced to the series* A further rat from a group not des­
cribed to this diesis showed a similar picture* Out of a total of
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IIB argyrfo rats this phenomemn of marlWly dlmtoisWd silver 
depoaitlon was obaervoi to three # It ia attrllmtad to a lower 
t!m% îîBual abaorptlOB of silver. The converse, mmoly exoeaaivc 
silver dopoaition to eertoto aninmla, was not observed.
It ia diaqutottog to ftod m  anomalous ooourrmoe of this type 
appearing at random under standard experimental oircmmtmmea. 
WmVmnWfy moh animale can be recogntocd, and atepa taken to 
replace them to the oxperlmento proper.
TMa phamomemon of dtmtotabed silver absorption fcy oartato 
todivi#al rala has m t  previously beam commented on to etudtoa 
tovolvtog silver admWatratton but to several of these studlea the 
results are rem r#d to sufficient detail to malm It possible to pick 
out, retrospectively, animais which had probably absorbed less allvor 
thorn others to the same experiment, fo r  tostance Shaver and 
Mason (1951) gave 0*15 per cent silver nitrate to 23 vitamin E 
deficient rats and they died withto 18 to 40 days "exec# for one 
m t which survived 7  months" . Olcott (1048) records that "two 
rate were kept alive for over 500 days with no other fluid intake 
than 0*4 per cent solutions of silver chloride to sodium tMosulfnte, 
tat tMs dosage usually was found to be excessive". Striker and 
Snmoliler (1070) note that "with one exc##tom, totact animals on
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15 mM. AgHOâ drinking water during m y  part of the experiment 
had lower body weights than the controls". to a somewhat spec- 
ialtoed study on the behaviour of totravagînalîy applied radio-active 
silver Nyberg (1967) graphically records the uptake in liver, kidney 
and spleen, and one of 41 anoeatric rats shows a im^rkedly lower 
uptake in each of these organa.
It is therefore evident that there are occasional individual rats, 
probably the incidence is between 2 and 3 100 animals, which
absorb considerably lesa silver than usual when exposed to silver 
solutions. The reasons for this anomaly are not known.
Expérimental Armrria to Principle, Theory and Practice 
The use of silver as an in vivo label for atructural and ultra- 
structural studies on basement membranes is simple in principle 
and reasonable in theory* Silver nitrate administered orally to 
a rat is absorbed, distributed systemicalty via the blood and 
deposited in basement membranes as a firmly attached label which 
does not disturb the physiological situation at the site of deposition 
and can be readily detected and positively identified using optical 
and electron microscopic techniques*
to practice each of these stages can present problems which 
must be recognised and understood. The silver nitrate must be
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delivered from containers wMeh 5b not cause precipitation of silver* 
Such containers have been described. Silver Mtmte nmat be ad- 
ministered in a conomtmtlon which the rats will readily ingest 
without signs of physiological upset for a period which is sufficient 
to cause miform and #tectaWe deposition of silver in the membrane# 
under atn%. Two |3oint five grammes of silver nitrate per litre 
of distilled water (0 *i§ per cent w/v or 12 mM) adndnistered con­
tinuously for 10 weeks is suitable for stuping glomerular basenmnt 
membrane both by dark field and electron microscopy. Tta argyric 
rata must be examtoed to groups or series so that the occasional 
rat which, for reasons unknown, absorbs less silver than normal 
can be recognised.
The mechanism of silver depo^ltto must be understood to order 
that the pattern of silver deposition can be interpreted. TM prob­
able sequence of events is that silver is transported to the blood - 
reversibly bound to plasma proteins from which it dissociâtes and 
diffuses or flows Into the tissues where it to deposited * Dopoaition 
to most conveniently explained as a process of chernography by 
mductog, or other active groups, reaulttog to the formation of 
a 8ub-micro8 coplo, or latent, deposit at the site of these groups .
TMs accounts for the wi#Bpmad distriWiom of ailver to particulate
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form. Bubsequentty those latent deposits fp^ ow to deteotaMe 
Bizc by a proeeae of pkyaioal development due to continued expos- 
uro to silver ions. The rate of growth of these partiolea, and 
therefore the tin a^ ttay are first detectable, depends on the total 
anmmt of silver which has access to the latent deposits: this is 
greatest In meml^ ranea snb|eoted to a high gross transfer of fluid 
containing silver ions such as occurs In discontinuous or fene­
strated capillaries (Bennett, Luft and Hampton, 1057; Majno, 
:iS65). TMs acemmts for the early detection and subsequent 
heavy deposits of silver in glomerular tasomont ni^mbrano. 
Chemical differences In the basement niembranes arc also imdoubt^  
edly major factors especially with respect to the nunf^er of the 
silver grains which ia dependent on the numtar of groups with 
ctamographlc potential, W  there is as yet only limited data on 
this aspect (Kefalides and BenducMs, I960) so though this factor 
can be recognised it is not yet adequately un#rstood.
Silver can he readily detected with the optical microscope 
using dark field techniques. While its appearances are reason­
ably characteristic, further proof of its identity cm  be obtained 
by using standard and simple histachemioal tests for silver.
The only cells in which silver is regularly deposited are those of
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tW rcticuIo-CîKlottaîM syBiem and, to a mmeh lesBor extent, 
kopatic parancliyjml celln* HaemonMerto qqqutb In tteae atea 
but to iltottogwiahed not only by tta  testa B^entioncd above but also 
by tatog atatoabto in the Fmaalcm blue raaoliom* Though this 
latter reaction involves cyanide aolutlona those are of inBufficieat 
atroBgthto signîftonBtly altar depo^ifed silver.
Silver om  be 3Zoad% defected with tta etootron inioroacope.
Its apiiearancea aira highly characteriatto but mot absolutely s|)eoific. 
Isolated particles of dirt cm  exactly mimic silver granules so a 
serupuloissîy otoaa taohnique Is essential and no aigaiCieance can 
be attached to a single particle imless it for?M of a more 
general, topographically rolatod, fMittern of déposition. The otimr 
main particles imm. wMch silver must Im distinguished arc the 
electron dense partiolee found Intracellularly im oz^ganelles of the 
lysosoma, dense and residual type. & tmsi cases the
distinction can be readily nmde on morphological grounds but in 
soma instances MstocWmtoal procedures, as adapted for electron 
microscopy, are required.
Of tlm arfefaots caused by silver, tooreeving’ to the most 
lra|x>rtant mû must be recognised to order to define precisely 
where particular silver deposits are situated# In the standard
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IQ week argyz i^e animal thle artefact is m t (mrtlmlarly promdnent#
The experiments, and the trend in the citaeusBions, to this 
chapter have largely Wen oriented towards the Intended study of 
glomerular basement meinbrane which forms the principal ixirt 
of this thesis. The experimental argyrio teeîmîque ia, however, 
adaptable to the study of other basement membrmes provided the 
time of expo^ tk^ re to (diver nitrate to selected to give a uniform, 
detectable, and not excessive deposition of silver to the memWme 
to be studied. The only immbranea which, theoretically, are 
m t amenable to such m  approach are those which (I) contain no 
potentially oheimgraphic groups; (3) have such a high turnover 
rate that the latent image to m t exposed to silver solutions for 
a Bufliüieni time to grow toto a detectable deposit; (3) do not Imve 
a sufficient gross transfer of silver contatoing tissue fluid to pro­
duce, or result to, a detectable deioslt.
There are several other techniques presently or jjotentlaEy 
available whoso application would yield the same sort of data m  
the experimental argyrlc technique. The foremost of these alter­
natives is autoradiograplty (Neutra and Leblond, 1969) which is 
much nK>re versatile, more physioJogioul and jxïtentially mom 
infernmtlve than experimental argyria. However ultrastructaral
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autoradiograplty poms eertoto teobnical proMeme not yet adequately 
solved and it is time consuming. A series of animals m  large 
as that presented in Üüs thesis could not be studied by a single 
investigator witliin a period of time deemed reasonable, using 
autoradiograpiii^  ^techniques alone # With the Information from 
the experimental argyrie experiments it will however be possible 
to design feasible autoradiographic expérimenta which are more 
refined, in the temporal sense, and will require fewer time pointa. 
Buch experiments are essential, not least to determine where the 
vacuoles that become ’coated pits’ arise, for the experimental 
argyrie technique is not suitable for such intra-cellular studies.
In two major respects however argyria is likely to remain better 
than autoradiogra#y and that is in resolution and comparative 
human studies. The boot resolution that can be obtained auto- 
radiographically will probably be about 300 2  (Bachmaim and 
Balpeter, 1965) whereas with experimental argyria a resolution 
of 30 % could be obtained* Finally, rare tliough argyrie human 
glomeruli are, they are still more common than suitably labelled 
radio-active human glomeruli.
lül
Part m
The Orteto* mû llesyiovql,
ûloTOruto Basement .Membrane
The origin of glomerular basement memArme# whether tW 
membrane tume over md# if It does, the site of Ita removal, 
are mot well eetaWtobed# TMa chapter deaoribee the appll- 
eatiom of the experimental argyrio technique in a loi^ term in­
vestigation designed to yield an overall account of the natural 
history of normal glomerular basement membrane;
Concerning tW origin various studies have implicated the 
visceral epithelial cells (Farquhar, Wisaig and Palade, 1981; 
Andres, Morgan, Em, Blfkind and Baegal, 1982; Kurtz and 
Feldman, 1982; Vernier and Blrah-Anderaen, 1902; Thoaaea, 
1967), the endothelial cells (Farquhar, Vernier and Good, 1957; 
Movat, McGregor and Bteiner, 1961; Jones, 1903) and the mes- 
anglal cells (Vernier, 1964), either individually or in various com­
binations. teCompte (1964) admirably summed up tlie situation 
prior to 1904 by saying "I don’t know whether basement inembrane 
or basement membrane material comes from the epithelial or the 
endothelial or mesai^ial cells or from all three Menefee
and MueHer (1967) summed up the situation at that time as "From
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tîieee diverse mperis it meme that epîtfeeliinî ealls, staïk (mes- 
aiîgiai)<ieîle, emd endothelial cells may all W Involved in the 
elaboratloB of Immmmt mmiabraue material and tlmt different 
coiHltlona may mtmlt M a eelective imceum  of aotivity in one 
of the poaaMe typ<&s
Goncernteg turnover of glonmnilar hmmiiiml zmmhrane, this 
hm Wen infrequently oonaidered (Farquhar, 1904a; Vernier,
1064a) and even leas fraquoutly studied as it has been widely sup­
posed tlmt new synthesis is for purposes of
lEoroasing tW tMctooss or repairing a more or loss 
atmeture. Two Inveatlgationa specifically directed to this prob­
lem do however indicate that the basement membrane turns over 
(I^ariamv and Speidol, 19G4; Gtaw and Brimnnond, 1060) •
Biace glommrular basement znembrane turnover has not been 
wMoîy considered, the site of removal of the basement membrane 
has bean given scant attention* Farquhs^ mû Palade (1063) demom 
strated that mesangM oollo pTiagocytosed ferritin tracer particles 
wMcii did not penetrate Uia lamina densa* These Investigators 
concluded that a fim otte of the nrnsangfel cello is to remove fil­
tration residues and they also suggested the possibility that these 
cells "normally operate at the removal end of a tum-over procesB
Iü3
hf which the glomerular filter is continually renewed" * This 
suggestion was reiterated by Farquhar (1964a) with the proviso 
"For the moment, however, these comments on basement mom- 
brame turnover should be recognised largely as speculations 
which clearly need to be tested by lurtlier experimentation.".
TÎ1 0  various studies cited record, either as extarimental fact 
or m  reasonable supï>osition, the natural history of glomerular 
basement mcnArane at different times and in isolated stages 
whose interrelationships were not always apgmrent except with 
hindsight. The experiments to be described show that a major 
component of glomerular basement membrane is secreted by the 
visceral epitW ial cells, turns over very slowly but continually 
mid 1b removed by the mesangial cells.
Exnarimont 1 .
and Methods
A group of male Sprague-Dawley rate, bred and reared in 
the Foresterhill Animal House of the University of Aberdeen were 
given stantod (2.5 g pf^ r litre) silver nitrate drinklni^  fluid ad lib 
from the age of 6 weeks for a period of 10 weeks. One animal
was examined at tîds time and the others were returned to ordinary 
tap drinking water. One animal was examined at the end of every
1C4
Bûoùnû week for a period of 30 weoko and at the end of every tenth 
week for a further 60 weeks.
The animal exaWned 20 weeks after eeaeing to ingest silver 
nitrate contained very little deposited silver as described in the 
previous chapter. Accordingly a further animal was killed at 
21 weeks for inclusion in the series proper • The animal exam­
ined 60 weeks after ceasing to ingest silver nitrate had chronic 
nephritis (Snell, ISO?). Accordingly a further animal was 
killed at 83 weeks for inclusion in the series proper# In all,
24 argyrie rate were examined in this experiment. No animals 
died or had to be destroyed because of illness. Six control rats, 
never exposed to silver nitrate, were examined at various times 
during the oourae of the experiment.
Blocks for electron microscopy were taken aa previously des­
cribed. All ware fixed In cold veronal W fered osmium tetroxld© 
(Palade, 1952). Most of the specimens were examined in a îSeias 
EM DA electron roicroBCOi36î a few were examined In a Biemena 
Elmtskop I.
The sections were examined systematically in the microscope 
and the position of the silver granules was noted. The sections 
were then photographed. An average of 20 exposures were taken
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per simcimem mostly at primmry zmgnifioatlons of 1,760, 6,000 
and 18,000 diawstors mû the negatives were photographically 
enlarged as required* The photographs were then systemat­
ically examined and the position of the silver grmules was noted. 
There was excellent agreement on the distribution pattern of 
granules fey direct mamdnation of the image rad by examination 
of the photographs tat xmm granules were usually visible in the 
photographs than wore detected on the screen. A minimum of 
2 grids from each of 2 blocks from every apeoinaen were examined *
The follov/ing sites were rigorously examined for tta presence 
or absence of silver granules: visceral epithelial cells; visceral 
epithelial cell coat or "fuzz"; foot process coated pits; lamina 
rara externa; lamina denaa; lamina rsæn intoma; mesangial 
matrix; mesangial celle mû endothelial cells (Figure 66). For 
recording purposes the lamina densa was sub-divided into an outer 
and an Irnior half. The obaervatione on the location of silver 
granules in the basement znen^rano wore made in regions where 
the plane of section could be accurately deterxnlned as indicated 
by the presence of filtration slit plates.
From each anted  blocka of kidney, liver, i'jancreap, choroid 
plexus and spleen were taken for bright and dark field optical
I l
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Tîie distiibution patWym of the silver granules in the individual 
sf>eoimen3 is snmnmri^ed in the table: + indicates silver granules 
present, ** indicates silver granules absent, ^ indicates silver 
inconstantly present*
hi no speoinien was silver observed in the visceral epithelial 
celle, within the attenuated {K>rtlon of the endothelial cytoplasm 
or within the capillary lumen* Silver granules were never observed 
in that ïOTtion of the bailment membrane which lies beneath the 
filtration slit plate between adjacent foot processes above the line 
of the *sole* of the foot plate *
% the aninml examined at the end of the 10 week period of silver 
nitrate ingestion silver granules wore distributed as previously 
described namely in the fuissi, foot process pits, all the layers of 
the basement membrane, mesangial matrix and mesai^ial cells 
(Figure 57) * Silver granules were not observed in the perikaryon 
of the endothelial cells in this particular speoimen* This pattern 
was maintained in the rats examined B (Figure 58a), 4 and 6 weeks 
lîfter ceasing to Ingest silver nitrate with the exception that silver 
was present la the endothelial cells of these animals*
Figure 57. Mesangial region from standard argyric rat which had 
ingested silver nitrate for 10 weeks. All the regions in which s i l ­
ver was deposited are present in this single micrograph. 1 -  fuzz; 
2 -  foot process pit; 3 -  LRE; 4 -  LD; 5 - LRl; 6 -  mm; 7 -  MC 
X 26,000
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upeQitmm iSb, 0 , d, 0 , I, #0 and 00)
showed a slow mû aWa# movement of silver gmnuiea towards 
tW te e r  aspect of the Imaemmt mmmbr&m#. By S weeks stiver 
gramlea vmm mot dotootod Ib the the foot process pits or 
the lamlm rora externa. By 24 weeks- stiver was not detected 
to the omter half of the lamtoa demsa* By 40 weeks there was 
only a row of granules along the Itmor border of the lamina denea. 
From this time onwards grannies wore observed ao tofrequontly 
and randomly to the lamlma rara interim # a t they could not be 
BÜÎÛ to conslltote a definite imttern of deposition. From 50 weeks 
onwards the maim applied to the mesangial matrix to that silver 
gramdos were deteotable to the mesimgtol matrix to some gride of 
some glomeruli. Further grids and tortWr glomeruli from tliase
either the meaangial nmtrto or tomim rara totorna observations.
to the 70, SB and 00 week apeoimsns only oeoasioiml, isolated 
granules were observed to the toner border of the lamina densa 
(Figure 00), These granules were tosuEletomt to form a definite 
pattern.
Silver granules to the meeangial nmtrto appeared to become 
tocorporated toto the mesangial cells by a phagocytic process.
Figure 58. GloimmW basement immhvmo from i^eripheraî 
portion of oapilloriea in a series of argyrio rats at varying times 
after eeasîng to Ingest silver nitrate. The plane of the section 
is normal with respect to the glomerular basement membrane as 
indicated by the presence of slit plates (arrow) # X 68,000
(a) 2 weeks. Silver granules are distributed throughout the 
entire thictoeas of the basenwnt membrane#
(b) 12 weeks* Silver |?;ranulea are no longer present in the 
foot process coated pita, the lamina rara externa and the outer-- 
înost portion of the lamtoa denaa*
(0) 24 weeks. The outer half of the lamina densa is now clear 
of silver.
(#  40 weeks* Silver granules are aligned more or less along 
the inner border of the tomlna densa*
(e) 00 weeks. The dlstriîmtîon of silver granules is similar to 
the previous specimen but the number of granules is considerably 
leas.
(1) 90 wooka. Only a very occasional silver granule was observed 
in this apecimcn, usually near the inner border of the lamina denaa.
f # #
Figure 58
Figure 58
Figaro 50* Low power photomicrograph showing typical 
appearances In the glomeruli of an argyric rat 22 weeks 
after ceasing to ingoat silver nitrate* Silver is deposited 
predominantly in the inner half of the basement mentooiie 
and in mesangial cells* Small amounts of silver are 
present in the meea%lal mmtrlx (arrow I), and in cnck>-- 
thelîul cells (arrow 2)* The appearances are remarkably 
uniform ttooughout the glomerulus * X 9,000
Figure 59
Figure 60. low power photomiorograi>h showing iypionl 
appearanoQo iu the glomeruli of an argyric rat 83 wceko 
after ceasing to ingest silver nitrate* Silver is visible 
hi the moamigial cell in the lower left com er. Elsewhere 
silver granules are very few and far between and are situ­
ated near the inner border of the lamina dcnea (arrows).
8,000
Figure 60
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MoaaBgial m trlx with oiW r grmmlea was M lially present in 
pockets or toaglimtiona of the plasma memAmne of the mes- 
angial O0 ÎI* These toagtoatioBB appeared to Mmme vesloles 
coBtaiBîng matrix mû silver grmmles * The matrix disappeared 
and coaoentrated aggregates of silver granutes rematoed in the 
membrane bmmû veslolea * The membrane bomd etruotures 
umally oontainad only silver but some conWrned, to addition, 
other electron dense imterlal* On morpWlogleal grounds alone 
these heterogeneous organelles conform to the general pattern of 
lyaosomea mà residual bodies (Figure 61) * to a few of the later 
apeoimens aggregates of allver granules were observed free to 
the cytoplasm of the mesangial cell®.
In m  far as quantitative estimates om  be made of such spectsBens, 
m  the amount of silver to the basement membrane decreased so 
the aincunt of silver to the meeangtol cells immmmX %\p to the 
20tk to 30th week of observation. Thereafter the amount of totra- 
cellular silver slowly decreased but even to the $0 weak simcbwn 
considerable deposits were still present within the mesangtol cells. 
Attempts to find other sites of silver depoaltton to and around the 
glomerulus, both by electron mû dark field optical microacopy, 
to account for tots loss of silver from mesangial ceils were un-
01, Incorporation of silver gramnloB by mesangial 
colls. Those lllustmtione are from different apeelnwna and 
ore presumed to show sequential stages of the ingestion process*
W fJÜvor granules in imsangial matrix which is invaginated, 
or incorporated into a i;3ooket, into the mesangial cell* XXô,OôO
(b) Silver granules in a vacuole inside the moamgiml cell.
The other vacuolar contents are similar to mesa%ial matrix.
X 19,000
(c) Membrane-bound b o#  partly filled with large silver aggre­
gates . The other contents of the body appear to be breaking 
down. X 22,000
(d) Concentrated aggregates of ingested silver in meinbrane- 
Wmd l3ody (arrow I) and apparently free in the oytoplasra 
(arrow 2}. X 22,000
IM
Figure 61
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produotive. The only point of possible note wMoh emerged from 
tuts search wae that intmluininal pseudopodia or "coiUcuM” from 
tlie mesangial colla (Figura 62) were much more readily observed 
In all of the argyric aniniala compared with non-argyric control 
animale. However ellver was never observed in tWæ pseudo- 
iX)dia.
Silver In the endotWlial cells wm  always small In amount, • 
mcxnijrane bound mtâ in the perikaryon. The means by which 
the silver gained access to these cello wae not observed.
hi both the argyrio and the non-argyric control animalB tW 
glomerular basement membrane was observed to thicken slightly 
with age and progressively more fibrils of a striated collagen 
pattern appear in the mesangial matrix*
Discussion
Theae results deîBonstrate that in the argyric rat silver gran­
ules are slowly and progressively cleared from the glomerular 
basement membrane, moreover this clearance is directional and 
proceeds from tW outer, or epithelial aspect, to the inner, or 
endothelial aspect, of the basement Mmbrane. This is the 
opposite direction to that taken by the glomerular ultrafiltrate 
as it passes from the capillary luimn to the urinary space. Ho
c a p
Figure 62. Intraluminal pseudopod or ”colliculus^’ arising  
from mesangial c e ll. A silver granule is free in the m es­
angial cell cytoplasm but the pseudopod is devoid of contents 
X 16,000
I l l
roverae movement of silver granules, so that they com© to rest, 
against the filtration slit plate or within visceral epithelial cells, 
was observed. This is further evidence that the silver granules 
are firmly bound to basen^ent membrane material.
As the silver ie firmly bound to, and apparently an integral 
part of, the basement membrane, the movement of the granules 
indicates the movement of old, labelled, Imsement membrane and 
its replacement #  nev/, unlabelled, basement membrane.
The observations clearly show that a component of glomerular 
basement mesnbrane is secreted by the visceral epithelial cells. 
.Secretion is effected by a coated pit mechanism which discharges 
into the basement membrane from the anchored ’sole* portion of 
the foot processes. This basement membrane material slowly 
migrates centripetally from the lamina rara externa to the lamina 
rara interna and is slightly retarded at the inner border of the lamina 
densa. Once {>ast this region the basement menibrane com|X)n©nt 
passes, almost certainly #  way of the lamina rara interna, to the 
mesangial nmtrix and is subsequently phogocytosed by the mesangial 
cells. This is a slow, continuous x>rocess without a sharp end­
point and the time token for the glomerular basement membrane to 
turn over completely is of the order of a year.
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Previoua studies ueiï^' experimental argyric teehniquee have 
Bhowu that new teeim u t $m%«brme material is laid on the 
epithelial aspect (Kurt® and Folûimm» 10S2| Oehlma, Hatano, 
Maeyama, Sugiino and Takeuchit XÛ67) tout to neither of these 
studies was participation of the visceral epithelial cells, by way 
of the coated pits, observed. On the ultrastructural evidence 
that the viaooral epithelial cells have a well developed eadopkemio 
reticulum and that the distended endoplasmic oisternae contain 
material with m  electron density aimtlar to basement membrane, 
it was suggested that the visceral epithelial cells secrete basement 
membrane material (Farquhar, Wissig and M ade, 1961; Thoenes, 
1067). It has been demonstrated, using farritlu labelling tech­
niques, that the contents of the endoplasmic oistemae and the 
glomerular basement membrane possess a common antigen (Andres, 
Morgan, Hsu, Eilidnd and Hcegal, 1B62) ♦
The experimental argyric technique because of the Initial pro­
longed exposure to silver nitrate to cause adequate labelling and 
because of the lag phase when silver continues to be deposited 
alter ingestion of silver nitrate ceases, is not suitable for accurate 
measurement of the time taken for the basement membrane to turn 
over* As m  approximation, Wwever, gloim m lut basement mem-
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Ijramo takes about a year to turn over completely. Such a turn­
over was not noted by Kurt® and FeMmau (1908) who attributed 
the addition of new basement membrane on the epltWllal aspect 
only to growth or to a pathologically reactive process, and did 
not consider turnover of the entire membrane* This eoncluBtoi 
was reasonable in their partloular experimental circumstances « 
for the period of observation was very short, extending only from 
the eighth week of silver administration to the twelfth week after 
silver ingestion ceased  ^ but incomplete considering the situation 
as a whole. Oshinm and Ma associates (.1967) did observe Mm- 
over of glomerular basement membrane and though their results 
are very briefly recorded they do note that "At 8 months, the 
granules had almost completely disappeared from the basement 
2%w&3w&%KK%%ne TMdas la; i%k iRecHOwrd Q/itl* tlaose  sxreEHDntttd
The principle, though small, stu #  on glomerular basen^nt 
membrane turnover to date is that of Laaarow and Bpeidel (1964) 
who used an isotope labelling teoîmiqiie and found timt normal rat 
glomerular basement membrane turned over and was completely 
replaced In lees than 60 days. Though criticised (Spiro, 1964; 
Miller, 1964; Preaamam, 1964) tMe stu #  does not yet appear to
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have bom either extended or confirmed* Similar Isotope Web- 
BicpOB have hem employed by Chow and Bmmmonû (1969) mû the 
resuîto, though expressed in a different form, Indicate that Laaarow 
and Bpeidelk figure of 60 daya ia conservative * The mmaaure- 
meat of glomerular baaemeat membrane syntheaie and turnover 
using iaotopie procedures Is at present fraught with considerable 
technical and theoretical problems, This Is reflected In the
paucity of tracer and autoradlograpMc atudies on the mammallmi 
glomerulus timugh other extracellular matrkee and other glyco­
proteins have been atudied using these techniques (Hay and Revel, 
1968; Houtm and LoMond, 1086).
Though direct evidence of glomerular basement membrane turn­
over ie spare©, there ia considerable indirect immunological evid­
ence to W icate that replaeoment of the membrane talma a consider­
able time. Aatibo# to glomerular basement membrane once 
firmly attached has the long biological half-life of 20 days (Praesman 
and Yogi, 1064) and l.a still detectable in the glomerulus after a 
year or longer (Freesman, 1064). Similar studies have indicated 
the persistence of antibodies attached to the glomerular basement 
membrane for an observed |>@riod of 201 days and clearance was 
demonstrated in that by 8 months only about 10 per cent of the
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amount originally i>r©sent was found (Triodman, Metzger, Hsu, 
Hotîienljerg, Scogal and Hrquhart, 1962; Seegal, Hau, Hothenl>org 
and Chapeau, 1962). Thoao oloarano© figures for antibody firmly 
attached to glomorultir basement mentorane are very similar to 
the clearance estimates for silver attached to glomerular base­
ment membrane observed in the present study.
For some considerable time after silver ingestion has ceased, 
silver granules continue to accumulate in the mesmigial cells.
This, more or less, is inversely proportional to the simultaneous 
clearance of silver from the baaenxsat meaArane and is good evid­
ence tlmt the mesangial cells remove not only filtration residues but 
also old baBement membrane as postulated by Farquhar (1964a).
The incorporation of silver from the mesangial matrix into pockets 
which then become vacuoles which fuse with lyaosomes and mndeuEm 
with the ultimate production of dense residual bodies is identical 
to that descriWd and illustrated for filtration residues by Farquhar 
and Falade (1962). E has further been shown that the lysosow a  
contain enzymes capable of #drolysing glycoprotein (Miller and 
Falade, 1064). However these organelles db not seem capable 
of breaking down the enguEed silver granules for these accumulate 
within the cell, occasionally free but usually in membrane bound
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raeidual bodies, without evidence of degeneration of tî^ cell*
The presence of silver deposits in meamgial cells has been 
variously recorded to other experimental argyric studies,
Striker and SmucMer (1070) describe and illustrate silver to mes­
angial cells. Oahlnrn and his associates (1907) do not lï^ntion 
silver to mesangial cells* Kurt® and Feldman (1902) say they 
found silver to the "toterlumtoal or axial core cells" * Olcott 
mû Eichter (1088) described silver to endothelial cells but illus­
trate it to a mesangial cell which is  quite understandable as tWir 
stu #  antedates the definite recognition of mesangial cells to elec­
tron microscopic specimens * Vernier (1064a) toitially made no 
reference to silver to mesangial cells but subsequently (1004b) 
stated that silver was seen to ’totercapiltory* ceEs *
Silver accumulation to mesangial ceEs was not observed to 
toorease beyond the 20th to 30th weeks and thereafter steadily 
decreased* Mesangial cells therefore appear to have a meohan- 
ism for disposing of residues * There are several possible ways 
this could occur* The silver could be extruded toto the capillary 
lumen via one of the numerous pseudopodia* The silver could 
be transferred to a nelghbourtog endothelial cell b o#  and thence 
to the capillary lumen* The silver could be oMnxûoû toto the
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meaaiigiai matrix and thenoe carried to the vascular pole and out- 
with the glomerulus % the route proposed by Latta and MaunsMoh 
(1062). All these possMe tmohmiama for removing silver from 
mesangial cells would probably take place within a short space of 
time m à would therefore be unlikely to be detected in an experi­
ment of the present design. CorMinly neither electron nor dark 
field Microscopy of the present speolmens yleMed any evidence 
on the ultimate fate of the silver granules * The conaplcttoueness 
of the pseudopodia in those epeeimens, a feature not previously 
noted in other renal tissue examined personally, slightly favours 
this particular route for more detailed subsequent ‘investigation.
The amount of silver In the endothelial cells was always small 
and always ia the perikaryon. It is well established that endothelial 
cells can take up particulate matter (Florey, 1007) and it is further 
recognised tlmt this uptake can be enhanced in the glonaerulua by 
blockade of the retleulo-endothelial system for instance by thorium 
dioxide (Benacerraf, McCluskey and Patras, 1050)* It is tWre- 
fore likely that the silver phagooytosed by the mesangial cell© pro­
duced a mild degree of retioulo-eii<fetlielîal blockade in consequence 
of which some silver particles In the mesangial matrix were taken 
up by the underlying endothelial, rather than by the overlyit^’ mes-
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<3el&8,
t&K& ga&tdbPiB gagopiod of (dbN5*%K"Vj&tjk)%& tS&BW'@ isnae fi silCMAr 
steady movement of silver graimles from the outer, towarda the 
liwaoK', omcfaee of Mans Ifaoei&ew&t; %K*%%33l%K%mo. G&WgfhA; rxstaaardatdboRk 
ooGurred not at the auifao© of the endothelial cells hut at the imier 
&K)3Ml3)r of the li&]aat8w& d&iisa. &dk>%\8<yvGr ;a*;c%%3%Bwli&tio»i& <%( awUh/er 
gppyamdksiis oooi%3rz%3d ta tl&e icwaBaBgg&BdL nwatrlas a&Kw& <3oIl8 aawl iKHk ia 
tiao i*ara i%&t8:E%#i* TDhiot ie; aowoEit areiSKlilar (swqplaiaeKi W: l&%w&
l(i33xiBw& rawpia i%ato%i&G& is aLjBüwnüstisMOuallar G&6|3EKK%&t() I%)n63P firoiaHtG 
jk&BilBwa damuoi. %?&w& (%%:jl8lb&ikO(9 <%E Goaobia h&ÿrer laowa l)giea eHwormlGw&d 
j&ro%%% iwdMbc%%filtipadtlo%k t%*awB*%r etawd&cwB UBdkagg fewpritia, tl%cxpot#&E*t (wowl 
%x3GfO]%jklfW5K)e; (3?EW%&t%tM%3P, WVIkewaig; awad ItedkGWlo, jLs&ttsi awowl
Maimsbaehp 1&6&; Graham mû Kmmmky$ 1906) to accouat lor 
the Biveepliig of filtration msktmu to the axial region. It ia rcaaon  ^
aMo to suppose that smeh a layer also sweeps old Imaemmmt mem- 
iKTfKBie, SKW& osMDdk&imGHa jBilvew g%%&Bwdie8, iBt1khw& aatm© \v%*ar. Tr<> 
perform effeotively tMs layer mmt move relatively rapidly, very 
%B&K%h ]QCK)x%& 2 ?@ipdkM3 F # haauTjB or dsay^ B -  tlwasi tl%& iki%%&e isoalkD of 
iMbwaasis: ami tsmnKMfcop of die iNBwseixwgwat aBaaBixkbrawQUB i3(>%%%sx)%ieiat deaiwom*» 
gübrotüBd Isa tlie prea;8B& 4B3&g%Ba»i3%%GHodk. 3^1*18; edkroatg&ky ewy&ggtwat*) tliaA 
A aeoomd oompowat is present in glomerular bamment membrane.
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SuoU a wmipommt wouM have to be eleotroB^laeeat» or readUy 
©Ktraotabîe by the standard electron mioroseopic preparative tech­
niques, to acootint for the ultrastructnral appearances of the lamina 
rara interna. Such a wmpone%%t would have to turn over fairly 
rapidly to clear residues from the hmer surface of the lamina 
dansa, and would be marliedly diluted with serum both from the 
feneatrae and tl^ e discharged pinooytotie vesiciea In the endothelium* 
Such a com|3anent would have little structural Integrity compared 
with the major, silver labelled, epithelial derived component.
The presence of this second component, even with the present 
inadequate data, poses no serious conceptual problems as regards 
origin, function or even composition. lJai% immunological tech­
niques such a comiKsnent, a vascular basement membrane antigen, 
has been demonstrated (Pierce, Mi%ley and Sri Ram, 1B6B;
Fierce mû Nàkane, 198?) and is of presumed, though not proven, 
endothelial origin. However, major conceptual difficulties do 
arise when attempts are made to visualize the structural relation­
ship this second component has with the main, epithelial derived 
component (Kurtz, 1904). This imrtieular problem demands con­
siderable further experimental investfeation but some tentative 
proposals concerning the relationship of the two components are
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made In part ¥  of this tWaW # 
iKperimant 2 ,
The baammmt memArme turmver observed in the previous 
experiment might be a m m  and for aW phemonmnom which ooeura 
during Üio growth phaee of the rat. To to/eatlgate this poeeib- 
lllty the experiment was repeated on m  older group of rate,
Materials and Methode
A group of male, Spragua-Bawley rate, litter mates of those 
uaed in experiment 1, were allowed to %e for one year before 
being given standard silver nitrate drinking fluid. The experi­
ment was tWreafter identical to that previously described except 
that a emaller nunAer of animala was used and the animals were 
exaadned 0# 4, 8, 10, and SB weeks alter ceasing to Ingest 
silver nitrate.
Résulta
The distribution of the silver grmules in the individual speci­
mens is summarized hi the table.
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Weeks on tap water 0 4 0 16 32 0 2
Visceral epithelial cells mm ##
Visceral epithelial + -f m m
Foot proceaa pits 4 •f m m
Lamina rara oxtoma +
Lamhia deasa (outer) •4* + 4. 4
Lamina ûmm  (inner) + + 4 4 4* 4
ï^ amlua rara interna + 4* 4 4 4 -
Meaangial matrix 4 4" 4 4 4 ■fc
Mesaugial cells f 4 4' 4 4 4
Endotîîoliaî cells i' 4' 4 4 4
The pattern of silver distribution and the sequence of silver 
elemmce from the basement membrane waa the same m  that In 
the previoualy examined young animals*
These results indicate that glomerular basement membrane 
secretion, turnover and removal la a continuous process which 
occurs not only In young, growing rata but alao in mature, adult 
rata.
3*
The clociBion to use animals which had been ingesting silver 
nitrate for 10 weeks as Üic standard argyric model waa made because 
of the essentially practical and experimentally proven reasons that 
the silver deposits in such animals are reasonably uniform, are 
distributed according to a standard pattern, do not distort neighbour­
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ing atruetures and ate  readily detectable by optical and electron 
microscopic techniques. That such an experimental model is 
effective was demonstrated in the previous experiments, There 
remains the possibility, however remote, that the observed pat­
tern of baeement membrane behaviour was, in part, determined 
by the presence of the silver marker. This ia merely a particular 
application of the general proposition that the experimental pro­
cedures nocosaary to detect certain biological lAenomena may 
alter the phenomena wMoh are being observed. Expressed in 
practical rather than phllosoi^ical form the question is, does the 
presence of the silver interfere with the normal behaviour of the 
glomerular basement membrane? In so far aa such a question 
can 1 ) 0  answered m  internal experimental evidence alone, there 
is nothing to suggest that the silver deposits interfere with the 
behaviour of the glomerular basement membrane in the standard 
10 week argyric rat.
From the studies on silver deposition described in part H of 
this thesis it is however evident that excessive amounts of silver, 
because of aggregation of granules and distortion of neighbouring 
structures, particularly endothelial cells, might well fail to reflect 
a normal basement menArane behaviour. From the same studies
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it is also evident that lesser amoimts of silver might still W am 
adequate tracer for eleotron mieroseopic though not for optical 
dark field observations# These assumptions ware experimentally 
tasted partly to determine the elearonee pattern of different amounts 
of silver and partly to feoilitate interpretation of the subsequent 
oases of husxan a^yrlafor wMoh no standards were available.
Two small groups of male, Bprague-Dawley rata aged 6 weeks 
at the eommencement of the experiment were given 0.20 per cent 
silver nitrate drhiklng fluids one group #  ter 0 weeks, the other 
group #  for 25 weeks. At the end of these time perlo# the rats 
were retemed to ordinary tap drinking water and glomeruli were 
examined at appropriate intervals over the loEowIng 10 months as 
described for the previous experinmnt.
(a) Rats on 0.25 per cent silver nitrate ter 0 weeks.
The amount of silver deposited and the size of the individual 
granules were less than in standard 10 week argyric rats, but the 
distribution and clearance patterns were otherwise Identical to 
those described In expérimenta 1 and 2. One mWr exception 
was that relatively very little silver was present in tlie endothelial
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calls *
# ) Bata on 0 *2S per cant silver nitrate for 20 waaka.
The ammmt of silver deposited and the size of the individual 
granules were greater than in standard 10 week argyric rats.
As time progressed there was oonsMeraMa aggregation of Indiv­
idual granules Into groups In the inner haE of the lamina denea 
(Figure 22>. TM diameter of these aggregates exceeded the 
width of the lamina rara intoma and aggregates were observed 
impacted between the lamina densa and the endbthelium, and 
herniating timough the feneetrae (Figure 6S) • Silver was con­
stantly observed In mesangial and endothelial cells but the amount 
present in these locations was lees than anticipated from the large 
amount of silver present in the basement membrane.
The overall deposition and clearance pattern was similar to 
that in the standard 10 week argyric animal only retardation In 
the inner border of the lamina densa was more pronounced. 
Furthermore the silver pattern was not as uniform ae the standard 
argyric animal and dEferaat amounts of silver were observed i n  
adjacent capillaries (Figure 64) in the intermediate clearance 
stages. Complete clearance of silver from the basement mem- 
brme did occur m û  the kmt rat i n  this particular group, examined
Figure 63. Silver gxamile about to toniate an endothelial 
fenestra. X 22,000 * Bee also figure 4? •
Figure 64* Glonseruto from a heavily orgyrie rat showing 
non-uuEorm pattern of silver olearanoe * The distribution of 
silver in these adjacent capillary loops is essentially similar 
but there is a considerable düferenc© In the density of the 
granule poimlation. X 7,000
Figure 63
Figure 64
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67 weeks after ceasing to ingest silver was similar to figure 60 •
DiBcussion
The pattern of basement membrane synthesis, turnover and 
removal in argyrie rats exposed to silver nitrate for 5 v/eeks is 
identical to that observed in standard argyric rats exposed to 
silver nitrate for 10 weeks.
The pattern of basement membrane synthesis and turnover in 
argyric rats exposed to silver nitrate for 26 weeks is similar to 
tîmt observed in standard argyric rats exposed to silver nitrate 
for 10 weeks but the ultimate removal of silver granules from 
the basement membrane is different* The amount of silver in 
the mesangial and endothelial cells of these heavily argyric animals 
wm less than expected relative to the amount of silver being cleared 
from the basement membrane. Furthermore the diameter of the 
large silver aggregates in these animals considerably exceeded 
the width of the lamina rara interna and were too large to be swept 
along this layer to the mesaiogial region. These large aggregates 
instead become impacted between the inner border of the lamina 
donsa and the endothelial cells and appear to W eventually extruded 
tlmough distorted fenestrae, into the capillary lumen.
It seemm very unlikely that this particular route for removing
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stiver from glomerular basement membrme î b  of any phyelo- 
logical importance. Conceivably It could operate M  certain 
pathological oircmmtancea m  a route for the removal of exception­
ally large filtration resMues, or deporjite such as fibrin and antigen* 
antibody complexée.
From the results of thcae two small series of animals it is 
concluded that expérimental argyria as a model for studying normal 
glomerular basexnent xmmWane synthesis mû turnover, as dis­
tinct from removal, is valid lor a wide time r^ mge of silver ingest- 
ion* The experimental model is valid for studying normal glomer**- 
ular basement membrane removal only E the silver granules are 
sufficiently small as not to physically impede the normal route 
of removal * In practical ter sns, the size of the silver granules 
must be small emot^h to pass along the lamim rara interna.
Five and 10 week argyric animals fiiEil this criterion, 20 week 
argyric anlnmle do not.
hi the rat a major component of renal glomerular basement 
membrane is secreted by the visceral epithelial cells and is removed 
by the meaanglal cells * This i® a slow* continuous process which 
is not restricted to the period of growth of tW animal and the time
I Z /
ter complete turnover of the membrane la about 12 montho.
This basement monArane component te oeoreted by a vacu­
olar/coated pit meokmism, moves In a direction contrary to the 
flow of the glomerular ultrafiltrate, and is removed by a phago­
some msohanism.
It iB possible that in certain pathological circumstances some 
effete basement membrane material or large filtration residues 
may W extruded into the lumen of the capillary by way of the endo­
thelial tenestrao.
The experimental data further indicate, but do not prove, the 
existence of a second, or minor, basement membrane component 
probably of endothelial origin v/Moh has a faster turnover rate 
than tîxe major, epithelial cell derived, component.
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P art W
llmium Glomerular Baaement Membranp
While the exietenoa of a turnover process for glomerular base- 
meat m^iArane iu the rat is of some biological interest, it is of 
little medical slgnEiccmce unless there are reasonable grounds 
for supposing that a similar process occurs in humans. Since 
silver is a label which occurs both In %mn ami rat certain limited, 
but nonetheless sfgnEicant, direct comparisons can foe made.
Since argyria does not cause any renal maEunotlon in humans 
there is no JustEication for performing renal biopsies in such 
patients. Accordingly studies on tlie dlstrilaition of silver in
human glomerular Waeimnt membrane have to be performed on 
tissue obtained post mortem.
Tfeo first reported case of pigmentation attributed to ingestion 
of silver is probably that of Avicenna in 900, and the first undis­
puted case is that of Angelas Sala in X047. Several isolated case 
reports appeared in the eighteenth century and the first email series 
was described by Butini in 1814. Shortly theraïEter argyria was 
positively identEied and apparently widely recognised in many 
Ei\ro|)etui countries. Early reiaorts hi English are those of Albers 
(1810), 3logot (1810) and Badeley (ISIS). Of particular interest,
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mû not for prroofeîal reaaona, is the case described ty Buohaim 
(1831) ia the Glasgow Royal Mirmary* A variety of therapies 
based on the then known phyalologlcal and chemioal data were ap­
plied in m  effort to remove the silver. The patient waa long 
anffering and the attempts were unsttocea^ul.
The first post mortem on a case of argyria was reported by 
Lelttt (1830) but nearly 30 years elapsed before the microscopic 
appaarcmcea of such a ease were recorded (Fromnmnn, 1859)*
A ^ tlcu larly  clear and well Illustrated account of the gross and 
histological appearances hi a case of argyria la the #p er by Oettler, 
Bhoads and Weiss (102?)* These authors also review the pre­
viously published cases of ar^rla with post mortem examinations 
but Incorrectly attribute tW first to Frommaim and not to Lelut.^
The early literature on human argyria contains mnmrous Incid­
ental, but nonetlmloas Infornrntive, comments. Albers tried to 
trace m  earlier English reference and records "Professor Beurs 
of Gottingen, who is so eminent for literary erudition, likewise 
hunted for it, but wl#out any better success #". Lelut’a case had 
been treated with silver nitrate because of opilep^. The illness 
was attribxited to the fatigues and terrors of war as the patient had 
served In the Imperial Guard during the Napoleonic Wars.
Buohanante ease had also been treated with allver nitrate because 
of epilepsy which developed after he fell from a horse and fractured 
his skull. The patient first noticed his unusual pigmentation only 
on Sundays, this being the day on which he washed. Buchanan was 
suff iolently intrigued that he oaBed in an artist and had the patientte 
portrait done in o ils. Frommamte case was reported not from 
Germany but from London. Badeley, apart from Ascribing a clear
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mao of argyria iaoMding dose and time of exposure to silver nit­
rate, digresses on more than one occasion to the subject of air 
p>Hution* The case described by Gettler and his associates was 
tW famous "blue man" of the Bamum and Bailey circus.
Bhterials and Methods
Argyria is a rare condition and post mortems on such cases 
are even more rare so there was no reasonable probability of ob­
taining a series of specimens. It appeared that the best that 
could fee hoped for was tissue from proven cases of argyria, free 
of renal disease (a) who died while still taking silver or shortly 
after ceasing to take silver and (b) who died a considerable tizw, 
preferably tmve than a year, after ceasing to take silver. On 
the basis of the rat experiments it was hoped that the first of these 
specimens would contain silver and the second would he largely 
clear of silver *
A search for suitable material was therefore instituted. Two 
unexpected problems complicated this search. Cases of argyria 
seem to have an intrinsic appeal to ï>athologiats for though reports 
can fee traced in the files, slidea and blocks can not be traced in 
the stores. It appe&ms that such tissues are the sort that lie 
around individual pathologists* rooms awaiting later detailed exam­
ination but aiEfering earlier unintentional loss. The second prob-
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lorn is that reHable information concerning details of silver in­
gestion is particularly difficult to obtain in snany cases of argyria. 
The psychological and communication reasons for this are des­
cribed and discussed by Brinton (1949). Eventually, thanks to 
the good memories and efforts of Dr. d* B, Dawson of Minneapolis 
and Dr. J, G. Simpson of Aberdeen, two suitable specimens were 
obtained.
Case. 1. This was a man in his late fEties who waa admitted with 
cardio-respiratory failure and was incidentally found to be argyric. 
He had Wen ingesting a proprietary silver preparation for about a 
year and his skin pigmentation was of recent onset. He died 12 
weeks after admission, inuring this 12 week period he was con­
tinuously in hospital and did not ingest any silver.
A post mortem examination was performed 14 hours after death. 
The glomeruli were visibly dark to the unaided eye but there was 
no other gross or histological evidence of renal disease.
The specimen which was received consisted of the shavings of 
tissue retained when the original block of kidney was trimmed prior 
to eanfeedding. These shavings had been in unbuffered formalin
fixative for 23 years. The specimen was thoroughly washed with
%water* cut into 1 mm' blocks, post fixed in phosphate buffered
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CasoE. This was m 8§ year oM man who cliad of bromoho- 
pieumoîlia* He had Buffered from epilepsy for very many years 
and Imd spent mmeh of Ms working lEe to Australia where he had 
been treated with a "mmtmllto compound** * Argyria was diag­
nosed 14 years prior to his death. iHirtog these 14 years he 
was regularly medieally supervised, had several hospital admis- 
sions, was treated with #mobarbiWue md auti-eoBvulsant drugs 
and was not exposed to silver.
A post mortem exanduation mm performed 0 hours after death. 
The glomeruli were not visible to the unaided eye mû there was 
no gross or histological evidence of renal disease.
The specimens received consisted of the neutral #maphate- 
buffered formalto«€lxed blocks taken post mortem mû embedded 
to paraffin. The tissue was depar^Eftoised, 1 mm? blocks were 
cut, post fixed to veronal buffered osmium tetroxide (Falade,
10S2) and embedded to Bpon.
Eeviow of the orfeinal skto biopsy and post mortem tissues by 
bright and dark field microscopy (Figure 60) and treatment of these 
tissues with iodine and sodium thiosul|iiate cotolrmed that this 
was a genuin© case of argyria.
08 • #  Original sMn biopsy from case 2. There So
a i l e m e  silver deposit espocially in the Immeimnt memiirana 
around sweat glm ls « Dark field, H & E, X 340
(b )  Original post mortem liver section from oaeo 2* There 
So a dense silver dei^osit in the wall of the ix>rtai vein and silver 
granule® are present intra- and extra-cellularly elsewhere in 
the portal tract. Dark field, H & E, X340. Mote that dEfer- 
ent eosW  give different dark field colours.
Figure 65
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Case 1 . Preservation of tliia tissuo was very poor Wt glomer­
ular basement xnombrauo waa clearly IdontEiablo and contained 
numoroua silver granules.' Silver gronnlco wore also present 
IsitracolMarïy but it waa not t>oaaible to IdontMÿ the cell typo 
wiüï any eertaWy (Figure 66) .•
Cage J,.. Both bright and dark field optical microscopy of the 
glomeruli failed to demonatrato any silver In the glmmrular base- 
ment immbrano.' Very small deposits of silver were present 
intracollularly* notably in the axial region (Figure 6? ) .
Preservation of this tissue for electron microscopy was slightly 
Wtter than ease 1 $ but still far from good. Glomerular basement 
membrane was clearly idontEiable m%d contained no silver deposits. 
Intracellular silver deposits were very sparse indeed and the cell 
type could not be idWEled with certainty (Figure 08).
BlBCUBsion
The presence of silver deposits in the glomerular basement 
memteano in human argyria is well established. There are good 
bright field illustrations of argyric glomeruli in the reports by 
Gettler, Rhoads and Weiss (1 9 2 7 ) and by Christensen, Jorgensen 
and Ohlsen (1 9 6 4 ). The former authors further state that "in
Figure 66. (a) SiW r grmules to glomeruW basement mem*
brame to Mman ar^^to oase 1. Tlaaue préservation to very 
poor bat glomerular bamimnt membrane to reeogmieabto md 
# 0  ellver granules are sim iler to thoee prevtouely observed
to #a rat. X 27, # 0
#  Silver granules to glomeW ar baeement membrme and 
%vhat to probably maeangtol matrix# X20*000
Figure 66 a
Figure 66 b
Figure 67. Glonioruliia from husmm argyrio case 2 showing 
absfôïiee of silver deposits from the basement membrane. A 
few, amall, isolated deposits are present intracellularly, prob* 
ably* Imt not definitely, In meaar^lal cells • (a) brfeht field,
(b> dark field, X340
r'Kf i•* V
-+  >
Figure 67
Figure 08. (a) ï^w power photomiorograpli shewing general
features of gioimrulus from case 2. Capsular basement mem- 
Wane and glomerular basement mei#rano are readily identEied. 
Rod blood oells and a i^ oXymorph are present in the capillaries. 
The epithelial cells are markedly autolytio# Endothelial and 
mesangiul cells cannot be positively identEied but the two colls 
indicated are tentatively recognised as mesangial cells (MG).
X 8,000
(b) Glomerular baae^ tnent membrane. There are no silver 
granules. X 20,000
(c) Small, focal collection of silver granules found in inter- 
capillary location. Tissue preservation is m  poor the locus 
cannot be IdentEied fmm% ultrastructural features but the topo- 
grap% suggests this deposit is in mesangial cell or meaangial 
matrix. X 26,000
Figure 68 a
Figure 68 b
m
Figure 68 c
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*a iWbwa (awu&EyK&w&l&0i& cwsHe;". aghowsFwaw iGSw) ijWk*8ü&g%&t&(NüW3 (dEiGksdW&GMr
aiMi of CtoistOBeom#. mû the Blm%mnmiQm$mph% clepletesl here# 
are Aemml compared with the llluatratioiïs Ib the paper hy Jahm 
(1894)# reprc&ieed In figure 89# Theee c le a rly  show eilver Ie 
tîi0  gloEiertilar hamme# membrane mû with bWmlght# te the 
EBsimglal mMrte and mtsaogtel celle# Caee I te te accord with 
these fîEdlEgs.
It te not wall amteWWmd that te come caeca of human argyrla 
the glomerular Meammt memAraue ia free of allver depoaits. 
Several reimrta of # a t mortema on caeca of argyrte do not specific** 
ally mention the glomerulua hut there appears to be- only one tenuous 
reference to the effect that glonieruli te auoh eaaea can he free of 
silver. Hill and Piltehmy (1938) state that Moslener te his 
Inaugural Dissertation at Kiel te 1889 quoted Kahlden as having 
reported such a case. Dohi (190S) refers to this aame case#
There ia only a ategte report of the electron microscopic 
emmteatten of tM Mdneye te a case of argyria* This is the paper 
entitled "An Electron Microscopic Btu% of Human Generalised 
Argyrte" by Prose (1983)# This paper has five Hluetrations# 
four of a shin biopsy mû one of a renal glomerulus # This test
Figure GQ# Hunifui argyric gloasnerulus showing silver granules 
ill Msemmt menteano miû in aiieaangial regions# a » apitîîolial 
coll# b = endothelial cell # Bright field snioroscopy# original 
Bmgnificatlons not stated but appear to be of the order of X300 
miû X 900 respeetîvaîy * Reproduced from Jahn (.1894) •
F ig .3,
b i a .4
Figure 69
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Illustration consists of a portion of a glomerular capillary and a 
portion of Bowman’s capsule # in the latter site is a solitary 
electron dense deposit said to be silver. As has been previously 
discussed (Part O# Methodological Studies (a) ) it is far from cert-* 
ain that this particular electron dense deposit is Indeed silver.
Of more significance# however, is the absence of silver granules 
from the considerable segment of glomerular basement membrane 
in the same illustration.
The morphological description and the discussion In text of 
Prose’s paper are far from olear and do not oorreapond to the 
illustration. He states "Infrequent silver do|x>sita were seen 
in the connective tissue of the spleen and liver; in the focally 
thickened finely filamentous basement membranes surrounding
renal glonmrular capillaries and the glomendar capsule " *
Further on he records "As observed in the renal glomeruli in the 
rat Kurts and Feldman, 19G2 , silver granules ware deposited 
in bandlike form in the basement membranes luround the glandular 
portion of the sweat glanda" (aie), vaille tW evidence for the 
presence of silver In the akin of Prose’s case is excellent, the 
evidence for the presence of silver in the glomerular basement 
membrane is insubstantial in the extreme. It seems possible
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that in the expectanoy of linding silver in the glomerulus he has 
alighted on a few isolated, eleotroWense deix^aits of tedetermin- 
ate mature. Bigaifioantly the interval between Prose’s case ceas** 
ing to Ingest silver and %ing was thirty low  years, more than 
long enough to clear silver deposits from glomerular basement 
membrane.
In case 2 reported here, the patient ceased taking silver at 
least fourteen years prior to death. Though he still had the 
clinical atiginata of (u:^yria, Ms glomerular basement meml:)rane 
contained no silver deposits. In the experiments on silver depos­
ition in the rat described in i^ art U of this tîieeîa it was shown that 
silver doi)osition in the glomeruli is particularly intense and ante­
dates silver deposition in the skin. Silver deposition in both 
these sites is well recognised in humans tliough the order of pig­
mentation is not known. Thei*e is therefore little reason to sup­
pose tîmt the glomerular basement membrane of case 3 was other 
than p%mented while the patient was taking silver and for an indeter* 
minate time after he stopped taking silver. The small, intra­
cellular traces of silver still present at death further support this 
view.
The amount of silver ingested by these two patients could not
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be eataWMWd tat, by oomparaion with other reported oases, . 
neither was parttcmlarly heavily argp^lo. M experiment S on 
rats desoritai in part ÎK of this thesie It was shown ttat silver 
deposits were oleared from glojnerular basement membrane over 
a five fold range of silver adxnînistratîon. The amount of silver 
ingested by the 2 tamm eases, in so far aa it affects glomerular 
behaviour, does not therefore appe^ to be a erltioal factor.
Because of the well established time intervals between ceasing 
to ingest silver gareparations and death it is possible to state from 
the two oases descriWd, md to infer from previously described 
oases, that human glomerular basement membrane oon be labelled 
with silver and this silver Is sutaequently cleared from the glomer* 
ular basement membrane,
Extrapolating results from experimental animals to humans Is 
not always JustHiaMe (\?alkor mû Patrick, 1967, 1968, 1869) tat 
the similarities between the obeervatlona on glomerular basement 
membrane in argyric rats and argyric humans are striking. It 
is ttarefere reasonable to conolucto that the prooesa of glomerular 
basement membrane synthesis, turnover and removal is at least 
similar la both species.
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CoiiüteaiûB
Em m m  g lo m eru la r  ta sem a n t m om brano W m a o v e r  and is  
probably sy n th esteed  imcl r m w v e d  te  a  nm im er s im ila r  to  that 
provloualy  d em on strated  i n  the r a t .
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Part V
Geiioral Conolusîons 
The Fuiiotional Movÿhmlog  ^of Glomerular Bauemsnt Membran©
The experiments recorded in this thesis demonstrate that a 
major component of glomerular basenaent mentean© is secreted 
by the visceral epithelial cells. This oomrmimt is laid ûom% 
on the epithelial aide and slowly moves towards the endothelial 
Bid© of the basement membrane as new basement menibrano mat­
erial is secreted. The old basement membrane material is re­
moved from the endothelial aspect of the membrane and passes l3y 
way of the lamina rare interna and the meaani^ ial matrix to the 
moeangial coHb. TMa entire process is continuous and alow: 
til© tîBio for complete renewal of glomerular basement n^nilmane 
in the rat is of the order of 12 months: the time for complete re­
newal in the hunmn is not established tat is probably lon^ e^r. 
Secretion of this component by the epithelial cells is effected 
a vacuolar-coated pit system and removal by the nv^sangial cells 
is effected by a ftogocytic mechanism. The process is diagramat* 
ically summarized in figure 70.
All the stages in this process have been described or aurml,sed 
previously aa Isolated events tat the entire» interrelated sequence
URINARY
m
I CAPILLARY
Figure 70. Diagram of glomerular basement membrane and 
related structures. The heavy black arrows indicate the path 
taken by the glomerular ultrafiltrate. The broken arrows 
indicate the path taken by the epithelial derived component of 
the glomerular basement membrane. Note that the basement 
membrane is renewed in a direction which is countercurrent 
to the flow of the u ltrafiltrate.
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of evemW, to te st of tte  author’s knowlodg#, tea  m i been demon­
strated tefore# nor la tte ra  any previous direct evidence to show 
that this proeeaa oomm In the human am# not just In the rat *
Apart from the mate baeemmt membrane component considered 
above, from the expérimental oteervatlons in particular that 
the silver marker does not progress smoothly all the way through 
the baaemmt membrane hut is retarded at the Inner border of the 
lamina densa, and that the lamina rara interm clears more rapidly 
than the lamina dansa it is inferred that a second basement mem- 
brane eompoment oxlals. The presence of such a second compon­
ent has been euapeotcd or demonstrated by several previous invest­
igators in particular by Fierce and his associates, This second
component la probably of endothelial origin.
The relationship of these components in glomerular feaae- 
memt membrane is, at present, largeur conjecture but Kurtz (1.984) 
has made the reasonable suggestion that the second, or endothelial 
c©m|3oaoBt could be the eleetron-lueenl substance between the dense 
fibrils of the lamina #m m .
From a consideration of all the available data there emerges 
a concept of glomerular basement membrane in terms of functional 
morphology# Glomemlar basement membrane is a two component
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Btruüte©. Til© nmjor componmt is a loosely orossliïiked, 
fibrOîazc D e^ehwork of a collagenous protote (Spiro# 1967a;
KeMMee, 1968) precbmlaaatly coBoeittrated M the lanitim CmiBa 
but with oceaaioaal fibrÜB attaehod to the epithelial and ondothoUal 
cells (Tramp and Bonditt*i 1062* Jorgenaon, 1907b) thereby con­
ferring structural integrity to the basement immArme. Thieî 
componmt is secreted by the visceral epithelial celle, tunis over 
slowly and tecoBies more croseUifdced with time teing maximally 
so at the Imner border of the lamtea dansa thereby conferring a 
degree of coarse filtration selactloE at this level (Farquhar, Wiseig 
and Falada, 1061* l4itte and Matmabaeh, 1062), At the teo r  
focnrder of the lamina densa this collagonous comimimi is dapoly- 
mariecMi aixd carried with the filtration residues by way of the iamiaa 
rara Interna to the mesanglal jmtrhs to ho aubseqaontly ingested 
by the zmsangial cells (Farqulmr and Falade, 1962; Farqukir, 
1084a),
The second component is a liydrated gel of endothelial cell 
origin which is Wdmatoly intermingled with and diluted by, the 
ultrafiltrate, This gol permeates the MteratioeB of the fibrillar 
meshworlc but is predomJBantly concentrated in the lamina rara 
interna ami the lamaima rara externa. It confers form, as opposed
to integrity, to the basement membrane. TMs is esBentially tm 
extension of the Momeehanioal ooneept of extraeelWar nmtrix 
structure developed by Fessier (1957; 1969) and expressed indep­
endently by Dische (1964). This second, or endothelial, compon­
ent has a much faster turnover than the first, or epithelial, com- 
ix>nent* Much of this endothelial component flows cireumferent- 
tally in the lamina rara interna carrying with it effete collagenous 
component and filtration residues te the mesangial matrix for sub­
sequent Ingestion by the messuiglal cells .
Though at this jmcture hypothetical, the proposed model of 
glomerular basement mmnhrane accords with most of the estab- 
lialied facts and many of the reasonable aBsumptions. It impliee 
that glomerular basement membrane acts only m  a coarse pre­
filter and assigns to the alit plates and foot processes the ultimate 
regulation of the glomerular ultrafiltrate which is In accord with 
the studies of Eamovafey and Ms associates on transcapillary ex­
changes and formation of the ultrafiltrate (Graham and Karnovel^, 
1966; Venkataohalam# Kamovaky andCotran, 1909), The model 
further implies that apart from regulating and monitoring the ultra­
filtrate on a short term basis (Fisher and Hellatrom, 1962; Farquhar, 
1964a), the vieceral epithelial cells can, in the long term, alter the
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nature of tto preHElltei? or basement membrane by ayntheaizing 
more or different bmammnt membrane component. Much of the 
ayattesis of the ooHagenoUB component imolvm  poat-riboaomal 
atagea which are auaceptlMe to environmental Mluencea (Spiro, 
1969).
Above all this %pothetical model ia dynamic and oilers poaaible 
explanations aa to how certain glomerular tenement membrane 
lesions develop and why, in many circumatimcea, these lesions 
resolve, tn such a pathological context two ©ubaidiary obaervat- 
Iona from the present series of experiments are probably of im- 
portance namely the ability of the nmaangial cells to clear them- 
selves of undigested residues and the ability of large filtration 
residues or basement membrane fragmenta to be herniated through 
the fmeatrae Into the capillary lumen.
At an intelleotual level a hypothetical model is satisfaotory 
if it explains and correlates most of, and preferably all, the present 
known facts pertaining to the situation under consideration. Apart 
from this there is little Intrinsic value In such a model; its use­
fulness and validity real in its application. There are two facets 
to this application, #  the model should indicate defioienciea in
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present knowledge %vMch require further experimental investigat­
ion and fe) the model should assist in explaining the pathogenesis 
of certain naturally occurring glomerular lesions.
Application of tW mmdel in the first of these v m y s  indicates 
several snajor points requiring further experimental oluoidation. 
Those axe enumerated below.
(1) The role of fuzF. in the glomerulus is far from clear.
This laok of information is not imcullar to the the glomerulus hut is 
coamnon to eoll coats gcmemlly. Ito (1969) has auitu^îarlscd tte  
prosent situation as "It seems reasonable to spooiilate that the sur­
face component may bo eharacterietio for each apeoies and for 
each coll typo and furthormoro that it may vary in its structure 
and function on the same cell under different physiological condit­
ions . When the structure and function of the complete plasma 
membrane are imdorstood and established, we may find that the 
glycocalyx or some of its components may be even nmre important 
Ilian wo now realize.".
(2) There vxe two vaouolar-ooated pit syatoms, one concerned 
with absorption the oHier with secretion, hi the visceral epithelial 
cell. The first of these has tern recognised for some time 
(Fawcett, 1965* 1060), the second has only tern recognised recently
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(HaW, 1970) • Ho morphologioal oriterla for dlatteguisMBg thaso 
two systems are prasently available; they can only bo distingulstad 
âmotlomlly.
(3| The olierMoal oom|K>sit;ion# p%oioal mture, turnover and 
oloaraneo of the second» or endothelial, oomponent In glomerular 
basement memtbrme are not established. E is suggested that 
tMs component may W related to endothelM cell coat, ie prob- 
avbly a hydrated gel markedly diluted fey the iiltrafiltrate, and turns 
over more rapidly than the first, or epltholfal, component. Mohoe 
timl Skosa (1070) have demonstrated ttet the siallo acid content of 
glomerular basement membmm jjreparatlona varies directly with 
the contrlCugai force employed in isolating these preparations and 
thoy suggest #mt this is due to contamination of the baisement mem- 
brume propuratioma with coll coat. Their data can equally w^ ell 
be interpreted as stewhig that increasing the iprcparatlve centri­
fugal force hioraases the yield of the second taaement membrane 
compoimiit. These Investlgaters also note, W  do not explain, 
that the sialic aehi content of basement membrane preparations 
is higher Im young animate than In oM anlnmte* This te remark- 
ably similar to the changes which occur in the wldtha of tte 
laminae rarae where the second mmpommt may %mll W present
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in greatest amounts.
(4) The mechaaiani for the removal of the main, or collagen­
ous, ba@om.ent membrane component at the inner tarder of the 
lamina denoa posee intoresting problems • A possible way this 
removal could be effected is by a circulating collagenolytic mechan­
ism in which the collagenase activity resides in molecules of such
a size that ordinarily they are trapped as filtration reeiduoa at the 
inner border of the lamina denaa. If the resultant products are 
of suitably small size they will ta carried away by the ultrafiltrate 
and larger products will be disposed of as filtration residues in 
the mesangial region. Such coll^anases imve been identified 
and partially clmracterized (Jeffrey and Gross, 1070), but not, so 
far, in glomeruli.
(5) To maintain a glmmrular basement mend^rane of more
or leas uniform appearance throughout life in the presence of so
much turnover and other dynamic activities requires the presence
of induction and control mechanisms between tta epithelial, endo-
*
tholial and mesangial cells. The study of such mechanisms is
in its infancy and though their existence is well recognised (Eallman 
and Grobstein, 1965) and they have been demonstrated in the kidney 
(Grobatein, 1065), the manner in which they operate in mamnmlian
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cells ia imexplaîned.
(6) While it is clear that mesangial cells axe phagocytie mû 
remove eUete haæment n^mbrane and filtration residues, other 
functions have also been ascribed to these cells. M particular 
it ims been suggested that these cells ma  ^produce the collagen 
type fibres mmetbms found in the mesangial matrix (Miehieleen 
and CreeanorB, X907). These fibres are not necessarily pro­
duced by the w sangial cells and may well be dm to reaggrogation 
of partially degraded basement membrane colli^en transported 
to the mesangial matrix after taing rensovod from the lamina 
densa CRowlatt# X970). Certainly not dissimilar fibres have been 
observed in other baeement meinbranes (Palade and Farqiihar, 
X965; Bowlatt# X960), reaggregation of collagenase digested col­
lagen fibres has been demonstrated (Jeffrey and Gross, I07p>, 
and it has been shown that under certain circumstances basenmnt 
membrane collagen will aggregate into fibrils •(iCefaUdes, X969a). 
However all this evidence is circumstantial and further direct 
experimental Mornmtion is required.
Application of the proposed model in the second way, nasiocly 
to explain the pathogenesis of certain gloimrular diseases in terms 
of structure and function, is outwith the scope of this thesis tat a
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few, brief, general conBiderations and speolfio examples drawn 
from iMBvm pathology may be given.
(1) The propooed Btodol, like moot biological systems, has 
to fitaetioii oatiafaetorliy within a relatively wide range of eondit- 
ions the extremes of which may foe regarded nicely as more patho­
logical than phyalologlcaU taoh an extreme condition may foe 
aaid to oecnr if the glomerular filtration rate is maintained when 
t!iO effective renal plasma flow ia chronically reduced. In such 
conditions the glomomlar filtration rate coiaM only foe maintalBcd 
if an Inoroaaed profmrtkm of the plasma went to form the ultra- 
filtrate. This would ’iBcroaae tho amount of filtration residues 
which would cOBoeivaMy foe reflected in the mesangial matrix and 
mesasîgial cells. Such a condition is OKmnpliîieû by oMMron with 
Fallotte tetrad and a high packed cell volume. ültrastructural 
studies on glomeruli in such cases do not appear to have Wen re­
ported tat by light microscopy ttaro is am increaoo in eosinopliiUc 
or hyaline intercellular sufoataneo which ia thought to involve the 
meauBgium (8%x^ ar, :106O| Bauor and Eosentorg, 1960).
(2) The pro|K>sed model is consonant with complete turnovex^  
of the basement Hjemforano though this takes considerable time.
If the glomerular basement membrane is damaged by a disease
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process which is esscntiany extraglonneruiar in origin and the
cause of the damage then ceases to operate, the da.ma|fod base­
ment mentoano ahonld be slowly removed either via the mes- 
angM cells, the endothelial cell perikaryon or fey ©KiruBion of 
fragments into the capillary and replaced by newly syn­
thesized basement membrane; l^uch a sihmtion occurs in acute 
glomsrulonephritia during and after which there are conspicuous 
basenwnt membrane abnormalities (Mavat, Steiner mû Huhn,
1902) yet these resolve in snost oaees for when death occurs many 
years later from some entirely unrelated disease and a post mortem 
examination is ii^ erformod, the glomerular basement membrane is 
foimd to be essentially normal. Such a case Ims taen followed 
by serial renal biopsy over a period of §60 ûafù % which time the 
glomerular basement membrane had almost returned to normal 
(Strimk, Hammond mû Benditt, 1064) *
(3) Abnormalittea of gloimrular basement membrane mist 
w t  be considered in isolation. Though glomerular basement mem- 
brame ia ©ye*K3atcMng and much studied It is momiy one part of a 
unit comprifaing in addition visceral epithelial cells, mesangial 
matrix, mcsangial cells and endothelial cells. Subsidiary to this 
it should be appreciated that some conapiouoitB morphological features,
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of imdouMed diagiioatio value to the pattalogist, im y  be of 
litüo £i!îiotional and progmoatio aignlfioance to tho j>atleiat. TM@ 
is exemplified in the focal, modulmr, intercapillary gfoiimrulo- 
BcIes?osia (liimmctsiiol timl WÜson, IÛ80) which ia to all Wonts 
m i û  |OTp>sea pcxthognomonio of diabetes moEStus* There Is 
roîuiwkabîy little evMomcc tliat this partieular foatum îe of any 
Bigaifloaaco in forma of renal function (Clollmmi# 1964) and it is 
the Iqbb conapicuoua diffuse membmmous laaioa (Bell, 1D68) 
which corrolafoo better with glomerular malfunetW. Bocent
iiAVCîstigatteia suggest that this may be due to the visceral epithelial 
colla eeorating a basement membrana connponent which Is slightly 
dlltooEt from noxmial (Beioewongex' and Spiro, 1970), It is pos­
sible that tlm imsa%ial cells ingest this component less avidly tlum 
normal effete basement mmmbrane. However this, like so many 
other problems concerning gloBV-jrular structure and fonction awaits 
final elucidation.
A detailed and eoraprohensive account of the natural history 
of normal glomerular basement membrane ia prerequisite to 
elucidating the pattagenesis of several renal diaea^ea *
The experimental argyrio technique was Investigated, adapted 
and then applied In a long term, sequential, electron microscopic 
stuc^ of normal glomerular basement membrane in the rat.
The results demonstrate that a major component of glomerular 
basement membrime %b secreted fey the visceral epithelial cells. 
This component is laid dovm on the epithelial side and slowly moves 
towards the endothelial aide of the basement Mmlmane aa new 
basement meuArane material continues to be secreted. The 
oM basement membrane material is removed from the endothel­
ial aspect of the basement membrane and paeseB by way of the 
lamina rara interna to the mesangial matrix for subsequent in­
gestion hy the mesangial cells. This process is continuous and 
slow: the time for complete renewal of the glomerular basement 
momArane in the rat ia of the order of 12 months. Secretion of 
this component by tlie epithelial colls is effected by a vacuolar- 
coated pit mechanism and removal by tho mosangial cello is 
effected by a phagocytic mechanism.
The résulta farther îndicat© the presence of a second com­
ponent in the basement membrane, This second component is 
probably of endothelial origin and has a nmoh faster turnover 
rate #mn the main, or epithelial derived, compo^^Rt,
study was also made of glomeruli from 2 cases of human 
argyria and though the observations perforce are limited the 
results show that human glomerular basement membrane has a 
nahwal history essentially similar to rat glomerular basement 
membrane #
On tho basis of these experimental observations, correlated 
with the results of previous Investigations, a model of the func­
tional morphology of glomerular basement nsesArano Is proposed. 
The potential applications of this model are briefly Indicated.
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